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Don't let the size of the box or
its miniscule price tag fool
you. The TG100 is this year's
big noise in tone generators.

200 AWM voices (including 8
drum kits), 16 part multi
timbrality and 28 note poly-
phony make the TG100 a
treasure chest of sound.

Naturally, thanks to Yamaha's
Advanced Wave Memory
samples, the quality of sound
is every bit as impressive as
the quantity.

And how's this for innovation?

Not only does the TG100
support the new General MIDI
standard, but it features a
dedicated TO HOST connection
that functions as an on -board
MIDI interface for MacTM and
PC computers. That's in
addition to the MIDI in, out and
thru connections.

Programmable effects, stereo
outputs, easy editing and an
audio in facility complete the
picture.

A bigger picture we think
you'll agree.
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DIGIDESIGN MACINTOSH AKAI

MIDIMOOG KURZWEIL K2000 ROLAND S750

.41
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MORE MACINTOSH, MORE SONY,
MORE DIGIDESIGN, MORE OPCODE,

MORE AKAI, MORE KORG,
MORE YAMAHA, MORE EMU,

MORE ANALOGUE, MORE DIGITAL,
MORE DIRECT -TO -DISK,
MORE CD MASTERING,

MORE SOFTWARE,
MORE HARDWARE,

MORE DEALS, MORE CHOICE.

/

ROLAND JV-80

AT TSC THE CHOICE IS YOURS
TSC THE SYNTHESIZER COMPANY NO. 9 HATTON STREET . LONDON NW8 8PR . TEL: 071 258 3454. FAX: 071 262 8215
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COMMENT
Trade shows are a vital part of many
industries - hi -tech music and recording
included - but much has changed regarding

the forthcoming UK shows. Tim Goodyer

investigates.

NEWSDESK 8
I've got some bad news for you,

Sunshine/Pink isn't well, he stayed back at
the hotel/and they've sent us along as a
surrogate band/we're going to find out where

you fans really stand- fleshy Pink Floyd lyric.

COMMUNIQUE 10
The electric storm blown up by self-styled
champion of the MIDI guitar, Martin Howard

Naylor, comes to a head this month - sound

General Quarters, Commander Data.

READERS' ADS 74
Buying and selling hi -tech gear was never as

easy as through Music Technology's regular

readers' ads - the biggest and best readers'

classifieds in the biz.

Appraisal

CHEETAH MD16 RP 12
Repackaging a powerful and popular drum

machine as a rackmount and adding drum

triggers is sure to attract more interest to it.

Nigel Lord explores the new Cheetah MD16.
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DIGIDESIGN
AUDIO TRAX 26
As the Apple Mac computer falls in price,
attention is being focussed on less expensive

software - like Audio Trax. Ian Waugh checks out

a sequencer/audio recorder which won't break

the bank.

ROLAND JV80

NA u s i c

LARRY HEARD 48
As Mr Fingers and Fingers Inc, Chicago -based Larry

Heard was instrumental in creating the house

music movement. Simon Trask talks tech with him

on the release of his first LP on a major label.

60 THE PRODIGY 68
Roland's latest professional digital synthesiser

crosses the frontier between their successful D -

series technology and a new generation of
Roland synths - without costing a fortune. Simon

Trask welcomes the JV80.

The drug culture of the rave scene continues to

attract the attention of both the pop charts and

the tabloid press. Tim Goodyer talks Ecstasy,

agony and technology with one of the genre's

heroes.

t u d i 0

FOSTEX X18 54
If you're looking for a cost-effective way to add

multitrack tape recording to your sequencing

setup, it couldn't come much more cheaply than

with Fostex' X18. Simon Trask goes back to
basics with this new cassette multitrack.

Technology

16
Imagine buying a drum machine full of good

factory preset rhythm programs - instead of the

usual collection of cliches. Nigel Lord offers a

solution to pre-programmed predictability.

FRANKFURT PAYDIRT 32
The annual pilgrimage to Europe's largest music

fair is over for another year. Vic Lennard brings

hot news of the latest hi -tech developments,
innovations, launches, lunches...

GENERATION 43
MIDI: THE NEXT

The long-awaited inclusion of a protocol to allow

MIDI control of multitrack tape machines is just

one of the recent additions to the MIDI spec. Vic

Lennard offers a MIDI update.
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SHOWING OFF
THE BMF IS dead, long live the BMF! For those of

you who remember the British Music Fair of years

gone by, those memories will be of crowded
exhibition halls ringing with the noise of guitars and

drums, of be-denimed hoardes checking out the

rock 'n' roll hardware and hoping to sight one of

their heroes (or heroines) doing the same thing.

Hopefully you'll also remember the unequalled
opportunity of being able to get your own hands on

a wide variety of the latest hi -tech music and
recording gear without some shop assistant trying

to sell you whatever he's got clogging up his stock

room.

The BMF as most of you know it is dead - stifled

by high prices and a failing economy, the BMF is

now a trade -only show. One of the consequences of

this is that Joe Public isn't invited. But for those of

us who will still be able to attend, I trust it will
continue to be a profitable trading ground. So what

of the rest of the musical fraternity?

Happily the void left by the BMF has already
been filled - and not by one show but by three
public music fairs. As of this year the essential
London Music Show, as it will be known, is joined

by the Scottish Music Show and the Northern
Music Show. Obviously this offers one great
improvement over the previous BMF: anyone living

north of the midlands won't have to travel as far in

order to enjoy the same sort of service as that
which has been available to City dwellers for years.

That's no bad thing for punters and industry alike -

and it's long overdue. Additionally, you will be able

to buy equipment at these shows and exhibitors

will be making the usual kinds of "special show
offers" that can make dropping in a positively

profitable exercise. There are also other "invisible"

differences between the new shows and the old

BMF. For example, they will be less costly to
exhibitors so that more of the smaller
manufacturers and distributors will be able to
attend. In this way they should attract a greater
number and variety of musical exhibitors and
equipment. Good for you; good for them; good for

the business.

Obviously this editorial is intended to help make

you aware of the forthcoming shows - partly for

your own benefit and partly to help ensure their
success. It would be incomplete, therefore, if I

failed to point out to you that one of MT's sister

companies, Music Maker Exhibitions, is arranging

and presenting them. The aim of the shows'
organisers is to provide us all with an unmissable

opportunity to see an incredible range of hi -tech

and recording equipment (as well as the less highly

evolved areas of musical instrumentation) under

one roof. Tie this in with the chance to pick up a

bargain or two and you've got a new kind of show

which should become an essential date in any
musician's diary. See you there. Tg

DATES & VENUES:

Northern Music Show - 16/17th May '92
G-MEX, Manchester.

Scottish Music Show - 19/20th September '92

SECC, Glasgow.

London Music Show - 28/29th November '92

Wembley, London.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (ISSN 0957-6606) is published by Music Technology (Publications) Ltd, a subsidiary of Music
Maker Publications (Holdings) plc, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF. Tel: (0353) 665577 (all departments).
FAX: (0353) 662489 (PAN: Musicmaker)

Printing by Cooper Clegg Ltd, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire. Distributed by SM Distribution, London. Tel: 081-677 8111.

All material is subject to worldwide copy protection, and reproduction or imitation in whole or in part is expressly forbidden without
written consent from the publishers. All reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy in the preparation of the magazine, but Music
Technology (Publications) Ltd cannot be held legally responsible for its contents. The publishers cannot assume responsibility for the
return of unsolicited manuscripts, photographs or artwork.
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MULTI-TIMBRAL
SYNTHESIZERS

A New Generation of
Roland Synthesizers
The JV-80 and JV-30 break new ground
in all aspects of synthesizer performance,

emphasizing three primary factors - the
latest sound technology, versatility, and

ease of use. Using the expertise in new
technology gained from years of Roland's
synthesizer development, they have
evolved into advanced instruments that
establish a new standard of excellence for
professional and semi -pro keyboards.

They offer an incredible selection of high -

quality sounds to enhance your playing.

The JV-80 and JV-30 tackle different
applications equally well, being ideal for
live performance as well as being multi-

timbral sound sources, bringing out the
best from any sequencer. In addition, they
are designed for maximum user -friendliness.

Listen - and be convinced!

Roland
For further information and a free leaflet contact
Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise Park
Swansea, West Glamorgan. SA7 9FJ
Fax: 0792 310248  Tel: 0792 310247



ANOTHER JOURNEY
A sampler gives you endless possibilities. A whole universe of sounds waiting to be captured,
and limited only by your own imagination. And you're resources. And the most precious thing you possess - your time. That's the whole point. You're
imagination knows no bounds once you've got the sounds. Inspiration flows fast once you've overcome all the time-consuming technical drudge that always
seems to get in the way. You know you're as capable of creating a successful track as the next man, given the resources, and no other sample library has a
better reputation than Zero -G for kicking all your creative energies into gear. When a fanatical samplist and dance pioneer spends 7 years painstakingly
creating and collecting effective samples - over 10,000 - and carefully selects the best 3000 of them and hands them to you on a plate. of course your creativity
leaps into overdrive. Creative inspiration never came this fast. Not surprising that the Zero -G professional dance sample library, produced by dance music
pioneer Ed Stratton, alias MAN MACHINE (Rhythm King), a.k.a. JACK'N'CHILL, quickly earned a reputation among the world's top producers and DJ's of

being THE SINGLE MOST ESSENTIAL collection of raw production material on the market...

"INCREDIBLE! THE GREATEST SAMPLING TOOL EVER RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC!" (Dance Music Report, USA).
"UNRESERVEDLY EXCELLENT... MOST COMPREHENSIVE DANCE SAMPLE RESOURCE CURRENTLY IN
CIRCULATION... AMMUNITION FROM THE FRONT LINE!... UNBELIEVABLY VALUABLE" (Music Technology, UK). "AS
A SOURCE OF SOUNDS AND INSPIRATION, IT REALLY WORKS!" (Home & Studio Rec.,UK) "VOCALS SO FIERCE YOU
HAVE TO HEAR THEM FOR YOURSELF... SAMPLES I'VE NEVER HEARD ANYWHERE BEFORE... A MUST FOR YOUR
SAMPLE. COLLECTION" (DMR Dance Music Report, USA). "DOCUMENTATION AND PRESENTATION IS VERY
GOOD...AUDIO QUALITY IS EXCELLENT... THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES IS BREATHTAKING" (Home & Studio
Recording, UK) "STRATTON KNOWS HIS BUSINESS" (International Musician). "GIVEN ED STRATTON'S EAR FOR
WHAT WORKS, A NEAR ESSENTIAL PURCHASE."(Sound-On-Sound, UK)...

DATAFILE THREE IS HERE!
The long-awaited third volume in the highly -acclaimed Zero -G sample -CD series - as
unmissable as the reviews predicted...
FEATURING:  Over 170 new breaks  Special collection of breakbeat intros/fills 
Great percussion loops  Moog -created percussion  CR78 and TR606 drums 
Usual selection of powerful vocals/ad-libs/FX  Rare and truly classic sci-fi bits &
pieces & FX  Great selection of wicked new basses  Guitars & FX  Stabs 
Devastating strings and other pads  Dreamy film atmospherics  Vocal hits and
stabs of all types  Roland TB303 bassline selection  Many more effective &
inspiring sounds that defy description. ALSO AVAILABLE:

THE ORIGINAL POWERHOUSE OF
CREATIVE INSPIRATION...
ZERO -G DATAFILE ONE  Over 60 Breakbeats  100's Vocal hooks  Dub
& sub basses  TR808/909/727 kits  Techno/electro beats & pieces  Scratches 
100's original drop -ins  Classic sci-fi/ aliens/robotics  Oriental /mysterious/ethnic
vocals & FX  Ambient FX  Stabs  Many more unusual, extremely distinctive
sounds... "A JIGSAW PUZZLE THAT COULD BE ASSEMBLED IN A LARGE VARIETY
OF WAYS, WITH THE PICTURES ALWAYS MAKING SENSE."(Music Technology, UK).

AND THE SEQUEL THAT DIDN'T
DISAPPOINT...
ZERO -G DATAFILE TWO  Over 100 Breaks  100's vocal
hooks/ad-libs/vocal FX  Kraftwerk-style electro percussion  Basses
include Juno 106 and SH101  Guitar breaks & FX  Tons of Sci-
fi/techno FX  Roland R8 & Alesis HR16B kits  Complete "human
beatbox"  Stabs  Whalesongs I birds / film atmospherics 
Industrial pert / FX  Halo -house piano  Automotive FX &
horn blasts  Drop -ins  etc... too many to list..." THE
SAME COMBINATION OF RAWNESS, CHEEKINESS AND
HONESTY WHICH MADE DATAFILE ONE SO
APPEALING... IT COMPLEMENTS DATAFILE ONE VERY
EITECTIVELY"(Music Technology, UK)

£49.95 each, £89 for 2 CDs, £1 29 for all 3
Soon the Zero -G phenomenon will
also be available in six new formats...
12" VINYL DOUBLE PICTURE DISCS: 3 Special scratch
DJ versions - visually stunning & perfect for the World Disco
Mixing Championships - coming soon! £29.95. CD-ROMs,
DAT-RAMs, 128Mbyte OPTICAL DISKS - all in Akai
S1100/1000 format - phone for availability info. (Dat-Ram requires
Akai digital interface) £199 each, £349 for two, £499 all three. 650
Mbyte OPTICAL DISK (S1100/S1000 format) all 3 Datafiles on one disk!
£499. AMIGA IFF FORMAT: Ten volumes for use with the best Amiga software -
vols 1+2 out now - see below! £29.95 each. (Watch the music press for
availability of these formats in the coming weeks)

FROM GRAMMY AWARD -WINNING PRODUCER

The man who started his hit -making career with Culture Club and went on to rack up over 50
gold and platinum albums incl. 15 No.1 records across five continents: SOME OF THE BEST
GUITAR + HORN SAMPLES ANYWHERE PLUS A WIDE VARIETY OF GREAT BACKING
VOCALS, DRUMS, EXOTIC PERCUSSION, PIANO, STRINGS, FX, PANPIPES, SITAR, SAX,
ETC. EAST -WEST PROSAMPLES VOLS 3 & 4 - Boxed set of two CDs: £59.95

k LEW LdQCL L.!..Wt 1 LS- k't

A NEW TOP-QUALITY PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION FROM US
COMPANY EAST -WEST

Li) L_L
SAMPLE -CD & CD-ROM

BY TOP USA PRODUCERS DAVID FRANGIONI
AND RICH MENDELSON

** OPTIONAL MIDI FILE SEQUENCES
AVAILABLE FOR LOOPS

** PROFESSIONAL SAMPLE LIBRARY - FULLY INDEXED
** STEREO LOOPS / GREAT INDUSTRIAL SOUNDS

** ALL ORIGINAL LOOPS AND SAMPLES
** SUPERB AUDIO QUALITY

"These sounds are great! They will save people a lot of
time... an indispensable library of sounds for

anybody serious about modern dance music" -
JEFF LORBER (Karyn White, Paula Abdul,

Pebbles, M.C.Hammer, U2 etc.) "Crisp,
Hard Hitting, Punchy, Great Variety,
always something appropriate, I love

the stuff!" - FRED ZARR (Madonna,
Whitney Houston, Debbie Gibson,
Samantha Fox etc.) "These sounds
have balls." - JOHN KHIEL (Creative
director - Soundtrack Studios N.Y.)
"Some of the greatest dance loops
I've ever heard. I've used them on
Paula Abdul, Family Stand, Debbie

Gibson etc." - JEFFREY SMITH.
CD: £49.95  CD-ROM (AKAI, EIII

or SAMPLECELL): £199

THE ORIGINAL AND BEST CDs FOR ROCK
DRUMS, PERCUSSION AND BASS

FROM TOP AMERICAN PRODUCER

EAST -WEST PROSAMPLES VOLUME 1: DRUMS - VOLUME 2:
PERCUSSION + BASS "As near to a definitive breakdown of the
drum kit as is currently possible. The recording standard is
immaculate - it simply couldn't be bettered with any of today's
technology" (Music Technology) "The same meticulous care went
into these samples as with all my projects, e.g. the last 4 Bryan Adams
albums, David Bowie's "Let's Dance", Roxy Music's "Avalon", Simple
Minds' "Once Upon a Time" or the Pretenders' "Get Close" (Bob
Clearmountain) CDs: £49.95, both vols: £89. CD-ROMs (FOR
AKAI S1100/S1000, EMULATOR III, OR DIGIDESIGN SAMPLECELL) or
Akai DAT-RAMS: C1199, both: £349. 600Mb Opticals (Akai, Ell!
or Samplecell): £299, both: £499



NTO THE UNK
COMING Sonm FROM TIMF÷
ZERO -G MASTERCLASS SERIES... seriously specialised professional sample -CDs and CD
ROMS for the real pros. presenting an insider's view on each style: Just like the Zero -G Datafiles. watch these CDs ti
a standard for all others to follow:

LL ' \_
HE CLASSIC FUNK HIP-HOP/RAP SAMPLE -CD

Produced by rare -groove programming maestro MJ DUNNE of Ronjon Productions 
No vocals, just blistering original funk using all the genuine -article funk percussion sounds:  160 totally new
breakbeats (you won't believe these aren't off old rare funk tracks!) S The hardest snares, the crunchiest kicks & hats -
FRESH percussion loops and samples with that old funk sound  150 crucial horn stabs/hits  Over 100 sax grunts,
squeals, wails inc. loads of -JB's" style sax riffs - all specially put together for this CD  Superb Hammond B3 tones,
chords  Over 100 incredibly authentic funk guitar riffs and rhythms - both clean & wah-wahed!  Many more classic
def sounds for seriously fresh rap & funk production... Spit, grit & guts... with FEEL!

" ALL ORIGINAL MATERIAL SPECIALLY RECORDED " FULLY INDEXED
" ZERO -G EFFECTIVENESS & USABILITY " MANY STEREO LOOPS

LELR2-Li: ICLC ZA.Ii!LIILL:ACL-zz,,trkicttVbiLiacz's:tot.A.C.121111;t.ii
Produced by highly acclaimed electronic musician and master of analogue IAN SODDY

Fantastic array of dreamy atmos and FX for use in ambient dance, film soundtrack work or futuristic/spacey music of
all kinds: " STEREO ATMOSPHERES " OSCILLATOR FX " RAW ANALOGUE WAVEFORMS ** ETHNIC PERCUSSION "
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL ATMOSPHERES, ETC, ETC.

LELLC Et t: L=L Lk! L1/4_ CU
THE FIRST SAMPLE -CD DEDICATED TO RAW FUNK GUITAR RHYTHMS + FX

By in -demand dance producer and lifelong funk -head Vlad Naslas. Kaleidoscopic and comprehensive range
of guitar rhythms/timbres from the cool & slinky to the hot & bothered, and all those effects you've always wanted to
hear. Authentic rawness from a man with more sex in his little finger than most of us have in our middle legs - the
definitive funk/dance CD & totally indispensible for anyone in a funk groove. " WIDE VARIETY OF TEMPOS (BPMs
GIVEN) " ULTIMATE SELECTION OF CLASSIC GUITARS & AMPS USED " ALL ORIGINAL & FRESH MATERIAL.
all Masterclass titles will be £49.95 Reserve your copy now. CD-ROM versions: £199 Watch this space!

AT LAST - ITS OFFICIAL! ... PARAMOUNT HAVE RELEASED THE ORIGINAL

STAR TREK " SOUND FX!
Recorded from the original masters & saved as Mac sound -files!

ALL YOU NEED TO PLAY THESE GENUINE ORIGINAL EFFECTS, MUSIC AND DIALOGUE SNIPPETS IS A MAC COMPUTER.
TIME AND SPACE ARE APPOINTED OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS! We're proud to be appointed distributors of
these sounds - we believe they're very special - one of the major factors in the show's success. Installed onto your
Mac in seconds, each superbly packaged volume contains the sound playback utility programme SoundMaster (v1.7)
which plays the sounds as the Mac performs its normal functions (either via built-in speaker or audio out socket).
Available now: VOL 1: THE LOGICAL COLLECTION - sounds even casual viewers will recognise, VOL 2: THE
FINAL FRONTIER - for true trekkers (the real gems!) DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY to acquire a very special
sound collection from the screen's greatest sci-fi phenomenon. EACH VOL ONLY £29.95 OR £49.95 FOR BOTH.
SOUND SOURCE AND THE ENCLOSED DIGITAL RECORDINGS ARE PUBLISHED BY SOUND SOURCE UNLIMITED INC. STAR TREK
RECORDINGS PARAMOUNT PICTURES, TM & COPYRIGHT 1991 PARAMOUNT PICTURES. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. STAR TREK AND
RELATED MARKS ARE TRADEMARKS OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES. MACINTOSH IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER INC.
MINIMUM SYSTEM F1EOUIREMENTS: MAC PLUS WITH 1MB RAM, SYSTEM 6.0.4 OR LATER. SYSTEM 7.0 COMPATIBLE!

Ordering: for fastest delivery (usually next day) use Visa / Access /
Mastercard / Amex or send postal orders/building soc. cheque. Allow 7
days for clearance for personal cheques. Use order form or call or fax for
info or to check availability. International orders - please add f5.00
airmail or f10.00 Express airmail.

The leading edge of sampling technology

Address

Postcode Tel

Signature

And ready for fast loading into your 51100/S1000
from OPTICAL DISK or CD-ROM! Time & Space are
appointed suppliers of the full range of highly acclaimed
DAC removable drives including the amazing 3.5 -inch
128 Mbyte Optical (2U rack or Mac -footprint versions),
the 650 Mbyte Optical and the superb DAC CD-ROM
(DMS version doubles as standard CD player).
STUDIOS! USING ONE OF THESE SYSTEMS WILL
SPEED UP CREATIVE USE OF THE ZERO -G
LIBRARY, SAVE MONEY AND ENHANCE
PRODUCTIVITY TEN TIMES OVER. IF YOU BUY ANY
OPTICAL OR CD-ROM DRIVE FROM TIME+SPACE YOU
GET EITHER A Zero -G OPTICAL LIBRARY DISK OR
Zero -G CD-ROM OR A SET OF ALL 3 Zero -G
DATAFILE CD's FREE OF CHARGE. Also available:
8Mb memory boards for S1100/51000 -
unbeatable price.

Plan for the future: go optical NOW and get
Zero -G free. Call us today to find out more.

irJ r

ZERO -G DATAFILE AMIGA
THE ESSENTIAL AMIGA MUSIC ACCESSORY - a huge
selection of superb quality Zero -G sounds saved in

1FF format for use in most Amiga music and
sequencing packages: A series of TEN 5 -disk

volumes - the first two out now!...

VOL 1 - BREAKBEATS 1  VOL 2 -
VOCAL HOOKS 1  ONLY£29.95

Comprehensive instruction manuals included *
Detailed indexing * Full technical helpline support.

Coming Soon: a further 8 volumes...
"* Sci-fi & Techno 1 (games programmers take note!)
** Dance Percussion .` Misc.House FX ** Spoken
Drop -Ins classic Dance Drum Machines -
Breakbeats 2 " Vocal Hooks 2 ** Sci-fi+Techno 2
These IFF ("Interchangeable File Format")
samples can be used with almost all Amiga
music software!

Dealer enquiries welcome.

Send To: Time + Space, PO Box 306, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 3EP, England
Please send me the following items (Please write clearly) All prices include VAT unless otherwise stated

Quantity Item Description Unit Price Amount

Initials Surname Shipping
(International Orders Only)

Order Total

Shipping: UK, Post - Free
International Orders Add: .4 £5 Airmail

£10 Express Airmail (2 -4 days)

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ made payable to "Time  Space" or please debit my credit card:

Access J Visa J Mastercard J American Express J / / Expiry Date /

Delivery: Payment by credit card / postal orders - IMMEDIATE despatch  Personal cheques: Please allow 7 days for clearance!

Tel orders: Call 0442-870681 (24 hr) or Fax: 0442 877266
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SAMPLE MINING
AMG have just introduced the X -

Static Goldmine from Polestar
Magnetics. The CD is "the
world's largest ever sample
archive", containing 3023 dance
samples in a double CD set. More

specifically, the Goldmine offers 512

loops, breaks and rhythms, all
specially selected and treated, most

with bpm indications. A staggering

1103 drum and percussion samples

is also on offer, in useful sections,

including Off D Record (samples
lifted from records), From D Archives

(the best of drum and percussion

samples gathered over the years),

and Kling Klang (the best in

"Kraftwerk" percussion). The Roland

classic drum machines are featured,

including Rhythm 33 and 77, CR78

and 8000, DR55, TR606 and 727,

and there are multisamples from

the TR808 and 909 too. Completing

the picture is a healthy complement

of 256 samples from Roland's R8.

Polestar have also included 512
"Vicious Vox Samples", in many
different styles - house and rap
hooks, robot and vocoder vox, film

and media snatches, toasting
Jamaicans, ethnic singers, Tibetan

Monks, Gregorian choirs. .. the list

goes on. How about 640 synth,
bass, chord and special samples?

Or 256 Sound Effects?

In total, the double CD set
contains two -and -a -half hours of

sample material, well organised

into Tracks and Categories. It's

available from AMG at £79 fully

inclusive, though orders placed

before 31st May will benefit from a

special introductory price of £69.

More info and ordering from

AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Near

Alton, Hants GU34 3PL. Tel: (0730)

88 383. Fax: (0730) 88 390. Dp

STANDING NOVATION

New British company Novation
Electronic Music Systems have
announced the launch of a two -

octave, battery -operated keyboard,

designed to improve the usability of

the Yamaha QY10 workstation.

Successful as the QY10 has been,
its small size and lack of a keyboard

has meant that data must be input
in step time. The Novation MM10
permits programming and per-
formance with dynamic poly -phony,

and offers full-sized keys, pitch and

modulation wheels and an instant
transposition feature for easy access

to eight octaves. The MM10 provides

a convenient recess for housing the

QY10 and a moulded multi -connector

cable takes care of its MIDI, DC
supply and audio requirements. In

response to criticism of the QY10's

low output level, the MM10 also

incorporates a dual stereo amplifier

suitable for driving headphones or
monitors.

The MM10 is the first in a series
of items from Novation. Future
developments will maintain the
company's philosophy of producing

"simple, no-nonsense products to
make musicians' lives easier".

More information can be obtained

from Mark Thompson, Novation
Electronic Music Systems Ltd,
Peerland House, 40-42 Chapel
Street, Marlow, Bucks SL7 1DD. Tel:

(0628) 481992. Fax: (0628)
481835. Dp

With the growing popularity of the

Apple Macintosh as a computer for

musical applications in the UK,
Zone Distribution are pleased to
announce the launch of two new
packages designed to provide all
you need to make music With your
Mac. The MacPack combines Dr T's

powerful Beyond Sequencer (99
tracks; 32 sections; 32 MIDI
channels; 32 moving sliders;
multifinder compatibility; full graphic

and tempo editing) with Dr T's X -Or

editor/librarian (over 125 profiles
free of charge; new profiles coming

constantly; control of up to 125
instruments at once; multiple
instrument editing in real time;
random instrument generation) and

Midiman's 1 -In, 3 -Out Macman MIDI

interface. The package is available

for £499. The MacPack Pro also
includes Beyond and X -Or, but
replaces the Macman MIDI

interface with Midiman's Macsync,

a 2 -In, 6 -Out MIDI interface with
built-in SMPTE reader/writer
supporting all SMPTE formats and

featuring a SMPTE regenerator for
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repair of damaged SMPTE stripes.

The Pro package retails for £649.

Still on the Mac front, Zone are
announcing a new low price on
Dr T's Intro +Mac. This package
features Beyond v1.6 sequencer,
Music Writer (full -featured music
notation package), a 1 -In, 3 -Out
MIDI interface, two high -quality MIDI

leads and full instruction and
tutorial manuals. Previously priced

at £279, this package is now
reduced to £199, a pretty fair
saving, I think you'll agree.

Zone also offer a good range of
MIDI interfaces from Midiman, and

two new products have been added

to the range. The Minimac is a 1 -In,

3 -Out unit, with high -quality metal

case. The unit is powered from the

computer, has MIDI activity LEDs to

indicate which output/s are being
used and a serial thru switch to
allow a printer/modem to be
connected at the same time as the

MIDI interface. Zone's price is just
£59 including VAT. The other new

unit, Macsync, offers a multiplicity
of features, including three MIDI
routing configurations, one MIDI In
and Out on the front panel for easy

system integration, two switches to

select printer and Modem Thru, two
MIDI In and two MIDI Out LED
activity indicators, SMPTE reading
and writing, and full Jam Sync and
Flywheeling capability to ensure
rock -solid sync. All Midiman
products come with a lifetime
warranty.

Not to neglect the PC, Zone have

one or two tasty bits and pieces to

tempt PC users, not least of which
is the Midiman MM401 PC MIDI
interface, apparently the cheapest

interface card on the market at just

£69. It's compact (one-third card
size), reliable, with the benefit of
Midiman's lifetime guarantee, and
fully MPU compatible. Currently, all

MM401 interfaces being shipped
come with utility software (worth
over £50) absolutely free. The
package includes diagnostic

software, MIDI monitor software
and a SysEx librarian. Staying with

the PC, we can also bring you
tidings of a new real-time scoring
package from Dr T's for all PCs and

compatibles. Quick Score Deluxe is

easy to use, provides real- or step -

time MIDI input, auto scrolling with

playback, 16 stave/tracks display,
full printer support, automatic note

beaming, and much more. The
program retails for £99.

Finally we should mention that
the Band In a Box auto -

accompaniment program for ST, PC

and Mac is now into its fifth
version, with many completely new

features. However, its price remains

unchanged at £69.

Zone boss Mike Partridge has
also just taken delivery of an 81b
8oz package by the name of Amy.
Congratulations to Mike and
Suzette!

More information on any of the
above (excluding baby) from Zone

Distribution, 5 Abbeville Road,
London SW4. Tel: 081-766 6564.

Fax: 081-766 6656. Dp
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GOING FOR A SONG
Andover Company Stage One have

asked us to let you know about their

range of gear and services for
musicians. Firstly, there's their MIDI

song library, available in a wide
range of formats and constantly
being added to - Stage One are open

to suggestions as to what should be

added! Custom programming is also

available for any song; prices for
this service start at £50. Stage One

also offer 700+ drum patterns,
grouped by style and including rock,

disco (?), ethnic, jazz, latin and so

on. The patterns are mapped in
Roland standard layout and are
available in several formats:
Roland MRC/SMRC format, W30,

MV30, Atari Pro24, Cubase, MIDI

Files. The drum library is also
available for IBM PCs in either 3.5"

or 5.25" disk. In addition, the
company runs three user groups -

for users of the Roland D110; Super

MRC software supplied with the
MC50011 and MC50; and the

Microcomposer Group, which is for

all MC300/MC500/MC50 users. On

joining, members receive five free

MIDI songs of their choice,

discounts on further songs and
other Stage One items, and the
group newsletter, giving hints, tips

and information. SMRC and D11.0

group members receive detailed
user manuals and D110 users are

also given an exclusive 128
usertones. If you're a buyer of third -

party synth sounds, Stage One also

have something to interest you -
Wave Plus custom patches in

various disk formats. Currently
available are patches for the Korg

T1/2/3 and M1REx, Roland

D50/550 and E -mu Proteus 1. On

the way are sounds for Korg Ml,
Roland D110 and MT32, Kawai K1,

Korg DW8000, Yamaha DX7 range

and more D50 sounds. Stage One

also supply PCs and hard drives in

almost any configuration, including

19" rackmounted.

More information from Stage One,

Trackings, Dauntsey Lane, Weyhill,

Andover, Hants SP11 8ED. Tel:
(0256) 50259. Dp

PEAVEY
Peavey continue their praiseworthy

tradition of synth upgradability with

the DPM3SE Plus. The company have

"harnessed new technology and
memory capacity, enabling this new

instrument to offer a further
significant increase in performance

and facilities". Specifically, the new

v3.0 software operating system
provides a doubling of sequencer

power to 40,000 notes, 100

sequences and 20 songs. Loopable

envelopes, enhanced sample editing

facilities and extended programming

features are just some of the
improvements offered by the new

'S PLUS
version. The SE Plus comes with a

hardware upgrade to 512K RAM wave

sample expansion loaded onto a
1Meg board, allowing a further
expansion to a full 1Mb. The price of

the new version keyboard is £1499

including VAT. Naturally, existing
owners of the original DPM3 or
DPM3SE can purchase software
and/or hardware upgrade kits to bring

their instrument up to the latest spec.

More info from Peavey Electronics

(UK) Ltd, Hatton House, Hunters
Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1JE.

Tel: (0536) 205520. Fax: (0536)
69029. Dp

ESSENTIAL SERVICES
If the name of this new company is
any indication, we'll all be buying
their software imminently. Essential

Software's first package is a
Librarian/Editor program for all
E -mu Proteus modules - including
Protologic, the press info is eager to

point out. Called Protege 123, the
software runs on any Atari ST with a

hi-res monochrome monitor and
includes a bank of 64 sounds for its

"introductory" asking price of
£22.50 (inc p&p). Essential reckon
that it's "powerful, yet simple to
operate" and have high hopes for
its success. You can contact them
at 6 Malvern Grove, Cheelow Dene,
Bradford BD9 6BU. Tg

RADIO PIRATES
If you're in a band using radio mics,

you're very likely to be illegal - so
says the DTI's Radio Investigation
Service.

Under pressure from manu-
facturers who have spent much time

and money ensuring that their radio

equipment meets regulatory
standards, the DTI is about to
clamp down on the use of non -
approved equipment, still being sold

in music shops.

Any radio equipment bought
must be DTI approved and issued
with a Type Approval Number;
anyone buying this equipment
should check carefully before they
part with cash.

Thanks to Sennheiser for pointing

out this area of potential hassle for
gigging bands. Needless to say, all
Sennheiser radio equipment has
received DTI Type Approval!

More information on Sennheiser
systems: Paul Whiting, Sennheiser

UK Ltd, on (0628) 850811. Dp

FOUR OF
We've got more sampling CDs than

you've had hot dinners 'ere mate.
German company Best Service have

four more of the little critters to
scintillate your sampler. Each CD
contains an hour of sample material,

indexed for ease of use. Bizarre
Planet (£33) contains "space sounds

from distant galaxies", long atmos-
pheres, short creaky percussion
sounds, computer voices, laser guns

and so on; Science Fiction (£33)
offers explosive effects, machines,
space percussion, and over 100
special effects; Sound Collection

THE BEST
(£33) is a double CD offering two
hours of stereo sound effects in
seven categories, namely Industry,
Sports, House, Human, Leisure,
Transport and Special. The final CD,

Looping (£25), is a "Magnetic Dance

Techno Hip CD" with around 200
scratches, voices and fun effects
and 250 new stereo dance loops.

Best Service products are

available from music stores or direct

from Best Service, Siegestrasse 23,

8000 Munchen 40, Germany. Tel:
010 49 89 345026. Fax: 010 49 89
397396. Dp

HOW'S TRIX?
If you're having trouble striking a
satisfactory balance between
quality, styling and cost in your
choice of keyboard stand, you'll be

interested in a new line of stands
from a British company called CIS.
Called Connectrix, the new stands

come in a range of styles and sizes
intended to cater for a wide variety

of applications - and their prices
shouldn't break the bank.

A series of three centre -pole
stands begins with the GT1, a single -

tier, fold -away stand costing £59.95

and goes through the two-tier GT2
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(£69.95) to the three-tier GT3 at a
modest £84.95. Optional extras
include a soft carrying bag and a mic

stand which attaches to the top of
the centre pole. The GT-H1 is an H -

frame stand better suited to larger or

heavier keyboards, which weighs in

at a pretty friendly £49.95.

CIS also provide a wide range of

cables starting with their own brand

of Connectrix budget cables
and finishing with pro cables
commissioned from Klotz.

The Connectrix range currently
includes 19 different types of cable

and an assortment of adaptors
which should cover almost all

musical eventualities and typically
cost around four to five pounds. The

Klotz range cost a little more but
look the biz and have resisted all
the MT -devised destruction tests
we've so far thrown at them.

CIS also handle proprietary work

for Roland in the software field, and

are looking to expand their
operation to include pro studios and

musicians operating a private studio

at any level. More information on all

these ranges is available from CIS
International, CIS House, Mildenhall

Business Park, Building No. 2,
Leyton Avenue, Mildenhall, Suffolk

IP28 7BL. Tel: (0638) 711570. Tg
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raving...

ifiunicue

I wish to remind Andrew Hill
(Communique, March '92) and any

other music category fascists out
there that all music is optional
entertainment. While it's tempting to

make the sweeping generalisation

that the overwhelming majority of
popular music is utter rubbish, this

fact should not detract from
everyone's unalienable right to listen

to and enjoy it if they want to.

Fair dos; The Lamb Lies Down On

Broadway is hardly going to set any

dancefloors alight. Genesis "can't

dance" but that doesn't matter
because their output is intended for

an altogether different audience.
Nobody is forced to listen to them.

A 120bpm, 4/4 rhythm with a
syncopated bassline and a token
vocal seems to satisfy the
requirements of the dance market.

For anybody who wants to sit and be

more engaged in the act of listening,

however, it's not enough. Other
kinds of music are called for. To
paraphrase Frank Zappa:
"stimulating audio entertainment for

those of you who have outgrown the

ordinary".

There are those bands of the
"boring, aged and flatulent"
persuasion who have the
unmitigated audacity to play at more

than one tempo and in a variety of

keys and time signatures -

sometimes in the same song. This

may or may not constitute your idea

of entertainment. If it doesn't, listen

to something else.

Andrew asked the rhetorical
question "Why do musicians need to

know about theory and technique?",

and then proceeded to point out that

he is managing quite nicely with very

little of either. (If somebody will pay

for what he plays, good luck to him.)

But slagging off skilled musicians is

an old favourite with people who are

too lazy or stupid to acquire those

skills themselves. I should know, I

still can't sight read after 15 years

of not really trying. And pardon my

senility, but I always thought that

guitar solos were (also) a way of
making sounds with feeling - check

out Jeff Beck or Peter Green.

Attitude is an attribute worth
'having but it only gets you so far. If

you want to stretch your chosen
instrument to its limits, you have to

put in some hard work. That includes

theory and technique. You might
even bump into that accursed four-

letter word "jazz" along the way.

Whether the extra effort is

worthwhile is debatable because the

sales of "difficult" music tend to be
in inverse proportion to its
complexity. But remember, an over-

used groove is just another rut. Try

doing something original and stop

talkin out yo' ass.

Le Petomain c/o NB Cherry

Dyfed

raving...
In Andrew Hill's (March '92) criticism

of Martin Howard's (Jan '92)
comment on house music, the
former should consider the latter's
probable introduction to the most

abused and polluted musical genre

I'm aware of. As Andrew mentions,

most house is on small independent

labels and the average eight new

house 12" records I buy each month

are all US imports. I listen to both

Kiss FM and Choice. FM but roughly

six of my monthly purchases I only

hear as contents of mastermix
shows, so I rely on friends working in

record shops or for importers to
supply me and reassure me that my

tastes aren't too obscure.

Martin is complaining about recent

chart music - how many NY or

Chicago underground tracks have

had UK release and how many have

been in the Top 40 over the last
three years? (Two spring to mind.)

How many UK rave acts with music

that vaguely resembles skeletal,
speeded -up house have charted in

that time? (Plenty in comparison.) If

these are what Martin knows as
house, I sympathise with his

comments. It's not a new

phenomenon; in the mid -'70s, disco

was pumping, uptempo soul from NY

and Philadelphia. However, with odd

exceptions from the 0 Jays and the

wonderful Trammps, the UK charts

presented disco as the Bee Gees

and Boney M. It wasn't until the likes

of D Train, Rockers Revenge and

Colonel Abrams got me interested in

electronic music that I actually found

out about its roots and the sounds

that followed them.

Martin does specify "house music

circa 1990/91" and Andrew's fine
example of Mr Fingers' Can You Feel

It' was released on Chicago's Trax

label in 1986. Pleasant though
'Chimes' is, I'd hardly consider it to
be in the same league - it reminds

me of Blancmange instrumentals. I

feel that the few UK house tracks
that can hold their heads up to US

product either pose as US imports

(Lifeforce) or start off as US
releases (Ubiquity, Joey Negro).

Andrew, I presume your last
comment about the Pet Shop Boys

was a rather bizarre joke.

Justin Chodzko

Middlesex

raving. ..
What a sad pair Naylor and Hill make.

In the red corner we have someone

with the gall to suggest that "lack of

music theory and technique has been

responsible for the bad music in the

charts", and in the blue corner we

have the blinkered attitude that
declares Bryan Adams and Genesis

"nothings".

What a giveaway, Mr Naylor. Any

new tracks by established rock acts

must be good, must they? You're
guilty of blind loyalty based on past

glories. No -one's perfect and both

Genesis and the Pet Shop Boys have

produced some dreadful outpourings

- that's just my opinion. I didn't like

'Everything I Do' but it was a well -

crafted pop song and it gave a lot of

people pleasure. But then I'm also

of the opinion that you don't need to

like a song to be able to learn from

it. House music "a product of
musical illiteracy and bad A&R"?
Then we should have been listening

to house music from the year dot.
Did the Rolling Stones take degrees

in music theory? I never realised...

The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway

is utter rubbish is it, Mr Hill? Think

again; you're so desperate to
denounce technique in favour of
feeling that you can't see one for the

other. The Lamb comes from another

era and was a gem in its day. Sure
it's dated, but then so will Mr
Fingers over the next 20 years.

By the way, I can't dance; neither

do I want to. But strangely enough, I

appreciate house music. Kind of
blows your theory, doesn't it?

All this is just my opinion. That's

what makes one man's Genesis
another man's Orbital. We had all
the same arguments during punk

and I'm sure we'll have them again -

today's Andrew Hill is tomorrow's

Martin Naylor, however many names

they have. They both cling to their

ideals and idols at the expense of

seeing anything outside their small

sphere of acceptance. I just like to
imagine that the rest of MT's
readership is a little more

enlightened.

Paul Ward

Sheffield
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Roland MV -30
the complete midi studio workstation

Is your MIDI set-up a jumble of expanders, sequencers
and disk drives with wires and cables everywhere?

Are you fed up with the 'spaghetti' that passes for your
system?

If so, you need the answer to your MIDI workstation
needs - the amazing Roland MV -30 - Studio M.

The Studio M is a complete, stand-alone MIDI studio that
integrates an easy -to -use, powerful 16 -track sequencer,
stunning built-in RS-PCM sounds and a feature -packed
Compu-mix function in a single compact unit. Link it to a

 220 super built-in sounds using RS-
PCM generation

 30 voice polyphony, 8 part multi
timbral capability

 High-performance digital filter
 Two ROM card slots

keyboard and it really is all you need to compose, arrange
and mix your songs, easily and quickly.

It's also at home as the core of a larger MIDI system,
controlling a large number of external devices and syncing
to multi -track tape recorders with it's Tape Sync II capability.

And if you like the features you'll just love the amazing
ABC super price. In the deal of the decade ABC have
slashed the price by over £700 to just £899. That's just
£899 for an integrated Sequencer, Sound Unit, and
Mixer.

 Multiple stereo/mono outputs  Extensive editing capabilities
 16 track sequencer (8 tracks for Built-in reverb, delay, chorus

internal sounds - 8 for external MIDI  Tape Sync II built-in
devices Built-in Compu-mixer

 50,000 note capacity  Automatic Mix -down
 Multiple record methods  On -board floppy disk drive

Yamaha TG -77
unmatched power, sound & features!!

£799
Without doubt the most fabulous sounding, feature -loaded

synthesizer ever!
The Yamaha TG77 incorporates two of the most advanced

tone generation systems available - AFM (Advanced
Frequency Modulation) and AWM2 (second generation
Advanced Wave Memory) - both with unprecedented EG-
controllable digital filters. In simple terms this means the TG -

77 can emulate /create any synth sound from the last 20
years. Yes! This is the only synthesizer you need!

Layer AFM and AWM2 sounds across the keyboard, split

 AWM2 (second generation 16 -bit  RCM (Realtime Convolution &

Advanced Wave Memory) offers Modulation) for a glorious fusion of

stunning sample playback quality. samples & FM

 AFM (Advanced Frequency  Advanced digital filters for creation/

Modulation) provides superb FM emulation of any sound

sound and programming versatility.  Dynamic panning

C
Instant Despatch Buy

with confidence.
7 day money -back

guarantee!

them across different note ranges or even use AWM2
samples to modulate AFM sounds and you begin to
appreciate the glorious, powerful sounds the TG -77 is

capable of.
If that's not enough the TG -77 also offers 16 -voice multi -

timbre capability, 8 individual outputs, 24bit internal
processing, programmable aftertouch, 4 internal digital signal
processors, dynamic panning and a large LCD editing screen!

All the power. All the features. - You need this instrument!
And now ABC gives you the chance at just £799!

 16 -voice multi-timbral
 Individual outputs x 8
 Programmable aftertouch
 4 internal digital processors

Built-in drums
 Data & Waveform card slots

0 0372 468114 =
Addlestone Tel: 0932 854877

14-16 High Street Addlestone, Surrey
Kingston Tel: 081 546 9877

56 Surbiton Road, Kingston, Surrey
Oxford Tel: 0865 725221

44 St. Clements, Oxford, Oxon

Instant Despatch r Buy
dayt h confidence.7

guarantee!

Exeter Tel: 0392 425125
68 Bartholomew St West, Exeter

Slough Tel: 0753 822754
324 Farnham Road, Slough, Bucks

Bristol Tel: 0272 238200
32 Alma Vale Road, Clifton, Avon

A

1/2 Price
Sound Card

Set
Were £139

NOW £79

25.2amonth
Deposit £99 36 x £25.22

Total price £1006.92
APR 19.3%



CHEETAH Drum Modules

MD161t8c MDloRP

No sooner than it had appeared on the market,
Cheetah's MD16 had its generous complement

of 233 onboard sounds uprated to over 700.
Now it's acquired trigger inputs too.

Review by Nigel Lord.

WITH THE FRANKFURT music fair

currently preparing to lure the

music biz to Germany with its

annual offerings - technical, liquid

(and sexual) - we're reminded that

it's time once again to make way for a whole slew of new

gear and sift it into broad categories of bad, good and

significant. Of course, the expression, "significant" and

its most common adjunct, "new equipment" has become

something of a cliché in recent years and is usually

pretty difficult to quantify. How significant is significant?

And exactly who is it significant for?

The Cheetah MD16 is a case in point.

In the course of his review (see MT, March '91),
Simon Trask gave it the general thumbs up and even

went so far as to compare it with the Roland R -series

Rhythm Composers. My review for MT's sister
magazine, Rhythm, however, had me reaching for the

thesaurus in search of superlatives and claiming it to

be - you've guessed it - a significant advance in beatbox

technology. Twelve months on, I'd stand by that
appraisal, particularly in view of the price, which was

(and still is) an unbelievable £299 including VAT. The

recent release of two new versions of the machine

simply gives me the opportunity to re -state my case.

The MD16R and the MD16RP, as their suffixes might

suggest, are rackmounted versions of the original
machine with certain changes and additions - and in
the case of the RP version, a facility for directly
connecting up to eight drum pads. Detailing these

differences, however, probably won't mean a great deal

if you didn't read Simon's original review and know

nothing of the MD16. So, here's a brief (well, as brief

as I can make it) outline of the facilities you can expect

to find on all three machines.
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Hiding high on the success of its big brother, Peavey's newest entry into
the synthesizer market makes its debut with a smash. Introducing the new
DPM®2 digital phase modulation synthesizer. Now you can have the high
performance of the DPM®3se with a surprisingly low investment. The DPM 2
was designed for the stage or studio musician who wants the power, sound,
and flexibility of the SE with only a limited array of extras, allowing you to
expand at your own pace as your needs demand. It contains the same 4
Megabytes of internal ROM samples as the critically acclaimed SE, offering
the incredible clarity and bandwidth of 16 -bit resolution. Other features
include: 600 internal program locations (300 factory, 300 user), and up to
800 locations with memory card; a built-in 24 -bit programmable dual effects
processor; ten 32 -piece programmable Drum Kit locations; up to 4 -program
mapping for creating layers, splits, and velocity switches; 16 voice polyphony;
and 16 channel multi-timbral capability with dynamic voice allocation. Plus,
like its big brother, the DPM 2 is totally software based! And if that weren't
enough, the DPM 2 will also accommodate simple, affordable future upgrades
and additions -a sequencer, sample RAM expansion, and true sampling
capabilities, to name just a few. The DPM 3se led the way in revolutionizing
modern synthesizer technology. Now the DPM 2 continues the tradition.

And in this case, second best is still number one.

AN* MeAmazing NewDPM 2! 1c4I
Nifty Peavey Oder Ray

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd., Hatton House, Hunters Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1JE, England. Telephone: (0536) 205520 Fax: (0536) 69029



"Whatever your

choice - MD16,

MD16R or

MD16RP - these

are not machines

that will soon be

outgrown, either

technically or

creatively."

MEET THE MD
SOUNDS - LOTS OF 'em. Though the original MD16

contained only 41 voices (only?), this was quickly

increased to 700 sounds to bring it in line with the rack

versions released some time later. It's important,
however, to note the use of the word sounds here, since

all the machines still have the same complement of 41

onboard voices (samples) to draw on - but make use of

some pretty extensive voice editing facilities to produce

a number of different versions of these and store them

in memory. Obviously, some don't represent too radical a

departure from the original voices, but many do and all

are extremely useable.

If the time does come when you feel you've exhausted

the onboard sonic capabilities of the MD16, you can

always opt for one of Cheetah's range of ROM
cartridges, each containing over 200 different samples -

and, I'm reliably informed, due off the production line

any time now. If they're anything like the original sounds,

there won't be much to complain about; the range

manages to be, in equal measures, articulate and quite

bold (if I might borrow a couple of words from the hi-fi

press). Included are five kicks, six snares, five toms,

four hi -hats, three cymbals, a wide complement of Latin

sounds, oddities such as temple block and tablas, and

contemporary voices such as 'Acid Flick' and an
extremely punchy bass guitar.

All samples are 16 -bit (sampled at 48kHz) and

whether onboard or accessed via ROM, may be assigned

to any of the 16 pads (or switches in the case of the R

and RP models), played from within any pattern and

subjected to any of the machine's voice editing
parameters. They are tuneable from +1 down to -6
octaves in a 1-127 step range, or chromatically (for

melodic and tuned voices) over a ±1 octave range in

semitone steps. Sound length is programmable, as is

the volume envelope, velocity curve, direction of play

(forward or reverse) and output assignment to a stereo

mix or any one of eight outputs wired to four stereo jacks

on the rear panel.

Pan position can also be programmed and with
additional features such as Auto Pan, Roll Pan and

Opposite Pan, sounds may be subjected to a range of

special effects such as movement to a new pan position

within the stereo image for successive notes of an
instrument line within a pattern.

As mentioned a moment ago, the 16 touch -sensitive

pads on the MD16 are replaced by switches on the R

and RP models, but remain velocity controlled via MIDI.

The internal architecture of the machines is such that

the pads (or switches) have four Levels - each comprising

some 16 different sounds. Additionally, you can switch to

an auxiliary complement of pad setups (using the Voice

function key) which, if my arithmetic is sound, gives you

the equivalent of 128 pads to work from at any one time.

The first three Levels allow the programming of single

sounds, while the fourth is able to support up to three

sounds per pad (or switch). This goes a long way to

compensate for the frustration of having over 700
internal sounds and only 16 pads (switches) with which

to program them.

Using the Chromatic Pad function, you can instantly

spread a sound from any pad across the other 15 to

provide you with a form of ersatz keyboard with which to

play melodic or tuned percussion sounds. Of the eight

pad velocity curves available (via MIDI on the R and RP),

four are linear with varying degrees of slope, one is

exponential, and three are reverse linear (the harder you

hit, the quieter the sound). Similarly,there are eight

different Volume Envelopes to choose from and these

again offer a wide variety of effects including fade

in/fade out and reverse envelopes, as well as more

conventional attack/decay programs.

Straddling the sound editing and rhythm editing

aspects of the MD16's performance, the "Human"

control parameters really help make this a formidable

range of machines. Here, you have the ability to soften

the attack of a sound or shorten it at lower volumes,

detune the pitch at higher volumes or program volume -

dependent tunings over a two -octave range. You can also

link the start point of a sound to the volume with which it

is played or randomise any of these parameters, if you

prefer, to introduce an element of chance into your

programming.

Time randomisation and displacement effects are also

well represented; in addition to those features you might

expect - such as swing -time programming - you'll also

find more esoteric functions such as negative swing,

which moves the second note of any pair towards the

first rather than away from it. Cycle randomise, as its

name suggests, controls the displacement of notes in a

cyclic manner. Alternatively, you may opt for completely

random control over time shifting, but still maintain

overall control of the maximum amount of shift away

from the beat which is allowed to occur.

If, by contrast, it's accuracy you're looking for, the

MD16 has a quantise function which resolves down to

the standard - though no less impressive for that -

1/192 of a note, and this may be applied during
recording (Pre-quantisation), which is permanent - or

after (Post-quantisation), which isn't.

Moving to the programming system proper, the MD16s

can be programmed in both real and step time - with real-

time recording carried out either in Tape or Cycle modes.

As you've probably gathered, writing a pattern in Tape

mode is rather like recording it on a continuous length of

tape, where at 120bpm, you have a maximum recording

time of just under six minutes. Cycle mode, on the other

hand, allows you to cycle round a particular pattern in

the conventional way and either add notes to it on each

pass or overwrite an existing pattern with new note
entries.

A total of 254 patterns may be held onboard and

combined into a total of 254 songs of up 127 steps -

each step comprising a pattern or an instruction to

repeat a pattern. Additionally, songs may be assembled

into chains of 20 for purposes of live performance.

Between these, pre-programmed delays may be inserted

to provide you with the necessary pause between songs.

Alternatively, you can simply use the start/stop key or a

footswitch connected via a jack on the rear panel.

Two programmable Echo banks may be assigned to

each pad if required and, as these have adjustable

repeat rate, decay rate and number of repeats, it's

possible to program anything from a brief flam to a full,

decaying echo of up to 2.5 seconds (at 120bpm). Link

this function to the Pitch programming parameters and

you can combine echo repeats with increasing,
decreasing or random pitch changes. Using the
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Chromatic pad function, you can also extend this to

adding tuned echoes to each of the pads which are

themselves tuned to different pitches.

Another feature of potentially huge creative
importance is that of being able to trigger complete

patterns from any of the pads rather than simply

individual sounds. It is all carried out within Level three

and works by setting a threshold pad level above which

any selected pattern will be triggered. Patterns may be

programmed to repeat up to eight times for a single

pad hit, or play continuously until you select a new

pattern or return to the song.

In this mode, patterns change the moment you hit

the pad, so you have to watch your timing. But it is also

possible to cue up a pattern to automatically follow the

one currently playing - provided you hit the pad before

it's ended. Thus, with a series of patterns which you

know to be rhythmically compatible, you can actually

improvise a drum track live.

INT YER FACE
IN ADDITION TO SysEx dumps (transmit and receive)

the MD16 range is capable of storing and loading its

entire memory contents via tape. The miniature jacks

used for this may also be pressed into service for
generating and reading the MD's internal Tape Sync

code. As these things go, this is a fairly intelligent
system and remains functional at tape speeds of up to

±50% variance from the original. It is unaffected by

noise -reduction circuitry and is virtually impervious to

dropouts as it simply

re-syncs itself. Needless to say, MIDI sync is also an

option - the MD16 supports song position pointers -

and you can also program delays to compensate for

lock -up delays on other MIDI devices.

In addition to the Tape jacks and output sockets,

connection hardware on the MD16 includes the ROM

expansion slot, MIDI In, Out and Thru ports and the

supply socket for connection to an external 9V adaptor.

There's also a footswitch jack on the MD16 and two on

the MD16R and RP models. Far from simply providing

you with a means of stopping and starting playback,

however, these are programmable switches which may

be set to control any of seven different parameters
including re -triggering the next pattern, swapping pad

assignments and adding accents.

To accommodate the eight extra inputs for the drum

pads (and/or piezo bugs), the MD16RP is given the

benefit of 2U of rack space rather than one and

sensibly, it has the sockets mounted along the front

panel. Somewhat less convenient, however, is the fact

that no LED indicators have been included to facilitate

setting up or make it easier to see at a glance which

channel is being triggered each time a drum pad is hit.

It is, of course, possible to set up the gain and
threshold levels for each drum pad and its assignment

to any of the unit's internal pads (with all the
possibilities that entails). The extra parameters this

involves are contained within an additional menu
accessed by pressing Shift/Tempo buttons on the front

panel.

Though it's probably fair to say the RP would be of

primary interest to drummers and percussionists, it
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could, nevertheless, prove a viable option for all
programmers who regularly enter data in real time. No

matter what your skills as a rhythmist, playing a set of

pads - and the RP is compatible with virtually any - is

always going to be easier than tapping switches or

rubber buttons.

If the prospect of shelling out for a set of drum

pads doesn't appeal, you could always try using
cheap piezo bugs taped to any objects that take your

fancy. Obviously, more rigid surfaces will not exhibit

an ideal playing response, but used simply as a
means of entering notes (they can be edited
subsequently), the setup should still give worthwhile

results for anyone who finds it difficult to relate to

rhythm as a button -pushing exercise - and there must

be many.

VERDICT
WHATEVER YOUR CHOICE - MD16, MD16R or MD16RP -

these are not machines that will soon be outgrown,

either technically or creatively. That said, the
programming system they share is by no means easy to

get to know. On top of this, there's a lot of button -

pushing to do and not many buttons to do it with.
Rather like the proverbial onion, layer upon layer has to

be peeled away before you could be said to know it

thoroughly.

But as devices for generating rhythm they have no

equal at this price at the present time. The potentially

staggering complexity of the patterns it is possible to

equalled only by how natural each can be made

to feel. Entering notes on the correct beat of the bar is

only the first step...

It's also gratifying to see sound editing given such a

high profile on what are, after all,

budget machines. As I've so often

pointed out in my On the Beat
series, rhythms often become (or

are required to be) instrument
specific. And having some means

of varying the basic palette of
sounds you have at your disposal

can only be of help in these
circumstances.

My sole reservation regarding

the original machine - its rather

flimsy case - has proved to be
quite groundless. I've been using

one for more than 12 months now

and it has suffered no ill effects. Still, if durability is a

pre -requisite (in a commercial studio or on stage), there

is now the option of the rack mounted/steel cased

models to choose from.

Finally, I can't think of a rhythmically useful function

that could be included on a machine at this price that

hasn't been included on the MD16. For once, there is

no ideological or financial incompatibility about buying a

British hi -tech instrument.

Price £299 including VAT

More from Cheetah International Ltd, Cheetah House,

Bedwas Business Park, Bedwas, Gwent NP1 80W. Tel:

(0222) 867777. Fax: (0222) 865575.
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ON THE

Part 30

THIS MONTH'S BEATBOX

PROGRAMMING EXERCISE

COMES AS A WELCOME

ANTIDOTE TO THE DRUM

PROGRAMMER'S NIGHTMARE -

FACTORY PRESET RHYTHM

PATTERNS. TEXT BY NIGEL LORD.

THE OTHER DAY I found myself considering

the reaction of someone buying a new
keyboard workstation and discovering it

came loaded with 50 "classic" synth
songs - or perhaps with a hundred all-time

keyboard hits included in an appendix of

the instruction manual. Amusement?
Amazement? Perhaps antipathy toward the

manufacturer for adopting such a lowest

common denominator approach and de-
valuing what might otherwise be an

excellent piece of hardware.

If this is the case, perhaps you'll
understand how I feel each time I unpack
a new drum machine and find it bristling
with dozens of patterns intended to typify

the various rhythmic styles currently
considered "popular" - together, usually,

with quite a few that aren't. Of course, it's

important to make the distinction here
between this sort of pattern and full-blown

demo songs intended to act as a kind of
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pre-programmed salesman. By and large

these latter examples are excellent and as

well as showing the machine in the best
possible light, often act as a spur to your

imagination in terms of what is achievable

with a little time and effort.

No, the patterns I'm concerned about

are the kind which had a friend (of a
friend) of mine calling me up at some
ungodly hour in a state of near apoplexy

because he'd accidentally wiped them

from his machine and hadn't got round to

making back-up copies. So impressed had

he and his recording partner been on
hearing his machine's factory preset
patterns, they'd decided they couldn't be

bettered and had used them as the basis

for at least half a dozen of the songs they

were currently working on.

Needless to say, I was quite familiar

with the erstwhile patterns (as, I suspect,

are many thousands of other people all

over the world) and managed to put his

mind at rest that they were easily
recreatable, and indeed, easier still to
improve upon. After listening to the tracks

from which they were taken (and resisting

the urge to suggest a couple of South
American rhythms which might have
proved interesting), we soon had a handful

of replacements up and running. These he

considered better than the originals, since

they went some way to reflecting the
actual structure of the songs. More
importantly, he began to see his machine

as an instrument for programming drum

tracks rather than an elaborate (and
expensive) means of playing preset
patterns.

As I rode away into the sunset, I

couldn't help reflecting on what a
disservice manufacturers were doing to

their customers by providing them with
this quick -fix alternative to rolling up their

sleeves and programming their machines

themselves. Neither could I rid myself of

the conviction that it's this kind of thing

that sustains the rhythmic straitjacket
which binds so many otherwise talented

musicians. How often, I wondered, has a

simple bass/snare/hi-hat guide pattern
ended up on the final mix because no-one

thought it was worthwhile programming

something more interesting?

Realising I still had much work to do, I

switched on my computer, and turned my

attention to this month's On The Beat.

Whilst not particularly complicated from

a programming point of view, most of this

month's patterns - another mixed bag of

rhythmic styles, incidentally - could be
described as "involved". Or, preferably,
"involving". As you'll see, there's a pretty

hefty instrument complement and, though

there should be one or more examples of

each included on virtually every machine

of recent vintage, some time will be
required in choosing a suitable
combination from the voices you have at

your disposal.

Where dual snares or bass drums are

called for, I have, in contrast to previous

months, gone some way to describing the

kind of voices required in the instrument
list itself. Obviously, this is still somewhat

vague, and results will ultimately depend

on what instruments (and to a lesser
extent, what effects) you have available. I

can only recommend that you try all
possible combinations - as I did when

writing these patterns.

Of the eight examples, Pattern 3
probably qualifies as the oddest - being

programmed in 3/4 triplet time. Though
not an everyday groove, it is a compelling

one with a nice jazzy feel supported by a
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- neat bass drum figure in each bar. Keep an eye on the tempo, however; it

really isn't happy going much above 100bpm.

Pattern 4 is the heavyweight of the group, and should have its tom
sounds chosen with particular care. Also, though it might seem rather
incongruous in such robust company, make sure you leave enough space in

the mix for the triangle. This is important in providing top -end interest to

maintain a degree of balance in the pattern.

Including Pattern 6 was, I confess, something of a gamble. Programmed

using a combination of sounds from an HR16, an HR16B and a Cheetah

MD16R, this is a stormer - at my end. Whether it will be at yours it's difficult

to predict. With so much going on in the hand clap, snare and bass drum

lines, much depends on your choice of instruments, and just as importantly,

on their relative tunings. Obviously, including specific information on this
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score would be quite meaningless for the majority of people, so you'll just

have to put up with yet another entreaty to experiment.

My predilection for rhythmic exotica rears its head again in the last two of

this month's patterns. Both are possessed of a vaguely African feel but I

make no claims for authenticity in either case. As you'll see, the instrument

line-up places none of the demands on your equipment which were evident

in examples included when we undertook a more complete (and accurate)

examination of rhythmic form from that part of the world. However, these

are both beautifully fluid grooves of the type you rarely find in Western

rhythm, yet retain a conventional enough structure to make them useful in a

wide variety of situations.

In all respects, you should find them a welcome antidote to the bland

ubiquity of the factory -programmed patterns.
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AKAI SPECIALS MIDI MAYHEM
AKAI ME8OP. In Stock.

AKAI S950.
AKAI S1000.
AKAI S1100.
Library of disks with every sampler.

Call FREE phone for information today !

£ CALL
£ Special
£ Deal !
£ Blitz

KAWAI MX- 1 6
KAWAI MX -16 16 Channel Mixer with EQ, 3-
Auxilliary outputs per channel with Monitor Send
and Noise Gate.

SPECIAL OFFER
£ 369.00

KAWAI PM -102 Personal Powered Monitors,
Blitz Price Per Pair £ 99.00

YAMAHA BLITZ

>-

O
O

CL

LLI

SY77 WORKSTATION
16 Bit, 16 Track, 16000 Notes 16 Note

Poly, Disk Drive and Digital Effex. It's the

Buziness. Price includes VAT & Delivery.

MEGA
DEAL £ 1199.00

YAMAHA EMP-100
Digital Multi-Effex Unit. Programmable with

Midi and available form stock now

SPECIAL

OFFER £ MEGA
Software for the SY77 work -station

available soon at Sound Control Mega

Deals. All new YAMAHA products

including the TG100 available. £ CALL

ALESIS
If you want it ! We've got it ! Call FREE for further

information and get yourself a Mega Deal today

EMU SPECIALS
PROFORMANCE / PROCUSSION. £ Special
PROTEUS land 2. £ Special
PROTEUS 3 World Edition in stock ! £ Special
PROTEUS MPS. £ Special

ROLAND RELEASES
We have all the currently released Roland

equipment in stock including the JV30 and JV80.

DEALS ON ALL ROLAND & BOSS EQUIPMENT

ROLAND JD 800

ROLAND D-5

ROLAND E -SERIES

ROLAND HP -PIANOS

ROLAND FP -8

ROLAND SB-55/SC-55 £ Mega
All BOSS effex from compact pedals to the "PRO"

SERIES including the SE -50. Call us now for FREE.

£ Mega
£ Special
£ In Stock
£ Call
£ Call

a
0

ce
0

4
hd

ENSONIQ SQR+
The ENSONIQ SQR + module has mega

sounds, massive drums and plenty of

effex. Price includes VAT & Delivery.

SPECIAL

OFFER £ 599.00
KORG M3 -R
Thisl6Bit Multi -Timbal Module comes with

Digital Effex and auxilliary outputs. Offer

price includes VAT & Delivery.

BLITZ

PRICE £ 499.00
KAWAI K4R
16 Bit Multi -Timbal Expander. This unit

comes complete with seperate outputs and

this mega price includes VAT & Delivery.

MEGA
DEAL £ 299.00
TASCAM

PORTA-05HS £ The Best
PORTA 424 / 464 / 488 etc. £ The Best
TASCAM TSR8, MSR16/24 £ The Best
All desks available at absolutely the BEST DEALS.

FOSTEX
FOSTEX X-18, X-26, X-28. £ Special
FOSTEX 280, R8, G16/24 £ Special
THE BEST DEALS on all Desks £ Special

BIG DAT DEALS
Back again even better than before - The best in

DYNAMITE DAT DEALS just check this out I

TEAC DAP -20

TASCAM DA -30

SONY DTC 750

FOSTEX D-20

YAMAHA DTR-2

£ Mega
£ Mega
£ In Stock
£ Call
£ Call

AIWAI HDS-1 Mega deal on this Mega DAT at

the best price ever check this out I £ 349.00
HHB DAT Tapes Full range of HHB DAT tapes

in stock. 15/30/48/62/92/122. From £ 3.85

NEW NEW NEW
MACKIE 12-2 Mixing Desk.
12-2 Phantom Powering, C.D. Quality

MEGA Desk.

MEGA DEAL 00
MACKIE 16-4 Mixing Desk.
16-4 Phantom Powering, C.D Quality 3

band EQ, Channel Mute/Solo, 4 stereo

Aux Returns

MEGA DEAL
£ 799.(

lc sounD conazoL
M A 0

GET
YOUR
SELF A
MEGA
DEAL

Freephone

0800
52 52 60
EVEN YOUR CALL WON'T

OUR THREE POINT PROMISE.

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & DELIVERY.

2
ALL GOODS PURCHASED FROM US COME

WITH OUR NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE.

3
ALL CALLS TO SOUND CONTROL MAIL ORDER

ARE ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE.

73 Elgin St, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland. KY12 7SD. FAX No 0383 725733
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FOR THE BEST DEALS
CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

NEW PRODUCTS

Roland JV80
Roland JV30
Roland JD800
Roland JW50
Roland A30
Roland SC155
Yamaha Tg100
Allen&Heath GS3
CALL FOR INFO.

If you are interested
in products from
any of the following
manufacturers, we
strongly advise you
to contact us now!!
Our bulk purchasing
power means we can
always offer you the
lowest possible prices.

AKAI, ENSONIQ,
KORG, ALESIS,
YAMAHA, ATARI,
C -LAB, ART, EMU,
FOSTEX, TASCAM,
KURZWIEL, JBL,
ROLAND, ZOOM.

plus many more.

SP
Roland D70 £1299
Yamaha SY22 £525
Tascam 688 £???
Quadraverb GT £345
Steinburg cubeat£139

NEW AND USED
Wavestation £799
Yamaha SY77 £1149
Wavestation ad £1249
Steinburg Cubase£325
Yamaha TX802 £549
Korg M1 £859
Teac DAP 20 £429

Atari 1040 ste+Mon
Now only £499!!!

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST

ROLAND JX-1 SYNTHESIZER

£299
Z/N7TO

S70C,

1/6(RRY

DONTAWS

06(77

 32 sampled sounds /voice combinations
 variable synth controls  voice layering
 61 note touch sensitive keyboard  midi

YAMAHA SY-55 KEYBOARD

£675
at14#46e
RAN

CARDS'

470/4s rtiV111\11 £49

8 track sequencer  16 part multitimbral
velocity sensitive keyboard  after touch
61 drum samples  programable effects

ROLAND MV -30 STUDIO -M

£899

 16 track sequencer  50,000 note storage
 Auto mix down  Tape sync  Disc drive
 220 RS-PCM sounds  built in effects

CASIO DA -7
Now only £339

 Digital 1/0
 Full subcode
 Mic

DAT RECORDER

o

KORG M -3R EXPANDER

£469
1//f/TED :TOM
6,60wro ?woo
0/614PPONTNET77

 M1 type sounds at an amazing price 

KAWAI K4 SYNTHESIZER

£499
ALSO

MAW /CiR

EXPANDER

NOW ONa

£299

 256 16 bit digital voices  16 digital FX
 8 part multitimbral  61 drum sounds
 velocity sensitive keyboard  after touch

YAMAHA TG77 EXPANDER

£799
 All the sonic power of the SY 77 

 8 seperate outs  16 part multitimbral
 real time midi editing  programableFX

ROLAND U-20 KEYBOARD

Rard

\.'

£649
/co

,eakvo #220
EXPANDER

NOW ONa

£449

 31 notes poly 16 part multitimbral
 128 RS-PCM sounds  built in effects
 velocity sensitive keyboard 0 after touch

QUADRAVER1 EFFECTS

Now only

£299
. -.-...-.

,,
 The market leader.Now down in price s

YAMAHA FX 500 El+ECTS
Now only £269

 91Memories
 Reverb, delay,
compressor,ect.

- --,,-___ _
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Percy Prior's Music Shop
31 Octagon Arcade. High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel:0494 528733/443418

PERCY SAYS "TWELVE STRONG

CURRYS AND A BARIUM ENEMA!!!!"
YEEEEEESSSSSSSSSS!!! That's how fast the gear down at Percys leaves us. So many people

have heard of our excellent service. Product knowledge and low low (how low can you go limbo

mama limbo!!!) prices. We've been overrun by customers of the highest quality (and also some

musicians), wanting to bend our ears and spend some money. This incredible wooshhhing situation
left us a tad low on stock (beef or chicken Mrs), so we sent Ross (the one with the beard), and Mike

(the tall dark and handsome one that's this months bonus taken care of) over to Frankfurt to

order lots and lots of goodies. Ross came back with all the latest hi -tech gear in his swag bag and

Mike came back with rather a large amount of duty free. So now's the time to dial on on down to the

funkiest house of retail in the country!

"Ross, Ross what have you got under your

arm???"

"Its a melon Steve!"
"No, under the other one."

"Oh sorry, it's a KORG 01W PRO -X"

"Its rather large isn't it".

"Yes, and so is the synth!!!"

"How much for your KORG 01W

PRO -X???"

"£2999"

Harold Pinter type pause...

"Bit out of my league even at that

incredibly low price but how much for

your melon?"

"Well Steve, considerably more than my

friend Borvis the lumberjacks 03RW rack unit, he

uses his tool up all his favourite Redwoods."
"Ooh...00h I'm feeling a bit remote"

"You need an A30 as your master, or strap yerself up

with an AX1, it's red and it swings the

right way."

"You can always trust those
Roland boys to service a need!"

"L0000k out for that huge pile..."

"What, of drum machines you mean."
"Yeah, it's like been months with only an Alesis SR16 and a copy of Gardeners Weekly for comfort.

and now there's all this lot!"

"Drum boxes-a-mudo"
"At last real human feel!"

"But at the end of the day there's nothing that beats a good synth..."
"Like the Yamaha SY35 you mean...just £649."

"Yeah, or the Roland SC155 Sound Canvas with silders equally stonking at just £599."

"OH NO!"
"Spec de spec, spec!"

LATE NEWS...NOVATION KEYBOARD FOR CW10!
JUST £149

KORG 01W PRO X
88 note weighted keyboard lovely wooden finish

48,000 note sequencer
OH NO! Spec de spec, spec!

KORG 03RW just like an 01 but with less patches, and
not so easy to program, under £1000

OH NO! Spec de spec, spec!
ROLAND A30 70 note monster, £499

ROLAND AX1 Guitar type monster keyboard, £449
Roland R70 £499, Boss DR660 £335, Boss DR550MEll

£225
Yamaha RY10 £240

OH NO! Spec de spec, spec!
WHOOPS JOBBIT!

U20/220...£599/499, TG55...£399
D5...£429...SY22...£579

T3EX...£1399 WS1...£879
CUBEAT...£149 RY30...£369 SX18...£549
K1 R...£259 SPECTRA...£220 TG33...£389

SOME EX DEMO, MOSTLY SPANKING NEW!

, 

T.1

PERCY PRIORS MUSIC
31 OCTAGON ARCADE, HIGH WYCOMBE,

BUCKS, HP11 2HT

RING DE DING DING
0494 443418 (Pro -Tech team)

or 528733
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FREE UK DELIVERY. (PRICES ON NEW PRODS ARE RRPI)

Marl I VISA

r

L

SAMPLE
THE

RHYTHM
BEATS

COLLECTION Vito
C.D.
AT LAST Prosonics U.K. Present 30 classic drum machines

covering over a decade in

rhythm now superbly digitally mastered onto

one compact disc featuring:

ROLAND: CR78, TR505, TR606,

TR626, TR707, TR727, TR808

(MULTI SAMPLES), TR909 (MULTI

SAMPLES), R8.

YAMAHA: RX5, RX11, RX21L

KORG: DDD1, KPR77, DDM110, DDM220

BOSS: DR550, DR 55 (DR BEAT)

PLUS: SIMMONS KIT, LINN 9000, 2,
SEQUENTIAL TOM, ALESIS HR16,HR168,

CASIO RZ1, EMU DRUMULATOR, AKAI XR10,X

OBERHEIM DBX, DR.BOHM DIGITAL DRUMS.

OVER 700 ORIGINAL DRUM MACHINE SOUNDS

AND AVAILABLE FOR THE EXCLUSIVE

PRICE OF JUST

E29.95

Pa tc

i**
t 4,4

"VO

E8,

444#

r
40 #re ,p:"

4fr Iv se'
40' 4

44 40 Aso
40/

0

SI, 01CN4

(1`4.

,41.10 it

nWo r KS
Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road,

Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU
Phone 0424 436674 VISA

Please complete in block capitals making cheques / postal orders payable to
"Patchworks" at the above address.

Overseas:- Please add £5.00 for express despatch and carriage.

Please send me copy (ies) of MEGA BEATS

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE

TEL. NO

Music Technology Feb '92

Tr PHONE HOTLINE 0424 436674

1



`PC MIDI MUSIC SYSTEMS
POWER PACKED & OUT NOW!

f236

A A

The full -featured graphical PC MIDI sequencers with
professional power and an intuitive graphic design.

FIN E 0 Tn. CS. 00,1111 CNN 441.1.111 S.

Compare CadWfa with Afaster7rackr Pro
and you'll soon understand why

Cadenza for Windows Is the USA's best
selling Windows Sequencing package.

NOW WITII NEW SCORING UTILITY

Cadenza
The Graphic Sequencer f136

Cadenza is the professional PC
sequencer that is uncommonly power-
ful, yet fun and easy to use. With all of
Cadenza's advanced features you can
get your music the way you want,
quickly and intuitively.
Ark us for a copy of the PC TODAY

"Rave Review" of Cadenza.

1:0 1:00011 '77r
.0 Fl ; A As I s I AS Nom. 8304011

iC

ti

IFF00

r.7

Cadenza for Windows's Multiple Edit screens

NEW

ShowTune MIDIFile
transcriber - printout your
MIDI files! ONLY f56

Cadenza's Graphic Note Editor

MUSIC  UEST PC MIDI INTERFACES

MQX-32M
"For the IBM PC the current
de -facto standard for multi -port
interfaces"
Craig Anderton, Keyboard, Oct 90

£187
MPU-401 Compatible with 32 MIDI channels, SMPTE, MTC, Chase
Lock tape sync and MUCH more. Acclaimed world wide!

MQX-16/16S £135/L150
MPU-401 compatible with professional Chase Lock Tape Sync plus
SMPTE/MTC sync (MQX-I6S only). Tape drop -out protection etc

PC MIDI CARD £75
Probably the WORLD'S BEST SELLING PC MIDI Card!
Legendary reliability - MPU-40I compatible - runs over 100 music
programmes.
Not (quite) the cheapest - but without doubt - THE BEST!

Music Quest interfaces are widely recommended and specified
by leading developers of music software for the IBM PC. Choose
Music Quest - There IS a difference.

COMING SOON
Laptop interface with dual
ports, SMPTE/MTC sync.
2 MIDI ins, 2 MIDI outs,
1440ppq, click sync, uses
parallel port .. and MOREL

Qkt4<iusic Quest

Distributed exclusively in the UK &
Eire by Digital Music

adWIn plus
PC IN Card £260
MQX-16 £314
MQX 32M £365

etiza 011.5
PC MIDI Card £195
MQX-16 £255

\MQX-32M 1307,i

(
gpecial Deals!

PC MIDI Card + Prism £84
ShowTune MIDIFile printer £56

usicator CS + MIDI Card £300)

NEW SCORING UTILITY NOW WITH
UK AUTMORISED VERSIONS
OF CADENZA DOS CADWIN

NO GREY
IMPORTS

BEWARE OF
GREY IMPORTS
Call us & we'll tell you
who is Grey Importing.

si

usicator notation -based
The ONLY

sequencer for the PC

A concept the competition art fAilidreaming about!I NEW v2.5 with the following features: -
032 Staves / 32 Tracks
'Over 64,000 notes
 Real -Time and smart step -entry from MIDI or PC keyboard
Each stave transmits on 2 ports/channels
 32 MIDI channels when used with Music Quest MQX32M
SMPTE & MTC sync with time Indication on any objects pointed to
Chase Lock tape sync
'MIDI note triggering while editing
MIDI file import/export
'Overview screen with graphic bar -level editing
'Smart multi -resolution MIDI quantise
Shuffle/Groove adjust
'Powerful MIDI -controller processing & editing
32 -parts per score
"Total transcription control of note resolution, voices &
'Automatically transpose all clefs and octaves
' Adjustable splitpoint between staves on double staff
*Beam group control
'Adjustable note spacing
'Transposing of MIDI data, notation
ALL printer types supported
'Print complete Score or parts
'Variable symbol sizes
'Print to PCX files for desktop publishing
No longer copy protected

and chord symbols

rests

00 

f385
NEW!

Musicator
16 Tr / 16 Staff Seq - Notator
Supporta Roland GS Format
Upgradeable to The Musicator

Mixer panels lets you change Vol, Pan, Chprus
& Reverb - AS THE MUSIC IS PLAYING! f226j

For further information about our exclusive product range and services why not call for a free catalogue? ;
Access & Visa accepted, please add £3 to your order for P&P. UK residents add 17.5% VAT to above prices. 0,,

UK A OVERSEAS DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.Digital /*SW 27 Leven Clogs, Chandlers Ford, 4a0703 252131/wt., SO5 SSW, England. Fax: 0705 270405
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PASSPORT Apple Macintosh Software

AUDIO TRAX
r
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The integration of sequencing and audio recording
looks set to change computer -based recording - and we're not only talking

about professional, mega -buck systems. Review by Ian Waugh.

ILLED AS THE cheapest ever direct -to- measure, not one of the lines on a grid in a piano
disk recording system, Audio Trax - a roll editor - which makes block editing a pretty
snip at £199 (RRP) - had to warrant straightforward business.
closer examination from MT. To pre- Although both previous reviews have concentrated
empt your glance at the verdict, let's on the ST versions, these are operationally similar to

just say now that it works, it works well, but it has the Mac version, so the finer details of the sequencer
some limitations. Well, of course it would for that will be omitted here.
price, wouldn't it?

Essentially, this Mac sequencer/recorder is
based on Passport's Trax (ST version reviewed MT, ALL SYSTEMS GO
December '90) sequencer, to which has been LET'S START AT the beginning - system requirements.

added two audio tracks. Passport's Master Tracks Audio Trax (review v1.01) requires an SE/30, LC, Ilsi
Pro (ST version reviewed MT, September '90) of or one of the more powerful Macs. It will run on a
which Trax is a junior version, is well regarded in Classic II but, apparently, only allow you to record one
the biz, being a powerful and easy -to -use piece of audio track. You also need at least 4Mb of RAM and
software. One of its pioneering additions to System v6.0.7 or higher. It is System 7 compatible,
sequencer layout is the Song Editor, which shows which is good news.

the music in bar increments - bar as in musical You need a hard disk, of course, although it would
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be a brave man or woman indeed who tried to use a

Mac without one in any case. It uses disk space at

the rate of more than 1Mb per minute, per channel at

22kHz. According to the manual, the audio section of

a five-minute song would require 12Mb of disk space.

You can record at 11kHz and double the
megabyte/minute capacity but that's really lo-fi and

for voice comments only, I'd suggest.

You also need a MIDI interface (if you want to
record MIDI data), plus a sound input device. The LC

and Ilsi have one built in. Other Mac owners can use

MacRecorder (extra, of course) although this can only

record at the 22kHz sample rate (Audio Trax' manual

hinted that an update may be possible).

Audio Trax disables the Mac's internally -generated

"beep", so you should select another warning sound

from the Sound section of the Control Panel (I hated

the beep, anyway).

SOFT OPTION
THE SOFTWARE ISN'T protected (Passport are rapidly

running the risk of being voted my number one user-

friendly software house). It uses Apple's MIDI
Manager (supplied) which you drop into your System

folder. The Manager was designed to allow
multitasking MIDI and a cute, hi -tech patchbay lets

you route MIDI software to the Mac's MIDI interface

and other MIDI Manager compatible programs.

The sequencer itself is very easy to use. The only

slightly disconcerting aspect is that you must open a

file onto disk before you can use it, even just the
MIDI sequencer section, so if you want to just boot

up, mess about and switch off, remember to erase

aberrant files.

Operation revolves around windows, of which there

are five - Transport (contains the tape controls),
Conductor (sets the tempo), the Track Sheet (lists the

tracks), the Song Editor (already mentioned) and the

Step Editor (our friend the piano roll editor).

Audio Trax has 64 MIDI tracks with check mark

boxes for play, record, solo and MIDI channel. They

also have a loop box and a volume slider which is

extremely useful.

You can name the tracks and select instruments
for them from an Instrument Field menu. This
contains a list of 11 devices including the MT32,
D110, U220, Kurzweil K1000, Kawai K1 and a GS

device. Each contains a list of the instruments'
presets so you can select sounds by name.

Sounds can be auditioned on the fly using this
method of selection. It's a brilliant idea but you can't

edit the device list or read user -programmed sounds

into it. There are a couple of generic non -named

devices, however.

The Song Editor is useful for both copying and re-

ordering song sections (although upbeats can
confuse the issue). The Step Editor is the most
complex of the editors (and warrants 23 pages in the

manual) but it's still fairly easy to use. You can zoom

in and out; set markers; cut, copy and paste, and
drag the notes around as you would expect in such

an editor. It's also used for step -time note entry
(where did you think its name came from?). It adopts

one of the more sensible and friendly approaches to

step -time entry. You select a duration from a list of

note icons and click the required pitch onto the
score. Alternatively, you can select a duration and

play the note in from a MIDI keyboard - the method I

prefer.

SENSITIVE SUBJECT
THE TWO AUDIO tracks sit above the MIDI tracks in

the Track Sheet and have the same options as
sequencer tracks, except that they can't be looped

and clicking on the instrument box calls up an Audio

Set Up box instead of a device list. Here you can
select the 22kHz or 11kHz sampling rate and the bar,

beat and clock on the audio tracks from which
recording will begin. An "LED" ladder indicates the

volume of incoming audio signals.

The input is quite sensitive using the Ilsi's own

mic, and the input level indicator
responded to quite distant extraneous

sounds. An optimum recording level

was quite difficult to achieve,
especially for sounds with a wide
dynamic range.

Even using a less -sensitive
microphone, there was still some
residual background noise, although at

a more acceptable level. Even the act

of plugging a cable into the mic socket

can generate some noise so you have

to be very careful with your cabling and

shielding. But perhaps it's telling that
even the demos supplied with the program had their

share of hiss.

To prevent aliasing, according to Nyquist's
theorem, you should limit your audio input to 10kHz,

which is just a little below the frequency you would

ideally like to hear a good vocal at (just in case you

were thinking of setting up a home digital recording

studio).

"Audio Trax has the

ability to cut and paste

the audio to produce some

interesting vocal effects

which would be

impossible using tape."

NETT GAIN
THERE ARE A couple of functions to help improve
recording quality incorporated in Audio Trax. The
Noise Gate, for example, will remove all audio data
below a threshold level you select. This works best

when the signal you want to keep is fairly high, which,

as sod's law dictates, is usually when you'll need to

use it least.

Gain lets you increase or decrease the volume of a

section, while Normalise increases the level so it is

as loud as it can be without clipping. These take any
accompanying noise with them, of course, and are to

be used with care. What's really needed is a good

filter (or even an average filter). The audio data is
actually stored as eight -bit AIFF files so if you have a

sound editor you could try running your sound files

through its filter.

The point is, with this sampling resolution and
sample frequency, the quality is going to be limited.

In fact, the specs aren't even up to those of some

Atari ST sampler programs. Well, now you know. But
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elILL US' IF 110U IMIINT TO

TASCAM
688
Call us
NOW
if you
want a
GREAT
DEAL!!! TASCAM

MULTITRACK
Fantastic DEALS

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

MULTI -TRACK RECORDING
MULTI -TRACK RECORDING (4-24TRACK)

AS MAIN DEALERS FOR : FOSTEX - TASCAM -
STUDIOMASTER - SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT,
WE CAN HELP YOU THROUGH THE RECORDING
MAZE AND ENSURE YOU GET THE SYSTEM THAT'S
RIGHT FOR YOU!
WITH THE BEST SERVICE AND PRICE OUR
ENGINEER CAN INSTALL YOUR SYSTEM AND WE
WILL KEEP YOU GOING EVEN IF THERE IS A
BREAKDOWN!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED!

MULTI -TRACK RECORDERS IN STOCK
TASCAM TSR8, FOSTEX R8, TASCAM MSR16,
MSR16S, FOSTEX G16S, TASCAM MSR 24S

ellesis Digital 8 -Track

Call NOW!!!

NEW MACKIE 12-2 CD QUALITY MIXER
ONLY £315 inc VAT

MIXING CONSOLES  SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT - SUPERB
QUALITY 8 AFFORDABLE!

MACKIE DESIGNS NOW WITH MIDI
NEW CR1604 - IN STOCK,
STUDIO QUALITY 16/4 MIXER
(loads of features/options)  ONLY £799 inc VAT.
1202 -12- 2 MIXER  ONLY £315 inc VAT

STUDIOMASTER
PROLINE 16/4/8 GOLD, 16/8/16 GOLD, MIXDOWN 16/8/16,
SERIES 216/16/2, DIAMOND 12/2, 16/2.

TASCAM
3700 AUTOMATED 24+32 INPUTS, 3500, 2516 A WIDE
RANGE OF OTHER MIXERS: FOSTEX 812, ALESIS 1622.

WE WILL MAKE SURE YOU GET THE BEST DEAL POSSIBLE.
ALL ACCESSORIES IN STOCK PATCH BAYS, MONITORS,
POWER AMPS, SIGNAL PROCESSORS, WIRING LOOMS,
GRAPHIC EO's, EFFECTS, MICS, DAT MACHINES, TAPE,
DE -MAGNETISERS.

DAT RECORDER S'
BEST DEALS- INSTANT DESPATCH
SONY OTC 750- BEST DEAL SONY DATMAN- £PHONE

ALL IN STOCK + BULK DAT TAPE
CASIO DA7 - £PHONE  NEW TASCAM DA -30 & DA -20

IIGNIIL PROCEISORY
BOSS CL50  YAMAHA FX500  ART LT 
ART MULTIVERB ALPHA  BOSS SE50
 ALESIS MICROVERB 3 OUADRAVERB PLUS 
MIDIVERB 3

OUADRAVERB GT  EMP100  SPX900  ZOOM 9030
9002  YAMAHA FX 900  LEXICON  ALESIS 3630

PHONE FOR BEST DEALS - SAVE Ms

PORTA IT110101
PORTA 03  FOSTEX X18  FOSTEX X26
 FOSTEX X28  FOSTEX 280 

TASCAM 424  TASCAM 488
TASCAM 688  YAMAHA MT120

I ES7 Fl ER S'TO(K
REV EVER OEMS'
gLHEILE122 E

 
eDRIPLITERI cOFTINIIRE

ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE AND COMPUTERS AT
BEST PRICES LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A
PACKAGE OR BUY SEPARATELY -
ALL IN STOCK
ATARI 1040STE COMPUTERS
ATARI SM124  SM144 MONITORS
C -LAB:
CREATOR V3.1  NOTATOR V3.1
CREATOR & NOTATOR UPDATE KITS
UNITOR II  HUMAN TOUCH  ALPHA NOTATOR
EXPORT  AURA  MIDIA 
STEINBERG:
CUBASE V3.0  CUBEAT  ALL LATEST VERSIONS

S'IIMPLERS'

AKAI S950  AKAI S1000. AKAI S1100. ENSONIQ
PS 16R+  ENSONIQ EPS 16 + KEYBOARD 8 EMAXII
NEW ROLAND S750 + BIG LIBRARIES

PIANO S'
EMU PROFORMANCE
KORG SG1X

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE:
OPCODE VISION  MOTU PERFORMER  STEINBERG
CUBASE  MOTU COMPOSER  APPLE MAC
HARDWARE: MOTU MIDI TIME PIECE  MOTU VIDEO
TIME PIECE  MOTU MIDI MIXER  JL COOPER
SYNC -LINK  JL COOPER MAC NEXUS  C -LAB
UNITOR 2 STEINBERG MIDEX+

APPLY NOW !!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

CREDIT CARD

 Instant Finance  Easy Monthly Payments 

MEMOIN R0111201
S1000/S1100 8MEG BOARDS  S1000/51100 
2MEG BOARDS  S950 750 KB BOARDS  S1000
SCSI INTERFACES  EPS 16+ 1MEG UPGRADES 
EPS 16+  FLASHBANK  HARD DRIVES

DRIIM M11191INES
ROLAND FP8 ALESIS SR16  YAMAHA RY30  ROLAND R8  R8M 

RHODES MK80 ALESIS D4  KORG S3  BOSS DR660  ROLAND R70

Access 1

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

MAIL ORDER MUSIC eAte"1""5/at%
INSTANT DESPATCH CONNECTIONS 0245 354777



GREAT NEW E -MU PROTEUS/3 WORLD
& MPS KEYBOARD

NEW
JUST ARRIVED...PROTEUS/3 WORLD

Proteus/3 contains 488 of exciting new 16 bit sounds from around the
globe. These ore samples of instruments typically not available from any

other MIDI device and may be used to create world specific music or to

augment ANY other musical style.

Proteus/3 World offers an excellent sounds compliment

for use in Film, Video or TV soundtracks.

NEW
ROLAND

GEAR
NOW IN

J11-30
MULTI-TIMMAL SYNTHS

R-70 'Mir
JW-80 riLTATION

NEW

aneKS'J
ROLAND
ROLAND JD800 SYNTH
ROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO
ROLAND EP DIGITAL PIANOS
ROLAND 5750 DIGITAL SAMPLER
ROLAND SC -55 SOUND CANVAS
ROLAND PC -200
YAMAHA
YAMAHA SY 99  SY 77  SY55  SY22 MUSIC
SYNTHESISERS
YAMAHA TG 77  TG 55  TG 33 TONE GENERATORS
YAMAHA KX-88 MIDI MASTER
KEYBOARD
EMU SYSTEMS
ALL EMU PROTEUS IN STOCK + PROCUSSION

CHECK-OUT
Emu's new PROTEUS MASTER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM
It's a Proteus...and MUCH more!!!
 4MB of superb 16 bit CD quality samples

(Expandable to 8M8)
 32 Note Polyphonic, 16 part Multitimbral.
 Built in professional quality digital effects.
 5 Octave Velocity and Pressure sensitive keyboard.
 Quick Keys and Performance Maps for complete control of

any complex MIDI set up.
 baiting New Low Price!!!

11 E ROIIROI
WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF THE LATEST KEYBOARDS & RACK
MODULES IN THE COUNTRY
AKAI
AKAI 5950  S1000 & S1100 SAMPLERS
ENSONIO
ENSONIQ SD -1  ENSONIQ SQ-1+  ENSONIO SO -2 76 KEY
VERSION OF  ENSONIQ EPS 16 PLUS KEYBOARD + RACK
KORG
NEW KORG 01WFD & 01W WORKSTATION
KORG M1  KORG T2
KORG WS1-EX WAVESTATION
KORG WS - AD RACK
KORG SG -1D SAMPLING GRAND AKA! MX1000
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000 Mother Keyboard

In Stock

11111111111111111111111111111111

UcEi) It EX OEMO
C -LAB UNITOR II £249

ROLAND MC 300 SEQUENCER £299

ROLAND D50 GOOD CONDITION £500

KORG WS -1 £795

ROLAND R8M £399

ROLAND D110 MULTI-TIMBRAL RACK £295

YAMAHA RX5 DRUM MACHINE f195
ENSONIO SU 76 NOTE WORKSTATION
KORG SG1X PIANO

£999
£795

NEW PROOUCT1
TASCAM 8 TRACK DIGITAL RECORDER
ALESIS 8 TRACK DIGITAL RECORDER
YAMAHA MDF2 MIDI DATA RECORDER
YAMAHA TG100 TONE GENERATOR
YAMAHA RY10
E -MU PROTEUS 3
KORG 03R/W
KORG 01/W PRO 01/W PROX
KORG 01W SYNTH
ALESIS 3630 COMP/LIM
ALESIS D4 DRUM MODULE
BOSS DR660

CALL US
NOW FOR

INFO!
KORG MI1 VGC
KORG WS1
ROLAND D20
KORG DW 8000
YAMAHA FB01 SOUND MODULE
MATRIX 1000
ROLAND D10
ALESIS QUADRAVERB PLUS
FOSTEX X15 PORT -STUDIO
AKAI EX8 DRUM MACHINE
ROLAND JUNO 6 SYNTH
YAMAHA TG55
ALESIS SR16

Call us for Up -to -Date List

£769
£799
£499
£295
£125
£295
£395
£275
£125
£125
£180
£400
£249

ROLAND JV-80 MULTI-TIMBRAL SYNTH
ROLAND JV-30 MULTI-TIMBRAL SYNTH
ROLAND JW-50 MUSIC WORKSTATION
ROLAND SC -155 SOUND CANVAS
MACKIE CR12-02 12 CHANNEL MIXER

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
202 New Kings Road,

London SW6 4NF

Tel: 071 731 5993

Tel: 071 736 4771

Fax: 071 731 2600

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Chelford Court,
Robjohns Road,

Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 3AG

Tel: 0245 354777

Fax: 0245 355007

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Kingsgate,

St Marys Street,
Southampton,

Hampshire SO1 1NF

Tel: 0703 233444

Fax: 0703 233266

111 THE UK's

ONLY
Specialist MIDI

& Recording chain

eAt'e-16e-a' (Sacd/"A'"vr4a"' MUSIC
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VA

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

071 731 5993 0703 233444 CONNECTIONS NEXT DAY DELIVERY



"After recording, you can

see the results in the

Audio Window and you

can cut, copy and paste

sections

with ST

of it as you can

samplers."

- then no ST program has managed to combine MIDI

and audio data (although C -Lab flirted with the idea

but never really followed through) at such a price.

After recording, you can see the results in the
Audio Window and you can cut, copy and paste

sections of it as you can with, urn, ST

samplers. These actions are not
reversible, however - whatever you do,

you do on your original material (you

can back it up, of course). But editing

audio data is real power stuff. You can

create your own N -N -N -Nineteen effects

(sorry, but it's as good a place to start

as any).

The two audio tracks can be routed

through left, right or both outputs (most

Macs only play the left output through

their own speaker). You can't record on

both audio tracks simultaneously,
however, so true stereo recording is out. Shame, that.

However, I suspect most users will be happy with two

mono channels and treat them as such.

You can mix the two audio tracks together and
even mix them with audio data from another file.

While the speed of the MIDI data can be controlled by

altering the tempo, the audio data plays back at a
fixed rate so if you want the two to sync, you've got to

get the MIDI recording right first.

SYNC OR DIN
THERE ARE THREE manuals - an excellent Getting

Started manual, a large Reference manual, both with

indexes, and a short Applications manual which
doesn't really need an index and doesn't have one. It

includes hints on how to use Audio Trax with other

applications and it describes the principle of "wild
sync", which is basically the practice of starting two

processes off at the same time and hoping they'll
stay together. Audio Trax can't sync directly to MIDI

clocks although it does respond to Start, Stop and

r
go File Edit Change Windows Layout Goodies Rudio 12:49:44 am ON

Track Sheet
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Two HyperCard stacks, which demonstrate the use

of synchronised audio and HyperCard demon-
strations, are included in the package. However, the

processor overhead can still be seen because if you

have a few windows open, the sync will drift
noticeably.

Data is read to and from the disk on the fly and

there seems to be only a minimal buffer, which may

account for the reliance on the processor to keep

time. Still, close your windows and as well as doing

your bit for crime prevention, you can achieve
effective synchronised HyperCard demonstrations.

Other hints are given on using Audio Trax with

MacroMind Director (two Macs recommended) and

recording onto home video. Attractive though these

options are, to get the most out of the package, you'll

need a fair bit of hard disk space and, unless you're

prepared to ditch every recording after completion,

some means of backing it up onto floppies.

VERDICT
TRAX IS AN excellent, friendly, budget -priced
sequencer (although a true event editor would be
useful), which could well suit anyone not requiring all

the power of the big boys. Throw in audio recording

and it must be a great temptation.

Now, I imagine some of you are wondering whether

this could be used to record a demo or even a
pressing -ready record (if so, go back and read the

review and not just this conclusion).

Well, it's a definite No to the second option - the

quality is just not high enough - although that was

never Audio Trax's aim. As for the first, well, yes, it
could be done but even so the sonic range would be

rather limited (remember Mr Nyquist) and likely to be

noisy. But if you're careful about how much top you

allow the signal and record it well, you could end up

with quality which may average out somewhere
around tolerable. If that is your aim, do get a demo
so you can check the quality for yourself.

On the plus side, let's not forget the ability to cut
and paste the audio to produce some interesting
vocal effects which would be impossible using tape.

The program does, however, lack the editing facilities

you get with pro direct to disk systems - which is only
to be expected.

Audio Trax is, perhaps, more suited to MultiMedia

work (at last - got last year's buzz word into an
article) and presentation work as the Applications
manual suggests and I could certainly recommend it

as a budget option for adding sound and music to
Mac -based demonstrations.

In spite of any shortcomings it may have, Audio

Trax is certainly enjoyable to work with. The power of

digital recording and editing has to be tried to be
believed, and this is surely a taster for the personal

multitracker of the future - come to think of it, that
can't be too far away.

Price £199 including VAT

More from MCMXCIX, 708a Abbey Road, Tudor
Estate, London NW10 7UVV. Tel: 081-963 0663.

11111
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16BIT
STEREO
Plays Akai 5900 8 51000

sample disks.
Super Price!!

Cheetah Ski 6 161,It Stereo for
less than £6008

16bit Stereo Sampler, 48KHz to 6KHz rates
Multi timbral, 8 voice polyphonic, 8 outputs.
Velocity sensitive with Crossfades
512K RAM expandable to 2MB
Plays Akai S900, S1000 sample disks.

limited offer, save £220£579

service!
advice!

savings!
choice!
the exclusive deals!

the newest products!
at ABC MUSIC you

really can have it all!
FREE

Buy a super Rhodes MK -80 from
ABC and we give you a FREE

integral keyboard cover
Why by a case?

Rhodes MK -80 Save £650: classic
Rhodes sound

88 -key rotary oil -damped keyboard
8 stunning SA sounds. 16 note polyphony
3 stereo effects, 3 band parametric eq
Programmable harmonics, 56 patches
Remarkable MIDI spec: Splits, zones, bulk dump

limited offer, save £700 £1249

Rhodes VK-1000
Unique Drawbar mechanism!
Advanced digital sounds with real-time tonal
control - the best of both worlds
Amazing organ and other sounds + effects
Sounds like a Leslie and a whole lot more

limited offer, save £800 £1199

Roland JV-80 NEW £1245
 Weighted 61 -key velocity,  128 preset / 64 user patch

and aftertouch velocity  Superb percussion
 RC-PCM and Di sounds  MIDI Splits/Zones
 129 preset waveforms  Expandable

8 part multi timbral  New tor '92 and in stock

Roland JV-30
 61 -key velocity sensitive
 RC-PCM and Di sounds
 Access 445 sounds
 Easy tone editing
 16 part multi timbral

 Huge selection of equipment ready for

demonstration or for you to try.

 Helpful, knowledgeable, staff.

 A keyboard/guitar specialist in all

stores

 Replacement or quick turn -around

repair on all product.

 Extended ABC 3 year Warranty

 Interest Free and Low Finance credit

 Leasing facilities our speciality.

 Top prices paid for all used

equipment.

this months'blink & you miss 'em'
HI -TECH DEALS Roland 310...........799 499 SEQUENCERS
Yamaha IG77 _NOW £799 Roland J0800......Only 1399 Cheetah M08 .......299 99

Roland MV30 .....NOW 0899 Roland E30......__.899 599 Alesis MMT8 NEW399 249
Yamaha SY99.....2495 2200 Korg T3...............2299 1649 Yamaha 0X5 demo349 199
Yamaha SY22.......799 599 Roland JX-1 559 299 Alesis Datadisk .....399 349

Yamaha DX5 __Demo 550 DRUM MACHINES Kawai 080 used _449 399
Korg Waymtation1499 1199 /Vest SR16 with free video C -Lab Notator............. Call

Korg Ml .............1199 999 tutor. Only 299
Emu Emax 11E0_2750 1650 Alesis 54 459 375
Emu Emu( II HDDemo 1950 Alesis HR16 ..........299 199

Cheetah M5770....899 770 Roland R8.............649 449
Emu MPS NEW...1299 999 Yamaha R07.........425 299
Akai MX76 Mother1299 799 Yamaha RX5.........399 299 Roland 11-20 Only £699

Peavey DPM3.....1899 1499 Altai XR1D 369 279 61 touch sensitive keys
Hammond 5821n Stock Akan MPC60 Mk2........ 1899 RS-PCM sound generation

Ensoniq EPS Exp1350 1199 Korg S3.................899 499 Built-in digital effects
Ensoniq 501......1349 1095 Korg DD5............used 225 ROM card expandability
Roland 370..........Only 1299 Emu Procussion_749 599 Save over £350

ABC
CAN HAVE

IT ALL NOW
Roland JX-1 save 2260 £299
 61 -keys, 24 voice poly
 64 quality preset sounds
 On -board digital effects
 Mix external sounds with

on -board JX-1 tones1 ----
*11111111111n

Roland 0-10 £549
61 touch sensitive keys
On -board effects 8 reverbs
B part multi-timbral
128 preset tones
Rhythm composer

Korg Wavestation AD NEW
 Advanced Vector

synthesis
 Stunning PCM sounds
 External audio processing
 6 simultaneous digital fx

Korg 01/W & 01 /WFD NEW
 Al square synthesis

Suitt -in sequencer
 Amazing sounds
 Multi-timbral / 4 outputs
 2 built-in digital is banks

Roland 0-70 Only 01299
 76 touch sensitive keys
 20 voice/6 part multi tint

 Superb drum sounds
 Save over £275

Roland SC -155
 317 Tones, 128 sounds
 On -board digital reverb
 16 part multi timbral, 24

vote polyphony
 On board mixer
 Drums and FX sets

IN STOCK NOW

311511111.
.111/3;

Steinberg Cubase 3 NEW

 64 track sequencer
 Resolution 384ppqn
 New Scorewriting module

with page overview, chord
symbols t, loads more

THE BEST RECORDING DEALS

Casio DA -7 Dot £399
 Fastest selling DAT

Digital I/O
 SCMS facility
 Complete with ni-cad batt.

and carry case.

FOSTER

NEW £789
 18 Superb Drum sets
 Butt in digital effects
 Layers, dual 8 Split sound
 GS format compatible
 New for '92 and in stock

Tascarn Porta 03 £199
 4 track recorder
 3 speed
 6 input mixer, LED meters
 Dolby noise reduction

Tascam 424 £435

 4 track recorder
 3 speed recording
 Record on all 4 tracks

simultaneouslyi
 8 input, 2 band eq, full

function mixer

digidesign
Digidesign Sound Tools

Hard Disk recording
Includes Atari Mega 4
60meg hard drive
Special Clearance Merl!
Only £2,000 ex vat

Creating sounds has never
been so easy 8
what a sound!

JD -800
Absolute control over all aspects of sound
61 touch sensitive keys
108 preset waveforms, big, fat sounds
LFO's, filters galore
24 voice polyphony

now down in price £1399

Glorious Proteus sounds
so much more..

Emu Proteus MPS
4MB of 16bit linear encoded samples
61 velocity and aftertouch sens keys
2 banks of built in digital effects
16 part multi timbral, 32 note polyphony
Up to 8 sounds per note
100 ROM presets, 100 RAM presets, 100
card presets.
High MIDI spec: Performance maps,
Zone controls, Sysex messages etc.

now save £294 £999
mail order hotline

Instant Despatch 4- Buy with confidence,
7 day money -back guarantee!

cTr 0372 468114
Addlestone Oxford
5 mins Junction 11 M25 M40 from Birmingham now open.

_SPECIAL EVENTS .SPECIAL EVENTS SPECIAL EVENTS SPECIAL EVENTS .SPECIAL EV

KORG: April 25th at the Kingston Shop. All day. FREE

ROLAND: April 30th at the Kingston Shop. 7pm. FREE.

Off Whiteladies Road, Clifton
Bristol

SEC
14-16 High Street 0932 854877 44 St Clements 0865 724820 32 Alma Vale Road 0272 238200

Kingston Slough Exeter
Junction 6 on the M4. FREE Parking. The South West's Leading Music Store.

324 Farnham Road 0753 822754 68 Bartholomew St West 0392 425125
15 mins direct from Waterloo.
56 Surbiton Road 081 546 9877



FRANKFURT PAYDIRT

LIKE SOME WORKS OUTING, THE ANNUAL FRANKFURT FAIR

SEES THE HORDES OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY PACK THEIR

BAGS TO SPEND A FEW DAYS AWAY FROM HOME. HERE'S

WHAT WE DID THIS YEAR. . . TEXT BY VIC LENNARD.

THE FRANKFURT MUSIK Messe is currently

the world's largest music show, with over

1150 stands from 40 countries including

Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland,
Greece, Sweden, Hungary and Turkey. This

augurs well for the impending open
European Market and, perhaps, will prove

to the American and Japanese manu-
facturers that life exists off their own
shores. To be fair, many of the American

companies at this year's NAMM Show
were also present at Frankfurt, showing

their wares in the European marketplace.

SYNTHS & MIDI
PERHAPS THE LEAST expected new synth

in Germany was the Waldorf Wave. This

is intended to be the ultimate in wave
synthesis and in order to accommodate

the most demanding synthesist, it's
modular. The basic unit offers a 61 -note

keyboard with 16 voices, but a 76 -note
version will be available and the number

of voices can be expanded to 32 or 48.

Impressive doesn't quite describe the
features; there's eight -part multi-
timbrality with three stereo outputs, two
auxiliary outputs, 128 performances and

internal sounds, 32 independent MIDI
channels and eight keyboard zones for

starters. The keyboard is capable of
functioning as a master with channel
aftertouch, modulation and pitchbend
wheels (proper ones, not those sideways

jobbies) along with a "freewheel", two
playbuttons and three footpedals, one of

which functions as a sustain pedal.

Each voice has two oscillators and
wavetable generators along with a noise

generator, two LFOs, ADSR amplifier
envelope, DADSR filter envelope and
eight time -level pairs for the wave
envelope. The screen is a massive 480 x

64 pixels with eight buttons and faders
purely for the display. Additionally, there

are 27 sound edit buttons, 53 sound edit

knobs and a 12 -button numeric pad.
Needless to say there's an HD disk drive

which can be used to store sounds and

performances. Starting at £3000, the
synth isn't exactly a budget instrument,

but it's certainly a synth against which
others are likely to be measured.

Roland had a couple of keyboard tricks
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KEYBOARDS AND MODULES
Akai 5950 Sampler £1150
Akai 51000 Sampler £2500
Akai MXI000 Mother Keyboard £1099
Akai PM76 Module 1499
Akai S1100 Sampler £3100
Akai SI 000 61 Note Sampling Keyboard...12990
Ensoniq EPS16+ £1849
Ensoniq SQ10 £1125
Ensoniq SQR £825
Ensoniq SQ2 11375
Ensoniq SDI £1995
Yamaha SY99 £2450
Yamaha SY77 £1429
Yamaha SY55 1679
Yamaha SY22 1549
Yamaha TG77 £1250
Yamaha TG100 Sound Module £349
Yamaha TG55 £449
Yamaha TG33 £449
Roland D.170 Sampling Workstation (soon) .11750
Roland JW50 Workstation (soon) £1349
Roland AX1 Remote Keyboard £449
Roland AX Mother Keyboard 76 Note Isoon) 1499
Roland SC155 Sound Canvass (soon) £599
Roland PC150 Keyboard (soon) £128
Roland PC200 II (soon) £215
Roland J080 Synth Inew model) £1245
Roland .1V30 new model) £789
Roland 0750 Sampler (new model) £2500
Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth £1550
Roland JX1 Performance Synth £350
Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, Sound Module 1485
Roland Studio MV30
Roland D70 Super LA Synth
Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard
Roland E70
Roland EH
Roland E5
Korg 01/FD
Korg 01
Korg WSI Wavestation
Korg Ml Workstation

£1099
£2350
£999
£479

£2949
£2890
£1650
£1099

£799
£1295
£1895
£2200
£1199

£639
£529

£1095
£339
£425
£425

£1750
£1349

£449
£499
£599
£128
£215

£1244
£788

£2250
£1495

£299
£475

£1195 f1150
£1359 £1349

£235 £199
£1299 £1250
£499 £479
£390 £375

£1795 £1775
£1695 £1650
/1299 £1275

£999 £985

KEYBOARD STANDS
Ultimate support stealth stand 163 £60
'X' Keyboard Stand 125 £23
3 Tier Keyboard Stand £125 £120

SOFTWARE
ROLAND R8/RBM Library Cards
01 Contemporary Percussion £45
02 Jan Brush £45
03 Sound Effects 145
04 Electronic 145
05 Jazz 145
06 Ethnic Percussion £45
07 Mallet 145
08 Dry £45
09 Power Drums USA £45
ROLAND 0220/ 420/ D70 Library Cards
01 PMe Organ & Harpsichord £45
02 Latin & Effects Perc. 145
03 Ethnic Instruments 145
04 Electric Grand & Clavi £45
05 Orchestral Strings 145
06 Orchestral Wind £45
07 Electric Guitar £45
08 Synthesiser £45
09 Guitar & Keyboards £45

10 Rock Drums £45

11 Sound Effects £45
12 Trombone & Sax £45
13 Super Strings (sterol £45
14 Acoustic guitar (sterol £45
15 Super Brass (sterol £45

YAMAHA SY77
CARDS Sax, Drums, Stnngs,
House a Latin £99 each. £95 each
DISKS Best of DX, One man
band Recording 77 £30 each. /28 each

jera e mail FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

INSTANT DESPATCH

VISA AmMt
Musicard

011IIMEHSE

HOTLINE
0206

765652

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA

DISCOUNTS!

PHONE US WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH,
OR PAY MONTHLY, PHONE FOR DETAILS

Normal Credit Normal Credit

Price Card Price Price Card Price

YAMAHA SY55
CARDS' Sax, Drums, House,
Late, Rock Pop 179 each....£77 each
SY22
RAMS: Vector project, Pop House,
Dance Band 195 each .190 each

ROMS 169 each 165 each

EFFECTS
Korg A5 Multi effects
Ake AR900 Digital Reverb
Zoom 9000 Multi FX (new model)
Zoom 9000 Power Supply
Zoom 9002 Multi Effects
Zoom 9030 Multi Effects
Yamaha FX500
Yamaha FX900
Yamaha EMP 700 effects (new product)
Yamaha EMP100
Yamaha R100 Reverb
Alesis Quadraverb
Alesis Midiverb 3
Alesis D4 Drum module
Alesis Quadraverb GT
Alesis Microverb III
Art Multiverb LT
Boss DRP II Drumpad
Boss SE50 Multi FX unit
Boss BE5 ME programmable Multi effects

Boss BF2 Flanger ........... . ............ ...... £96

Boss CE5 Chorus £55

Boss CHI Super Chorus £69
Boss C5S Compressor.. ...... ......... ......... £79
Boss DD3 Digital Delay............. ......... ........ £108
Boss DS2 Distortion £47
Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion £63
Boss FW3 Foot Wah £63
Boss 5E7 Graphic EQ £79
Boss HM2 Heavy Metal £55
Boss MT2 Metal Zone £63

Boss MZ2 Metalizer £96
Boss DD2 Turbo Overdrive £79
Boss 002 Overdrive Distortion. .... £55
Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter ...... £127
Boss PH2 Super Phaser £79
Boss SDI Super Overdrive £47
Boss FC50 Midi foot controller £125
Digitech 'The Vocalist' VI -1M5 £899
Digdech GSP21 pro £649
Digitech DSP128P /299
Digitech DSP16 £275
Digitech GSP7 £395

£43 DOD 7 band EQ £65
£43 DOD overdrive 139
£43 DOD Classic tube £35
£43 DOD American Metal £45
£43 DOD Metal Maniac £46
£43 DOD Stereo Chorus £59
£43 DOD Stereo Flanger 159
£43 DOD Compressor/Sustainer £45
£43 DOD Analogue Delay £99

DOD Wah Vol £79
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43

£229 £219
£289 £279
£259 £249
£20 £18

£299 £289
£499 £489
£299 £289
£595 £500
£450 £440
1225 £215
£179 £169
£315 £305
4239 1217
£399 £375
£459 £449
£159 £149
£179 £149

£55 £45
£349 £339
£250 £240

£53
£94
£53
£67
£77

£106
£45
£61

£61

£77
£53
£61

£94
£77
£50

£125
£77
£45

£123
£879
£629
£279
£249
£370

£63
£37
£33
£43
£44
£57
£57
£43
£57
£77

GUITAR SYNTHS
Roland GR50/GK2 1899 £850
Roland GR1 Guitar Synth (sound) £899 £899

£43 DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
£43 Yamaha QY10 sequencer/expander £249 £245
£43 Yamaha RY10 Drum Machine (new product)..1249 £245
£43 Yamaha RY30 Drum machine £399 £379
£43 Boss DR550 II £212 £199
£43 Boss DR660 1315 £299
£43 Boss DR550 1169 £167

£43 Roland CR80 Human Rhythm player £399 £375
£43 Roland R70 drum machine (new model) £499.. ...... _1489

/43 Roland Pad 5 £139 £130

Roland Pad 80 £465 £455
Roland SPD8 Total Percussion Pad £339 £325
Alesis D4 £399 £379

Alesis SRI6 Drum Machine 1299 £289
Alesis MMTB Sequencer £289 £279
Roland SB55 Sound Brush Sequencer £435 £425

Normal Credit
Price Card Price

Roland MC50 £499 £485
Kawai Q80 Sequencer £449 £429
Akai XRIO Drum Machine £289 £279
Akai MPC60 £2299 £2199
Yamaha MDF2 Datafiler (new product) £299 £289
Alesis Datadisk SQ 1325 £315

RECORDING
Tascam 464 £709 £699
Tascam 488 8 Track portastudio £995 £985
Tascam 424 1459 £449
Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio 11899 £1850
Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio £499 £489
Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio £299 £295
Tascam Porta 03 New 4 Track £225 £219
Tascam MMI Mixer £699 £685
Fostex R8 £1500 £1450
Fostex X18 eew model) £250 £240
Fostex X28 Multitracker £399 £379
Fortes X26 Multi Tracker £299 £289
Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track £550 £539
Yamaha MT 120 4 Track Recorder
(NEW MODEL) £389 £379
Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder £549 £535
Yamaha DTR2 DAT Inew product) £950 £929
Tascam DA30 DAT £1195 £1149
Teac DAP20 DAT Inew product) £586 £586
Casio DA100 £549 £499
Casio DA7 £359 £350
Alesis 1622 Mixer 1699 £650
Yamaha NS1OM Speakers £129 each..£115 each

AMPLIFICATION
Marshall Valvestate
Marshall 8100 100w amp head £280 £280
Marshall 8412 4 x 12 x 12 cab £245 £245
Marshall 8240 stereo chorus 2 x 2 £439 £439
Marshall 8080 80w combo £320 £320
Marshall 8040 40w combo £259 £259
Marsha)) 8020 20w combo £185 £185
Marshall 8010 lOw combo £94 194
Marshall 8001 10w micro stack £180 £180
Marshall 8004 40 40 stereo power amp....£182 £182
Marshall 8008 80 80 stereo pouter amp....£229 £229

Marshall JCM900 hi -Gain Master Volume
Marshall 2100 100w valve amp head £466 £466
Marshall 2101 100w valve 1 x 12 combo £520 £520
Marshall 2500 50w vane amp head £387 /387
Marshall 2501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £446 £446
Marshall 2502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £502 £502

Marshall JCM900 HI -Gain Dual Revert,
Marshall 4100 100w valve amp head £498 £498
Marshall 4101 100w valve 1 x 12 £564 £564
Marshall 4102 100w valve 2 x 12 combo £618 £618
Marshall 4500 50w valve amp head £451 £451
Marshall 4501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £507 £507
Marshall 4502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £566 £566
Marshall 1960FV8 4 x 12 300w cabs 1351 £351
Marshall 5E100 speaker emulator £305 £305
Marshall 9001 valve pre amp £404 £404
Marshall 9004 solid state pre amp £159 £159
Marshall 9005 50 50 valve pm amp £537 £537
Marshall 1962 bluesbreaker combo £579 £579
Marshall 5205 12w reverb combo £118 /118
Marshall 5501 bass combo £98 £98
Marshall 5301 12w keyboard combo £112 £112
Marshall JMPI MIDI pre amp soon - taking orders
Marshall 30th anniversary amps - soon - taking orders
Marshall MS2 Micro amp £25 £23
Hughes & Kettner ATS120 Combo /565 £550
Hughes & Kettner ATS60 Combo £329 £295
Hughes & Kellner ATS30 Combo £319 £195
Crate TD35 35w WO a Re, (Valve) £249 £229
Crate TD70 70w 1x12*Rev. (Valve) £339 £319
Crate G20 Chorus 20w 2x6 £229 £209
Crate 040 Chorus 40w 2x8 £359 £339
Crate G130 Chorus 130w 2x12 £499 £479
Crate GIO XL 10w 1s8 £89 £85
Crate G40XL 40w 142 £219 £209
Crate G60XL 60w 1c12 £269 £259
Crate G8001. 80w 1x12 £309 £295
Crate G160XL 160w 1x12 £399 £385

ARE YOU OVER 22 AND IN FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT? HAVE YOU A BANK ACCOUNT AND CHEQUE BOOK

OR CREDIT CARD? THEN WE CAN GIVE YOU CREDIT. PHONE OR WRITE FOR DETAILS.
Credit available subject to status APR 35.3% variable. Written details on request. All our prices include VAT. ERRE

Normal Credit
Price Card Price

Crate G260XL 160w 2xI2 £472 £460
Crate 160XLH 160w /220w head £379 £360
Crate GS412 4x12 Cab 1349 £339
Crate TDP Valve Preamp 1199 £189
Crate XLP Stereo Chorus Preamp £239 £230
Crate SPA 200 Stereo Power Amp £329 £319
Crate B40XL 40w lx10 Bass 1319 £309
Hartke 115 Transporter 145 Cab £438 £428
Hartke 410 Transporter 440 Cab /521 £511
Hartke 115 XL 145 Cab 1535 £525
Hartke 410 XL 440 Cab £694 £684
Hartke 350w Bass Amp £480 £470
Trace Elliot 1215 combo £775 £777
Trace Eliot 1210 combo 1850 £845
Trace Eliot Twin combo £850 1845
Trace Eliot AH300 head £850 £845
Trace Elliot AH200 head £525 £520
Trace Elliot GP12x graphic pre amp £375 £370
Trace Elliot RA300 Power amp £425 £420
Trace Elliot 1048 4 x 10 cab £499 £494
Trace Elliot 1518 1 x 15 cab 1475 £470
Fender Twin 1699 £690
Fender Princeton Chorus /359 £350
Fender Studio 85 1289 £285
Fender Deluxe 85 1319 £309
Fender Super 60 £449 £425
Fender Pro 185 1449 £439
Fender Stage 185 1395 £370
Fender M80 Heavy Metal Combo £245 £225
Fender Champ 12 1229 £219
Squier 15 Combo £69 £59
Carlsboro Cobra 100 Keyboard Combo £322 £299
Carlsboro Colt 65W Keyboard Combo 1217 £207
Carlsboro Viper 100 Bass Comb 1307 £297
Carlsboro Cott 65 Bass Combo £217 £207
Carlsboro Colt 65 Lead Combo £239 £229

P.A
Marshall PA 400W TCH 1585 £585
Marshall 1 x 12 plus Hom Cabs 1147 £147

Marshall 1 x 15 plus Hom Cabs £147 £147
Hughes & Kettner Stagehand 240w
PA Mixer Amp £699 £679
Hughes & Kellner 1x12 Cabs (par) £399 £379
Carlsbro GRX7 Mixer Amp £469 £449
Carlsbro Cobra 100 PA £217 £207
Carlsbro Marlin 150 PA 1289 £280
Carlsbro Made 300 PA 1429 £400
Carlsbro PMX 8/2 300W Stereo P.A £711 £695
Carlsbro A110 Cabs (Pair) £211 £200
Carlsbro A112 Cabs(Pair £234 £220

CARRIAGE CHARGED ON SOME ITEMS.

rte/
Post This Coupon To Secure Any

I P\-/
Goods Advertised Here

Send Me Immediately

Name

I Address

POT((/82

Phone

I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For

I Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO

ouoom0000m0000
Please Reply To: -

Axe Music

196 High Street
I Colchester
I Essex
I COl 1TH

I 0206 765652

Axe Music

27 St. Johns Street

Bury St. Edmunds

Suffolk

IP33 1SN

0284 705571



up their sleeve: the DJ70 (£1799) is a
sampling workstation which could be
considered a cut -down S770 but with
added functions aimed at the DJ market.

The standard memory of this 37 -note
keyboard is 2Mb, which can be expanded

to 4Mb and is compatible with all disks

from S770/750/550/330 and W30.
Polyphony is 24 notes and full memory
expansion gives 45 seconds at 44.1kHz.

As with the rest of the current S -series,

sound -shaping facilities include TVA and

TVF and a 3.5" HD disk drive. Why call it

a DJ? Because Roland have included a

12cm horizontal "scratch dial" which
moves the sample around in much the

Peavey: Consolidating their Keyboards

same way as scratching with a record
and turntable. To match their new GS
format Sound Canvas -derivatives
launched at NAMM, Roland announced
the PC200 Mkll (£215) and PC150
(£128). These each have 49 -note
keyboards but differ in that the PC200
Mkll has velocity -sensitive keys,
pitchbend and modulation levers, and
various other controls while the PC150 is

lacking them. Further, the PC150 has no

socket for an external PSU as it only
runs on batteries.

Also added to the Roland range were
the A30 (£499) five -octave master
keyboard with facilities aimed at their GS

synths, and the AX1 (£445) portable
controller which you nicely pose with
round your neck (why didn't they call
it the AX -1S?).

Having made mention of it at
previous shows, Cheetah unveiled their

24 -oscillator analogue synth, the Zeus
24. Aimed at a market various other
manufacturers seem to have vacated,
the Zeus offers 12 envelopes and LFOs

per voice, is multitimbral with eight

individual audio outputs and sports a 61 -

note keyboard with channel aftertouch
and release velocity. Price will be around

£3000. At the other end of the spectrum

is Cheetah's MS800 Sampled Wave
Synthesiser, a 15 -voice multitimbral
expander of half -rack size. Price is
£199.99.

Relative newcomers to the keyboard
scene they may be, but Peavey certainly

haven't let that hinder the development
of their keyboard range. Their new
DPM2si is a 76 -note synth using the
company's Digital Phase Modulation
system. It features 32 -voice
multitimbrality, 4Meg of internal 16 -

bit ROM samples, 200 RAM -based
programs (a further 100 are
available via ROM card), ten
programmable Drum Kit locations, 16 -
track (80,000 note) sequencing and dual
24 -bit digital effects processing. A newly -

emerging Peavey line was the Spectrum

modules - the Spectrum Synth and
Spectrum Bass. These are 1U -high
rackmounts boasting 999 presets of
16 -bit resolution and 12 -voice (24 -
oscillator) multitimbrality. The Synth
module features 16 LFOs, 16 filters and

hard sync and pulse -width modulation in

pursuit of those old analogue sounds.
The Bass module, meanwhile, is
intended to be the answer to a

programmer's most bass desires.

Peavey's CH8FD keyboard also draws

on Digital Phase Modulation but ties it in
with an 88 -note weighted keyboard,
onboard effects, a nine -track sequencer

and 100 "of the highest quality Acoustic,

Orchestral, Percussion and Synthesized

electronic instrument sounds". In the
States it's expected to score highly in the

huge numbers of churches currently

seeing the light of technology. In the UK

we'll have to wait and see. Pairing up
Peavey's DPM C8 MIDI master keyboard

and PC1600 MIDI Controller/Universal
Editor would give you a pretty
comprehensive controller setup - the
keyboard has 88 weighted keys, four
programmable sliders, pitch wheel, mod

wheels, disk drive and so on, while the
Controller/Editor has 16 each of

programmable sliders and switches, a
data wheel, two CV inputs, MIDI filtering,

slider grouping. ..

Yamaha added two further 61 -note
keyboards to their SY range. The SY35

(about £650) is the hi -tech division's
keyboard version of the TG33. It offers
both AWM and FM synthesis with 64
sounds each in ROM and RAM and a DSP

for effects. The SY85 (about £1500) uses

AWM2 and offers 30 -note polyphony with

6Mb of ROM and 0.5Mb of RAM which can

be increased to 3.5Mb by using an
expansion board with inexpensive SIMM

chips. Also included is a 3.5" DD disk
drive for the 20,000 note, nine -track
sequencer which can hold up to ten songs,

and a real-time control system which
allows you to simultaneously alter up to
eight parameters via sliders.

To complement their TG100 GM sound

module, Yamaha added the TG500, which

will take the place of the TG77. This
1U -high rackmount unit offers 64 -note

polyphony with 384 preset sounds and
192 user memories. Price will be around

£1100. A little more unexpected was the

addition of a 16 -bit percussion sound
module in the RM50 (about £700) which

has 500 presets, 500 partially editable
sounds and 100 user memories. One
optional extra is that of a battery backed -

up expansion memory board which will
hold sample waveforms. Included as
standard is an audio -to -MIDI converter and

six audio triggers.

Other launches on the synth side
included the S2 and S3 from GEM - a pair

of workstations differing only in their
number of keys (61 and 76 respectively).

Working with the PCM and wavetable
synthesis techniques, they offer 6Mb of
ROM and 2Mb of RAM with six, 18 -bit DA

converters, two DSPs for effects and
digital filters. There's an on -board 3.5" HD

disk drive which can read MIDI Files from

ST and PC disks, and two independent
MIDI Out ports to allow for up to 32 MIDI

channels for the instrument's 16 -part
multitimbrality. Unfortunately the
polyphony is only 16 voices, and even
though the blurb states that it complies
with the General MIDI standard program

change configuration, it will not play back
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THE
DANGEROUS

CD k

WILTANY
Launched at the Frankfurt Music Fair to an overwhelming response...

F
PROBABLY THE LARGEST SAMPLE LIBRARY EVER MADE ON ONE CD:

79 minutes playing time/approx 100 megabytes - over 1000 samples
An Encyclopedia of loops essential for every producer, artist, DJ, programmer & musician.

*si

A CATASTROPHIC EXCLUSIVE FOR YOUR SAMPLE LIBRARY.
The very hottest grooves and irresistible rhythms, fresh new unused loops and previously
unheard sounds.

"Great, really useful disc"...Ben Liebrand
"TEEEssential!"...Blue Weaver
"Striking is the originality of the drum loops with this CD you don't have the feeling you have heard it all before"...MIDI Magazine Holland
"DANGER 1 is packed with contemporary dance samples...a valuable addition to any '90s sample library"... Tim Goodyer/Music Technology

"Fantastic! great value! fabulous unheard loops!"...Dig/Thatched Cottage Audio
"An excellent selection of sounds and loops, for the recording musician it's a must"...Malcolm Maynes/bass player -Beats International

 A superb collection of digitally mastered samples on one CD
 Over 330 loops (all BPMs listed), fills, drum kits, bass drums, snares, hi -hats, percussion,

FX, brass & orchestral stabs, dance kits, bass tones & strings.
 From tribal to ambient, from hardcore to hip -hop - owning this CD will change your

creative output, perfection is our trademark satisfaction guaranteed...
"we dare your imagination".

-- All samples are individually indexed for fast easy access.
Over 300 loops are also data -streamed for the Akai S1000/S1100

Soontocome DANGER 2,3&4
If your time is valuable then spend it making music!

If you require further information or trade enquiries call
081 368 8271/081 361 6089 (24 hrs) or

Fax 081 361 5833 (24 hrs).
In most cases we can guarantee next day delivery.

Existing customers will be kept up to date
with all new releases.

Please note: The Dangerous CD Company samples have not appeared
on any other sample CD.

UK STOCKISTS INCLUDE:
Axis Audio Systems, Stockport

Argents, London.
Rose Morris Music Store, London

To. , CD

Please send Copy/copies of Danger 1 at £49.95 each

Please debit my ACCESS VISA MASTERCARD

Number Expiry Date /
=MI

VISAEll MOW

I Enclose Cheque /postal order for £ made payable to The Dangerous CD Company

Name (caps)

Address

Postcode

Tel: 081 368 8271 or 081 361 6089
Fax: 081 361 58:



Yamaha: Continued support for Vector Synthesis

- MIDI Files intended for true GM synths
(which demands 24 -note polyphony). Price

will be around £2000.

Musitronics have added a PCM-EX
board for the Yamaha SY range of
synths; an additional 8Mb of PCM data is

added to the SY/TG77 (at about £300)
and 4Mb to the SY/TG55 (for around
£300) with 128 new sounds being
included as standard; of the sounds I

heard, the tuba, Fender bass and tenor
sax were rather good.

Quasimidi released three new items:
the first was the QM2016 (around £649),

a 20 -input, 16 -output MIDI patchbay. This

unit is particularly interesting, as it can
handle filtering and merging on the first
five Ins but uses the rest as a

straightforward patching matrix. Very
sensible - as is having the first two MIDI
Ins and Outs on the front panel for ease of

patching. Next up is the QM Merge which

can merge three inputs and also provides

a three-way MIDI Thru facility and some

basic processing. Finally there was the
Style Drive (around £699) which will let
you create and impose your own styles on

MIDI song data. It also offers MIDI data

storage via its 3.5" disk drive and will
record MIDI song data direct to disk as
well as reading MIDI Files and Roland style

cards.

There are one or two MIDI foot
controller units on the market, but
generally they tend to be rather basic -
Ground Control from Dynamix is anything

but. Each of eight foot -pedals can transmit

up to 64 bytes of MIDI data including
System Exclusive - for sending parameter

changes to synths and the like. For
programming, there is a 1U -high

rackmount system unit with a 2 x 40 -

character screen and a data card slot for

saving commands and performance
memories. Price is around £500; worth a

look.

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

CREATING A GREAT deal of interest on the

software side was C -Lab's move onto the

Apple Macintosh platform with the launch

of Notator Logic. Part of the name may
have been inherited from the ST program

but that's about where the similarities
end, as it's a brand new sequencing
program intended for use with the Mac's

System 7 operating system.

Notator Logic is an object -orientated

music environment with a practically
limitless number of tracks. The resolution

is 960ppqn and Notator Logic has a
tempo range of between 0.05 and
9999.99 beats per minute. The entire
MIDI setup can be shown - and patched -

on -screen in a similar manner to Opcode's

OMS system. All events are shown in a

linear fashion, but multiple tracks can be

placed together in "folders" to prevent the

visual cluttering of the screen. Cycle
points can be altered on the fly and both
Event List and Score Editors are available.

The demo was absolutely blinding - one

of the best I've ever seen, with a complete

song being input by a drummer with pads

and a Roland Octapad; drums, bass,
strings, brass stabs, piano - the lot. In

fact, I had to go back a second time to

watch it objectively. Of course, it's
impossible to say how Notator Logic will

feel when being used in the studio, and

the manipulation of data on -screen may

well upset many Mac die-hards in that it

doesn't appear to have the feel of a Mac

application, but the same could be said of

Steinberg's Cubase. In fact, Notator Logic

and Cubase are likely to be the two
programs that people upgrading to the
Mac from an ST will look most closely at.

Steinberg may have the slight advantage

of having the print-out version of Cubase -

Cubase Score - in final beta -test while the

initial release version of Notator Logic will

not have such a facility. Either way, both of

these programs are visually streets ahead

of any other sequencer on the Mac.

C -Lab were also showing Mac versions

of Aura, the ear training program, and
Midia, the graphic display program for
MIDI events. Prices will be a little more
than the Atari ST versions.

Sample Tools from Italy, known for their

Sample Tools editor -librarian for the
Roland S550 (now called Unistar) released

a further three programs: Polystar (around

£400) is an Akai S1000/1100 and Roland

S750/770 librarian and editor; Parastar
(around £250) is a real-time parameter
and wave editor for the Akai S1000/1100,

and Wavestar (around £130) is a librarian

and editor for all samplers that conform to

the MIDI Sample Dump Standard.

Having launched Cubase Windows at the

NAMM Show, Steinberg followed up with the

necessary PC interfaces: PC MIDI 1 is a

basic one -input, one -output MIDI card (for

around £90) while the SMPII offers two MIDI

Ins and four independent MIDI Outs along

with SMPTE and MTC in a 1U -high rack unit

(around £550). Also released on the
hardware side were two interfaces for the

Mac to go with Mac Cubase: Mac MIDI 1

has one MIDI In and three parallel MIDI

Outs (about £80) while the Mac MIDI 2S
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Dr T's
Quick Score Deluxe

for IBM PC and true compatibles (640k req.)

Fast, Easy To Use
Sequencing, Traditional

Music Notation and Music
Printing.

Quickscore Deluxe is THE program for novice or amateur
musicians that even seasoned pros will find indespensable. It uses
an icon based graphic interface, pull down menus, and the mouse;
letting you simply 'draw in' notes, or record in real time, using a
MIDI keyboard. You immediately see and hear your score play
back up to a full 16 tracks. QuickScore Deluxe features a
powerful step time mode in which you enter music a note at a time
from a keyboard and immediately see it appear on the screen. You
may also enter text and place it anywhere on the screen. Track

names are automatically placed at the start of each stave and
music symbols are easily placed using a palette and the mouse.
Many powerful editing options are available for single notes,
complete tracks or the entire score. Printer Drivers are included for
most popular dot matrix and laser writers including PostScript. As
well as supporting standard MPU 401 interfaces QuickScore
comes with drivers for Ad Lib, Soundblaster and Media Vision
cards. Easy installation makes it a snap to install on your hard
drive (not req.) and its not copy protected.

CADENZA LOW PRICE
We are pleased to offer this great PC sequencer and other

of our products at incredible prices when bought with one

of our superb MIDIMAN MM401 PC MIDI cards.

Cadenza + MM401
Cadenza Win + MM401
Prism + MM401

Band in a Box + MM401

Quickscore Deluxe + MM401

Don't Forget.. 8.1 I

rrp £229 TO £189
rrp £361 TO £269
rrp £138 TO £109
rrp £138 TO £109
rrp £168 TO £149

PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Note entry using the mouse & notation
Realtime and Steptime MIDI input

 Auto scrolling with playback
Print to most dot matrix, laser and

Postscript printers
Print Page Preview

 Range Highlight & Global Editing
16 stave full score or single stave display
Easy text & symbol placement anywhere

on the page
Cut, Copy, Paste, Insert & Undo

 Transpose chromatically or in the key
 Change time, velocity or duration of
single events, a range or a complete track

Multiple time signature and key signature
transcription and entry

Tempo and program change supported
Import MIDI file 0, 1 & 2
Export MIDI file 1 and Copyist V2
Accurate transcription algorithms derived

from our acclaimed Copyist program
 Metronome through PC or MIDI

Probably THE BEST SELLING

PC MIDI CARD IN THE UK.
The Worlds Most Reliable

PC MIDI interface ?
With FREE Utility

Software worth over £5c
1111. Fully MPU compatible
 Works with any speed PC

at any BUS speed from
4.77mhz to 50mhz 486AT's

 On board timer. UART mode
has additional timer freeing
the PC timer from timing
requirements

11110, 1/3 Size card will fit in
ANY slot

are the sole UK importers for Band in a Box, Dr s Music Software, Sound Source, Midimon, Blue Ribbon
and Sound Pool.. Only by purchasing from us or one of our authorised deale4100 you become a registered user entitling is

SuppCIRIPiit.tiotification of all updates. Selected products from our extensive range of software
.iiiiitt****4.4**:ovoiloble.400.0.1.ftiOtlialists shown. Alternatively contact04Wal dealer.

ABC Music R & B Music Tangent Music
Rose Morris Rainbow Music EMIS
McCormacks BEM Project Music
Nobles C.M.S Harris Computers

Software Circus
Holiday Music
Rod Argents
Music Connections

Runnymede
Turnkey
Sound Control
Musical Exchanges

Andertons
Music Village
Carlsboro
Soft Machine

I

LA417401

,<`'OC

0

Unit 6/70 Eurolink Business Centre 49 Effra Rd London SW9 1BZ 071 738 5444 e,`) X55 ,c,0°` <0<<".

Exclusive distributors for all our products. ALL DEALER & EUROPEAN ENQUIRES WELCOME <2\6c) S N-9c) (5' (5)4' SOSM92



has two MIDI Ins each with three MIDI Outs

along with SMPTE and MTC (around £350).

(All prices translated from German DMs.)

On the software side, Steinberg were
showing MasterScore II, a desktop music

publisher for the Atari ST which retails at

£325. Input is via any of the Steinberg
sequencing programs or via MIDI File from

any other program, in step time from a MIDI

keyboard, or ASCII from the computer

Roland: Reviving the remote

keyboard. The musical complexity which the

program can accommodate is likely to rival

similar programs on the Apple Macintosh.

For the PC, Twelve Tone Systems were

showing Cakewalk Professional for

Windows. PC sequencing programs have

come a long way visually, courtesy of the

Windows environment. Cakewalk Pro offers

256 tracks, Scoring, Piano Roll and Event

List editors, System Exclusive librarian,

SMPTE/MTC sync and the ability to create

key macros. Unfortunately, no-one

distributes it in the UK.

Following on from the K..AT ST remote

keyboard controller, FriendChip added a
version for the Mac (about £110) and the DC

K..AT Desktop Controller which includes

several sets of remote buttons, a heavy-duty

wheel for mouse movement and a series of

keys for the mouse buttons. Versions are

available for the Mac (around £300) and the

ST (around £270).

From Opcode came the Studio 4 (less

than £500) which is a MIDI patchbay and

SMPTE synchroniser in one for the Apple

Mac. With eight independent MIDI Ins and

Outs, this is likely to be a contender in a

market dominated by Mark of the Unicorn's

MIDI Time Piece.

MIXERS & MIDI
SOUNDCRAFT TOOK ADVANTAGE of the

Frankfurt show to preview their Spirit Auto

mixing desk - which is basically a Spirit

Studio with automation. However, this
doesn't just handle MIDI muting, but covers

fader VCA automation as well. This may be

computer -controlled via Cubase's MIDI

Manager page (or similar) or you might
prefer to use the dedicated program being

developed by Steinberg. The desk will be

available from June 1992.

Both Fostex and Soundtracs had

rackmount mixers on display whose settings

can be transmitted over MIDI. From Fostex

there was the DCM100, which has eight

stereo pairs mixed into one stereo pair with

high and low EQ and two auxiliary sends. The

MixTab control box allows you to change

settings and then save them as one of 100

scenes which record the level, pan, EQ

settings and aux levels - cost for the pair will

be around £700. The MIDI Mixer from
Soundtracs has similar functions and also

allows you to fade from one scene to the

next - price is around £550, although a
hardware control box is not included. Many

sequencers will be able to control either of

these - Fostex had a MIDI Manager page from

Cubase set up on the stand.

DIGITAL AUDIO
PLASMEC WERE SHOWING four versions

of ADAS, their direct -to -disk recording
system. For the Atari ST there was the
latest update with resizeable windows and

new record and cue list functions while

both the Apple Mac and PC Windows
versions were up and running on the stand.

The fourth version is free-standing with a

large LCD and an RGB socket for an
external monitor. While the processor is

still a 68000, the unit appears to function

far more smoothly than on the ST; perhaps

this is the advantage of not having to run

via the ST's operating system. The front

panel has a scrub wheel, which previously

required the use of a mouse and the cost,

including a 100Mb hard drive, is around

£2500 - this also includes a digital I/O
board. Also on display was the new range

of Plasmec hard drives; fixed, 88Mb
removable and 128Mb opticals.

Not quite ready for the NAMM Show,

Opcode released the budget multimedia

Macintosh program called Audioshop
(£69.95) at Frankfurt. This integrates the

use of eight -bit digitised audio with
audio uploaded from standard CDs via a

CD-ROM player.

One of the biggest surprises was the
launch of a two -track record, four -track

playback direct -to -disk system from Yamaha.

High on spec with 16 -bit A/D and 18 -bit D/A

conversion (eight times oversampled), digital

I/O (AES/EBU, SPDIF and Yamaha Y2), a DSP

for reverb and modulation effects and three -

band digital parametric EQ, the most
interesting part is its lack of a front end -
Yamaha have left this to software companies

with expertise in this area. Mark of the
Unicorn, with Digital Performer on the Mac,

and Steinberg, with Cubase Audio on the ST,

are providing the user interfaces, although

other companies are likely to get involved.

Price is expected to be under £2000, which

includes an external 100Mb hard drive.

Akai also announced a budget direct -to -

disk system in the HDR100, a four

system which allows four units to be linked

to provide 16 -track recording. Price will be

about £1399. Also mentioned was the
LR900 (about £249), which is an automatic

looping recorder with up to eight seconds of

delay time available, aimed at guitarists and

DJs. On display was the v2.0 software for the

S1100, which adds the feature of direct -to -

disk recording for £349.

Vapourware - a lovely Americanism, of
which the epitome was an offering from
Anatek. The Radar is a 24 -track direct -to -disk

system which was shown as a box with level

meters painted on and a remote which had

the numbers being rubbed off the display due

to handling. Cost is intended to be around

$15,000 at the end of the year. Could the fact

that Anatek (currently without UK distribution)

have recently been bought out by a company

specialising in the manufacture of hard drives

have anything to do with this?

If I were to choose one absolute oddball

from the show, it would have to be the two

German guys who have put together a two -

input, two -output merging MIDI interface

for the Atari Portfolio palmtop computer

(the one that runs MS.DOS) and have also

written sequencing and MIDI monitoring
software for it. I know that people climb

mountains "because they are there", but
this is ridiculous.
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REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL

0 Everyone knows that AMG have the very highest quality and widest range of sample CDs
and synth sounds - whether you choose one of our sample CDs, sound cards or software you
can be sure that you'll be able to produce better music faster than you ever thought possible!

In addition to the old favourites, AMG are this month introducing a host of new products that
maintain our reputation for bringing you quality. Examine these ground -breaking new
products and, if you wish, pull out these pages and keep them for future reference.

We have now introduced a freephone order hot-line to ensure your order is processed
promptly. Next Day delivery is usually available on any order made before 2pm. Any enquiries
should be made on our usual 073088 383 number, orders only can be placed on 0800
252936.

oto''Now that's what I call Sampling!' Volume One
Featuring new samples from all existing and future Producer Series artists including:

Pascal Gabriel - Coldcut - Danny Cummings & Miles Bould - Dave Ruffy
And previews from:
Norman Cook - Beats International. Remixes for FYC, James Brown, etc.
Pete Gleadall - Pet Shop Boys' and George Michael's sounds man.
JJ Jeczalik - JJ virtually invented sampling with The Art of Noise!
Ian Curnow - One of the driving forces behind the phenomenal PWL success story!
Neil Conti - Very high quality dance drum loops. Works with Prefab Sprout and David Bowie.

ALL -NEW samples from all existing and
future Producer Series artists*:
A wide selection of loops, drums, Fx,
percussion, vocals, synths, and much more
Excepts and new samples from HitSound's
Pure Gold Synth, Old Gold Synth & Guita
CDs.
The Highest Quality & Best Range on 1 CI
Superb value at Just £49!
* tbc - new contents being constantly
added - Due for release mid -march.

601The X -Static Goldmine - Over 3000 Fresh Dance Samples for £69
The perfect tool for making dance music. 3023 Samples!! Quality and Quantity. Audio
Alchemy for the Connoisseur.
512 Loops, Breaks & Rhythms
Hardcore Techno, Clonky Housebeats, Funky Raregrooves, Hustling Hip -Hop, Ethnic Percussion Loops, Kraftwerk-style Loops. CR78
Loops plus much more. All loops specially selected & treated, most with BPMs.

1103 Snappy Drum & Percussion Samples
A huge collection of the best ever - including Kraftwerk-style hits, plus the whole Roland classic beatbox family including multisamples
from the TR808 and TR909 to give their full, rich spectrum.

512 Vicious Vocal Samples
House & Rap hooks, Robot & Vocoder vox, Film & Media snatches, Toasting Jamaicans, Ethnic Singers. Tibetan Monks. Gregorian
Choirs, Comedy & Horror, Moans & Groans. All you need and more.

640 Synth, Bass, Chord & Special Samples
TB303 Bassline & Vocoder Loops, Acid/Fat/Solid/Subsonic Basses
'Ravers' - Hits, Stabs, Chords, Blips, Beeps & Dits.
Synth FX - SciFi Sounds & Deadly Percussion.
Ambient Swirls - Drones, Tones & Fluffy Frequencies.
Plus - House Pianos, String Runs, Horns, Organs, Ethnic Instruments and more!

256 Sound Effects

DOUBLE CD SET - £79
SPECIAL NTRO OFFER 'TIL 31/5/92

JUST £69
A rich variety of Drop -Ins & Loopable Atmospherics all great for creating the right mood for dance music.
All make sampling ecstasy. The largest collection of superb quality dance samples ever presented.

SAM -1 - Sample Expander for Korg Ml, M3R, T -Series & WaveStation
Do you feel frustrated by the small selection of PCM cards available for Korg synths? Do you crave the
opportunity to load S1000 samples into your keyboards and then process them to your heart's content? Just
imagine all the possibilities. But why imagine? At last it's here! Double Dutch's SAM -1 is Korg's best friend. I

you want your Korg Synthesizer to stand out from the crowd, you'd better meet SAM too. Call for full details.

NEW THIS' MONTH!
Synths - Pro-Rec Cards - Valhala JD800/D70 Cards
SAM -1 - MKS70 & T-Series Disks from the Sound Foundation
Samples - Rhythm of Life - Sampling Collection 900
Software - D70 Editor - SY22/TG33 Editor
And COMING SOON! - SCP - Synclavier Strings on CD!
PCM.EX's for Yamaha SY/TG77 and SY/TG55.

X -STATIC GOLDMINE - Introductory Price of £69
SONIC IMAGES Sample CDs - All reduced from £35 to £25!
MUSITRONICS D50 Power Pack - See last page!
MASTERBITS Dat-RAM - Two volumes now available, anothE
one on the way. Over 300 Meg to load directly into your S100(

- New Low Price: £199 per volume. Call for full details.

PULL-OUT AND KEEP! AMG: THE SOUND OF THE FUTURE
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The HitSound Producer Series - By Creative People, For Creative People
We could have done our own CDs. They would have been OK, other people have done them and they've been OK. But we wanted something
better. We went straight to the top. Everyone we've worked with have been involved in International smash hit records - including many Number
l's! These Cds offer you the ammunition to make next year's hit records - not a collection of duds from last year. If you're still after 'Funky
Drummer' look elsewhere. You can't make music without sounds, the best sounds will help you make the best music - Using these sounds will
allow you to set the trends, not force you to follow them. After all who wears DEELEY BOPPERS these days?

Pascal Gabriel's Dance Samples Over 1000 Samples, 72:23 minutes

Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the current dance scene. He has
worked with such well-known names as Bomb The Bass, S -Express,
Coldcut, Jimmy S it Era E d ny ore. This CD is
different to any of N A 0 L ION of sounds
from last year's re help you make the
HIT RECORDS -s 'fabulous',
'fresh', and 'super al . In e t a ike ld take years to
build-up and a huge amount of work and skill to achieve. Now it can be
yAlikri5singilrtyaiktr..efiyki4fklw klaithndit!MT, Dec '91.
"...off -beat, quite distinctive, and highly usable. Better still you almost certainly won't
lave heard them before...useful and memorable...a revelation...uniformly
icellent...the basis for many a hit. - SOS, Ian, '91.

Shop Boys. I' .pagando ' I

Loads of Drum & Percussion
Loops & Breaks
Guitar Hooks and FX
Vocal Riffs & Effects
Hits, Scratches & Drop -Ins
Countless Snares and Kicks
Synth FX &Basses
Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs!
Film & Media Snatches
Orchestral Effects
And Much, Much, Much More!

As Seen On

Danny Cummings' & Miles Bould's Rhythm of Life

If your shrink fires the word 'Percussion' at you, and you know your onions,
then you're likely to respond - 'Danny Cummings'. Current] on tour with
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backing tracks and recorded their performances to multi -track. After
extensive editing and remixing, in some cases incorporating Roland's RSS
processing, we have compressed these sessions onto one CD. Now you can
give your productions the ultimate groove. Get this CD and get a taste of the
best in percussion. There's nothing else in it's class.

Around 55 minutes of percussion grooves
in 8 styles.
Unparalleled performance and recording
quality.
RSS Samples plus Mixes
PLUS an extremely comprehensive
collection of single hits
And Much More!
Superb value at Just £49!
Instant Inspiration!

Dancin' Dave Ruffy's Drum Samples

There are a number of drum sample CDs on the market. Their quality varies,
we felt they were al me t ou oft c ith trends in drum
sounds. This CD is ons with top
session drummer tic drum sounds.
Dave's worked wit Connor, Mica
Paris, Yazz, Nena and World Party
to name but a few. Not only does this CD feature what we believe to be the
finest and most modern set of drum samples - but also some brand new
loops that are really far too good to make so widely available. If you've a
sampler and you ever use drums - you need this CD!

Over 263 hits and 140 loops, 70:53 minutes

Snares, Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals
Performance Velocities - 4 or more!
Miking Variations
Modern Usable Drum Sounds
RSS Samples
PLUS over 140 brand new hot drums loops
- too good to sell!
Live & Sequenced Loops!
And Much More!
Superb value at Just £49! 'Loy

kind SEW Specs

Coldcut's Kleptomania! Volume One

Coldcut are regarded by many as the UK's most innovative dance
artists/remixers. eir nd Kiss
FM radio show, m ca r oth Lisa
Stansfield and t from one
or two classics t
originality as our e music
you're sure to be on the look out for hot new samples to make 'The Music of
Now', not a rehash of the past. As with our Pascal Gabriel CD - If you want
inspiration, originality and the freshest sounds around. Look no further.

Over 1165 Samples, Over 73 minutes

NON-STOP ZANY ACTION - £49 fully inclusive

Forthcoming PRODUCER SERIES SAMPLING CDs:

Volume 5  Samplography by Pete Gleadall

Pete Gleadall is one of the UK's most accomplished programmers.
Best known for his work with Pet Shop Boys and George Michael.

Volume 6  Skip to my Loops By Norman Cook

Volume 7  Neil Conti's Funky Drums from Hell

Volume 8  The Art of Sampling by JJ Jeczalik

The finest selection of ultra -rare loops ever
compiled - over 400 unbelievable loops!
Male & Female Spoken & Sung Vocals
Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed & HPN Samples
Superb range of mega scratches!
Media snatches, FX, Robot Vox
Full selection of drum & perc samples
Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth & Bass samples
BEYOND DESCRIPTION - HIGHLY
USABLE! - Superb value at Just £49!
"Say Kids! What time is it?"

HilSouodCDs:l.PureGOIC1 Synth - Oki Gold Spill I.Gultar 3 Superb CDs £35 each or £90 for the set of three.
Volume One - Pure Gold Synth - "...assorted pad and atmosphere sounds include some stunning textures, and these are complemented by a superbrange of bass sounds, and some quite surprising, quirky sounds dotted around...Alf in all, a
good mix of high-class bread and butter sounds with a hefty dose of sonic icing on top." - SOS, Sept 1991.
490 of the best samples in Valhala's International Gold Senes from WaveStation, T -Series, D70, M1, VFX, SY77, SY55, D50 and More!

Volume Two - Old Gold Synth - "This volume is a (Gold)mine of glorious sounds that, whilst certainly biased towards dance music, should be usefulto anyone with a sampler and a little imagination."- SOS, Sept 1991.
A huge collection of classic synths - ARP2600, Moogs, MC202. Octave Cat, MKS70, Xpander and many more! Superb synths, superb sounds all on one £35 CD ready to sample! 721 Samples, 63.44 minutes
Volume Three - Guitar - "...instantly useable...perfect for creating a basic 'instant rock guitarist' on your sampler...Things get even better...It's really just like having a good selection of records from which to sample useful snatches of guitar, but without
all the other music happening on top"- SOS, Sept 1991. "...devastating results...Handle with care: highly recommended.' - Music Technology, Oct 1991.
Chords, Bends, Solos, Licks and Effects from Electric, Wah Wan, Acoustic and 12 String Guitars - Clean and dirty versions! 605. Samples, 6318 minutes - Just £35.
"Altogether or individually, the HitSound CDs offer good value for money...an excellent start in bringing a great selection of expensive -sounding and highly usable instrumentsounds to anyone with access to a sampler." - SOS, Sept 1991.



VALHALA ROM & RAM Cards
Here's what the Press have to say:

you want to be inspired to greaterileistits of musical ecstasy, look no further! ...The amazing thing about these Valhala cards is that they sound completely
different...all the voices here really do sound new...I am now assured that trying to do my own programming is a complete waste of time. Tocreate anything like
what we have here would take days and days of work...Well of course if you are at all serious then you'll buy all three! ...don't take my word for it - try them out
yourself! - M1 Card Review, SOS, Dec '91.
"The last time you heard sounds of this quality emanating from a single keyboard you were probably listening to an Emulator or a Fairlight...these sounds will
tempt you to make an MI the major keyboard in your rig. If they don't I honestly don't know what will." - Ml Card Review, MT Aug 1990.
"...there's no company currently making a better name for itself than Valhala...I admit it, I'm impressed...a number of absolute gems - the overall impression is one
that firmly lives up to Valhala's excellent reputation for quality...quality plus value - what more do you want?" - D50 Card Review, MT Nov 1990.

The Valhala International Gold Series - The UK's favourite sounds
KORG - M1/M1R: 4 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £50 each
M3R: 4 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £50 each.
T -Series: One International Gold Disk plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral- £45 each.
WaveStation: 1 International Gold Card - £50.
KAWAI - K1/K4: 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Orchestral. K1 - £45 each. K4/K4r - £55 each.
YAMAHA - SY22: 1 International Gold Card plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £60 each. SY55: 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40,
Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £60 each. SY77: 1 International Gold Card plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral- £65/45 disk each.
ENSONIQ - VFX: 2 sd disks - £40 each, 2 cartridges - £50 each.
ROLAND - D50, D10/5/20/110: 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Orch, New Age, PCM, Analog, Digital, and Effects - £45 each. D70 -
Top 40, New Age - £50 each. JD800 - Top 40, New Age - £50 each.

VALHALA ORGANizer Series
A new range of cards packed full of superb Organ sounds. All cards are £45 each.
Screamin' B3 - Superb imitation Hammond sounds - D50/5/10/20
Wurlitzer/Theatre Organ - The Mighty Wurlitzer - D50/5/10/20.
Classical 1 & 2 - Two volumes of classical organ sounds, only available for the D50/550.
B3 & More - Coming Soon for the Korg Ml!

RAM CARD PRICES
M256 - £55
K1 - £35
MCD32 - £59

MCRO3 - £65
K4 - £45
MCD64 - £79

Please call for further details

MasterBits Sampling Collection
Sampling Collection 500
M1 - D50 - K1 - K5 - K1000 - MiniMoog - TR808 - HR16 - Linn 9000 - Plus!

Sampling Collection 600
MicroWave - T1 - Proteus - K4 - VFXsd - VS - Xpander - Plus!

Sampling Collection 700
WaveStation - SY77 - SY22 - TR909 - TR606 - Prophet V - Elka Synthax - Plus!

Sampling Collection 800
VFX - PX1000 - HX1000 - R8 - Matrix 1000 - MKS70 - Plus!

Sampling Collection 900 - Just Released!
Emu Procussion - JD800 - SY99 - 01AN - Plus loads more!

Sampling Collection 1000 - Coming Soon
Kurzweil K2000 - Extended JD800 - Plus!

Each volume costs £29. Buy the set of five for just £125.

MasterBits Climax Collection
Climax Collection Volume One - Just Vocals
664 Samples - A range of vocalists and styles featured - from Motown
to Opera! Sustained, Percussive & Freestyle Vocals.
Climax Collection Volume Two - Classic
551 Samples - Orchestral samples recorded with the Gothenburg
Symphony Orchestra. Typically 3 performance styles from every
instrument in the Orchestra, full range of pitches at intervals of a minor
third.
Climax Collection Volume Three - Guitar - New
A wide range of guitar samples including HM and Soul. Single notes
plus highly processed licks.
Climax Collection Volume Four - Grooves - Coming Soon!
RY30 Grooves, full details as we get them!
Each volume costs £45. Buy all three for just £120.

MEGAMIDI DANCE SERIES 1 by Megamidi
Features:
17 'Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs
75 Loops from acid house to live funk!
170 drum and 120 percussion samples!
Guitar licks & Orch Hits!
Scratching, Sci-Fi FX!
Over 110 vocoder, robot and computer noises!
Loads of hooks and vocal samples!
All on one brand new CD from France. Just £55 fully
inclusive - Available now!

Uberschall Collection
Volume One - Guitar samples from hard rock to funk - Synths - Samplers - Mellotron -
Holophonic effects and much more! - 787 samples.
Volume Two - Drums - Holophonic samples - percussion - FX - Synths - 921 samples.
Each volume costs £45 or buy both for just £80.

MasterBits Special Edition 1 - Klaus Schultze Sampling CD
Numbered Limited Edition featuring countless rare synths plus RSS samples - Call for full details! - E75.

MasterBits Special Edition 2 - Peter Siedlaczek's Orchestra Library - Soon!

10 CDs from SAMPLE IT! - 'RAND NE'/ UM1
Breaks, Grooves & Rhythms 1 & 2 - Superb selection of newly created loops that sound as if they're off vinyl!, Volume 2 features TR-Loops
and Kraftwerk-style electro loops!
Sample Wave Sounds & Textures 1 & 2 - Prophet VS, Vocoder samples and more.
Classic Synths & Beatboxes 1,2, 3 & 4 - Featuring such classics as the Jupiter 8, MiniMoog, Prophet V, TR808, TR909, and many many
more. Call for details on each volume.
FX's & Bizarre Samples 1 & 2 - A collection of natural and synthesized effects - sonic icing for your music. CDs cost £39 each.

Superb Editing Software for the Atari ST from EMC - Einstein Music Software
The most up-to-date range of synth editors on the market today, also offering superb value for money. Synths supported include - SY55,
U20/220, D10 Series, K4, Ml, M3R, Proteus 1/2, D70, JX1, D50, K1, VFX, OB8, LXP5, PCM70, etc. with programs being added all the time!
"Impressive...it's a competent, comprehensive program which can be highly recommended to anyone...it could well be selling for two
to three times the amount - it really represents excellent value for money. Buy it before they read this and put the price up." - Music
Technology SY/TG55 Review, May 91
SY/TG55 Editor/Manager - £55 K4 Editor/Manager - £55 SY22/TG33 Editor/Manager - AVAILABLE NOW - £55
U20/220 Editor/Manager - £55 LXP1/5 Editor/Manager - £55 D10/20/5/110 Series Editor/Manager - £55
D70 Editor/Manager - £89 M1/M3R Manager/Combi Editor - £55 Proteus 1/2 Editor/Manager - £75
Please call for full details and prices! All programs run under M ROS and SoftUnk and require a hi-res mono montors and at least 1 Meg (except the Kt Manager) of RAM



CM AUTOmation MX816 MIDI Mix/Mute Automation - Just £37 inc. VAT per channel
CM AUTOmation's new MX816 is a breakthrough in terms
of affordability simplicity and quality. It brings MIDI
controlled mixing & muting into everyone's reach for the
first time. It's unique memory features allow it to be used
in the studio or live with equal success. The MX816 can be
programmed and controlled by any MIDI device and then
used independently if desired.

U High quality dbx VCA system
U 8 or 16 channel versions, easily upgradable
 Compatible with any MIDI sequencer
 No need for expensive custom wiring
 Mute & Max buttons for easy manual control
 100 internal memories to store and recall snapshots

J Separate receive channel for patch change
J Channel mute assignable to key number
J S/N better than 95dB

Frequency response 10Hz-30kHz +/- ldB
U Dynamic range better than 106 dB
IJ Noise level better than -95 dB

 28 internal pre-programmed autofades, up or down U All outputs in phase with inputs
Groups of 8 channels are summed to produce mix /send out, in addition to each channel's in/output

Pro-Rec Synth Sounds - NEW THIS MONTH!
Korg 01/W - Super Dance, ColorBrush, 01 Dance, Heaven Synth, Urban Sound - £59 each ROM, £40 each on fd disk.
Korg WaveStation - Super WaveDance, UltraTexture, SoundBrush, SuperWaveKeys, Power WaveSynth - £59 each ROM.
Roland JD800 - UltraDance, WonderSynth, SuperSound, Wonder Mix - £59 each ROM.
Roland D70 - Power Dance, Natural, SuperSynth, SoundScape - £55 each ROM.
Yamaha SY/TG77 - Wonder Dance, Ultrasound, Power Synth, 77 Heaven - £65 on ROM, £40 on SY disk.
Roland Sound Canvas - Super Dance, Pop Collection, Ultrabrush, WonderCanvas - £30 disk.
Korg T -Series - Coming Soon. Kurzweil K2000 - Coming Soon.
Roland JV80 - Coming Soon. Korg M1 - Coming Soon.
Yamaha SY99 - Coming Soon.

otAM Musitronics Expansions
Yamaha SY/TG77 and SY/TG55 PCM Expansions
Double the internal PCM memory of your Yamaha synths. Takes the SY/TG55 up to 4 Meg and SY/TG77 up to an amazing 8 Meg. Pricesand availability to be confirmed - Please call for
more details!

D50/550 M.EX Multi-Timbral Expansion
Make your D50 8 -part mutli-timbral! Plus enhanced MIDI features!
With dual RAM banks - E245 Without RAM banks - E199

050/550 Speed System - £45 Add 50 new PCMs including piano & drums with the ability to add unlimited new PCM5.

D50 PCM.EX PCM Expansion - £245 speed up your D50 by over 40%!
D50 POWER PACK - £399 Ltd. Offer!
M.EX with RAM, PCM.EX & Speed System at this special price!

SCP Sample Card Programmer for Roland PCM Cards - Coming Soon! (Please)

00' Uni-Man Universal Editor Librarian for the Atari ST
Truly universal software from Zadok for just about every synth on the market. Configurable to work with
any MIDI equipment you may own. Please call for more information and a demo disk.

TranTracks MIDI Sequences
Please call for a catalogue featuring 100's of titles.
Superbly programmed with excellent documentation.

tillifill1111.1' I

..... ...*

Please call to request a copy of
our new catalogue.

AMG
The Advanced Media Group

© 073088 383
) Samples J Synth Sounds ) Software J Hardware

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL
Fax 073088 390

HOW TO ORDER:

Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone using:In mon
vs ID

All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all refunds/exchanges are at the discretionof AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law. 'Norman and 'The Sound Foundation' are
tradenames of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to change without prior notification. AMG 1992.



NOW JUST OVER TEN YEARS OLD,

MIDI HAS MATURED FROM BEING A

HI -TECH NOVELTY INTO AN

ESSENTIAL PART OF MODERN

MUSIC MAKING. AND IT'S STILL

GROWING. TEXT BY VIC LENNARD.

WHEN YOU LOOK over the very first MIDI

Specification, it's clear that the MIDI pioneers

knew what they were talking about. Very little

has been changed from that original spec,

although there have been various developments.

Sample Dump Standard and MIDI Time Code are

obvious additions, although lesser functions

such as the Reset All Controllers command have

also been periodically added. Standard MIDI

Files (SMF), instigated by the MIDI

Manufacturers Association (MMA) in 1988, was

not agreed to by the Japanese MIDI Standards

Committee (JMSC) until 1991. This accounts for

why it is only the present range of synths by

Roland, Yamaha and Korg which have added the

ability to read and write SMFs with the onboard

sequencer.

Due to a re -organisation of the JMSC and a

new-found understanding between the MMA and

JMSC, there have been various additions to the

MIDI specification as recently as the last 12

months. These fall into two categories;
Approved Protocols (AP) and Recommended

Practices (RP). An Approved Protocol is part of

the Detailed MIDI 1.0 Specification and is used

when previously undefined messages within the

Specification are classified. A Recommended

Practice is a new application within MIDI, the

use of which is not necessarily binding to the

manufacturer members of the MMA and JMSC.

An example of this is SMFs; many

manufacturers have their own proprietary

methods for saving sequence information.

This article is intended to give an overview of

the APs and RPs which have come into

existence since the middle of 1991. It's fair to

say that movements within MIDI prior to that

point had been few and far between; the last

addition was that of Bank Select and the

defining of certain Effects Controllers (see MT,

October '90).

The immediate problem with any MIDI

developments is that of making them
retrospective; if a MIDI device is hardware -

based, there's little likelihood of it being
updated to include new features. If it's software -

based, then it comes down to whether new

functions can be uploaded from disk or whether

a new EPROM is needed. If the latter is the

case, it's often an expensive exercise; fitting of

replacement ROMs is often a job for a qualified

engineer.

CONTROLLERS
CONTROL CHANGE MESSAGES are used for

altering voices by the use of MIDI Controllers.

The most common of these are Modulation

(#1), MIDI Volume (#7) and Sustain Pedal

(#64). All MIDI Controllers can take up to 128

values, which is fine for controllers which

require a smooth change of values such as

modulation, but is less than perfect for switch -

type controls such as sustain pedal. In this

case, values of 63 and lower signify "off" -
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while values greater than 64 signify "on".

All Sound Off was introduced at the end of

May. This is MIDI Controller #120, which

effectively includes it in the area reserved for

special mode messages such as All Notes Off

and Reset All Controllers. This controller is

intended to silence all notes currently sounding

on the received MIDI channel, but is not to

substitute for the correct manner of using MIDI

Notes On and Off. The point of this controller is

to support a "panic" button; many keyboards

allow you to program MIDI Controllers to buttons

or faders.

Legato Footswitch (MIDI Controller #68) was

added to the spec at the end of December and

switches the receiving synth into Mono mode.

Any note received before the Note Off of the

currently -sounding note gives a change of pitch

without a new attack. On de -activation of the

parameter, the receiver returns to its previous

operation mode. Legato footswitch is intended

to be purely a performance control; MIDI Mono

mode 4 is supposed to be used when true

monophonic status is sought.

There is a finite number of MIDI Controllers;

excluding the mode messages there are 119 in

total. Of these, #0-31 are partnered up with

#32-63 to provide 14 -bit resolution when

needed. The fact that very few devices have

ever used this second set should be a cause for

concern - very few sequencers chase controller

values when you start in the middle of a song.

Consequently it was decided that before MIDI

Controllers followed the Dodo, ten should be put

aside to be used specifically as Sound
Controllers - a December addition to the spec.

Controllers #70-79 are to be used to control

sound qualities such as Harmonic Content

(#71), Attack Time (#73) and Brightness (#74)

in a synth, but all names are simply defaults;

manufacturers can assign them as they wish as

long as they detail the specifics in their
manuals. For multi-fx units, these ten controllers

default to being used to switch on or off the

various effects. These include Reverb (#75),

Compressor (#71) and Pitch Transposer (#77).

However, they could be used for effects depths,

intensity or type; again, manufacturers are

expected to clearly outline their uses. This

shows one area in which MIDI has moved with

the times; MIDI Controllers #64-95 were

originally defined to be for switch -type
controllers, but this was too severe a limitation

of their use. Consequently, Sound Controllers

allows the ten reserved controllers to be used

either as switches or continuous controllers.

SYSTEM MESSAGES
SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE (SYSEX) messages

are usually both manufacturer- and device -

specific; for instance, bulk dumps or
parameter changes for a Korg M1 will not

work with a Roland JD800. However, there

are times when messages need to be sent

to all MIDI devices in a system, each of
which either recognise and act on a
message or ignore it. Such messages are

known as Universal SysEx, and have the

first three bytes of:

$F0 - SysEx start.

$7E/$7F - Non -Real Time/Real Time

 Device number

Non -Real Time messages are used when

information doesn't need to be instantly acted

upon; MIDI Sample Dump is one example. Real

Time messages are intended for immediate

digestion; MIDI Time Code Full Messages (which

transfer the current SMPTE time in one

message) are a good example of this.

To differentiate between the different
messages within one group or the other, two

sub -IDs are used. The first of these gives the

application type while the second gives the type

of message within the application. Up until May

'91, the only members of these groups were

Sample Dump and MIDI Time Code messages

for the Non -Real Time group and MIDI Time

Code Full Message and User Bits for the Real

Time group. However, there were many changes

in '91.

Standard MIDI Files have a message to

handle changes to Time Signature (meta -event

$FF $58) and a message of this type was

duplicated in the Universal SysEx Real Time

group. Notation Information took a sub -ID #1 of

03 in June which introduced three variations:

Time Signature Immediate (which works in the

same way as the SMF variety), Time Signature

Delayed and Bar Marker. Bar Marker is

intended to provide a new high level of
synchronisation, and all messages within the

Notation Information section will depend on the

application of this. In use, there are slight
differences dependent upon whether MIDI Clock

or MIDI Time Code is being used as the sync

source. Time Signature Immediate is effective

instantly and so doesn't require the sequencer

or drum machine to wait until the beginning of

the next bar (indicated by the next Bar Marker).

Time Signature Delayed is effective on the next

received Bar Marker.

The User Bits message for MIDI Time Code

is intended to be used for eventualities like

time -stamping or numbering a reel of tape - the

kind of thing done only once per session.

However, it was decided that the existing

message was out of step with SMPTE and so it

was re -defined to align it and added in May.

MIDI Time Code cueing messages have been

available in the Non -Real Time section since the

inception of MTC, and allow cue lists to be

programmed remotely. Punch in/out points,

Event start/stop points and Event Names are

three examples of messages catered for here.

In October, most of these messages were

duplicated in the Real Time part with the

addition of Real Time MTC Cueing. Some

messages, such as Delete Event Start/Stop

points, have been excluded as such messages

wouldn't need to be sent in real time.

Manufacturers working towards General MIDI

realised special messages were required to fully

realise the possibilities of GM, among other

future MIDI applications. Device Control

Messages took a sub -ID #1 of 04 in June and

commenced with two members to its clan;

Master Volume and Master Balance. These

effectively play the same part as the hardware

controls on the front of a stereo amplifier and

allow 14 -bit resolution.

December was a busy month with another

two additions to the Universal SysEx section.

The first of these, File Dump, is one of the most

interesting. Anyone who has tried to transfer

MIDI Files between different computers will be

aware of how fraught with difficulties this is.

Disk format incompatibility is the principal

problem; for instance, Atari were supposed to

have adhered quite closely to the IBM PC format

(MS.DOS) and yet few PCs would read ST disks

prior to the introduction of the Atari STE, when

the writing of the boot sector on the disk was

changed. Apple Macs with the "superdrive" use

a utility called the Apple File Exchange to read

MS.DOS disks, and yet still won't recognise

disks formatted on the Atari STE. And what of

other computers such as the Commodore

Amiga? Again, a conversion program is required;

all in all, it's not ideal.

File Dump is intended to allow you to
transmit MIDI Files (or any other files) down a

MIDI cable - after all, computers working with

music need a MIDI interface. This immediately

removes the conversion problems between

computers. File Dump is within the Universal

SysEx Non -Real Time group (sub -ID #1 = 07)

and has three message types; Header, Data

Packet and Request.

In operation, File Dump is quite similar to

Sample Dump except that various different file

formats are accommodated. Handshaking is

available for closed -loop operation, which

generally gives more accurate transfer, and an

extra message has been added to the hand-

shaking messages of Wait, Cancel, ACK

(acknowledge) and NAK (not acknowledge) - End

of File. Filenames are sent with a file so that

multiple files can be transmitted one after the

other. Of interest to those involved in file

transfer protocols is that eight -bit messages can

be used within a file; data is encoded by using

eight bytes (each with seven data bits) to send

seven bytes of actual data (in eight -bit format).

The final additions to the Universal SysEx

squad are MIDI Tuning Standard and Single

Note Retuning. Many cultures use tuning other

than Western 12 -tone equal temperament, and

alternative tunings are also finding favour with

"serious" composers. Until now, most
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SUPPLYEUROPE'S NUMBER ONE, SUPPLY WORLD'S BEST.

11::
11:)1EIAALI
AT USICAL EXCHANGES

JN/80
4 -14 Meg wave memory 0

28 Voice polyphonic 0

18 bit D/A conversion 0

128 user & 64 preset patches o

£1249

JN/30
16 part multi-timbral 

Up to 445 sounds ! 

Built in digital effects - Reverb etc 0

24 voice polyphonic CJ

£785

NEW & USED ROLAND BARGAINS

NEW BARGAINS
Roland A50 (B) £1395 .,..£895
Roland D5 - a few left £495
Roland JX1 £299
Roland W30 £1295

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED!

Roland JD800 LARGE STOCKS
Also in stock - U220, SC55, SB55,

MC50, PC200, MV30, D20.

Roland U20... NOW 5699!

/ACCESS - VISA - AMEX

USED BARGAINS
S/H Roland D5 (B) £395
S/H Roland D10 (B) £495
S/H Roland MSK10 (B) £150
S/H Roland U220 (B+C) £395
S/H Roland P330 (B) £350
S/H Roland MC500 (B) £425
S/H Roland MC500 II (C) £550
S/H Roland U110 (C) £295
S/H Roland SH101(B+C) £110
S/H Roland JX8P+PG800 £425
S/H Roland JX8P (C) £345
S/H Roland JX3P+PG200 £295
S/H Roland Juno 60 (C) £175

SHOP SOILED BARGAINS
S/S Roland D70 (C) £1399
S/S Roland MV30 (C) £1195
S/S Roland P330 (C) £395
S/H Roland RD200 Piano (C)£699
Roland RE3 Space echo(C).. £299
S/H Roland DEP 3(C) £225

11
All the Accessories, Cases, Rack -
mount gear you'd expect + Pro &

Home Recording
departments.

Part Exchanges Welcome. Finance avail-
able, Written details on request.

Car Parking & Coffee available.

89 Old Snow Hill, Birmingham B46 HX
198-202 Binley Road, Coventry CV31HG

021 236 7544
v 0203 635766
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IS8mberNE
MUSIC
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microtonal tunings were carried out in a

proprietary manner under a manu-facturer's own

SysEx ID, but MIDI Tuning Standard will make

tuning more generic in nature. It consists of two

primary messages; Bulk Tuning Dump Request

and Bulk Tuning Dump. Both are in the domain of

Universal SysEx Non -Real Time, with the sub -ID

#1. of 08 being assigned to MIDI Tuning

Standard, and incorporate the tuning name in up

to 16 ASCII characters.

The frequency data format has three bytes

assigned to it; the lowest note is $00 $00 $00

which represents 8.1758Hz (MIDI Key #0) while

the highest note is $7F $7F $7E, representing

13,289.73Hz, above MIDI Key #127 which has a

frequency of 12,543.88Hz. The format uses an

exponential tuning resolution and allows for a

fraction of a semitone to be encoded into 14

bits. Consequently, the effective resolution is

0.0061 cents (100 cents is a semitone).

As this is likely to cause multiple tunings to be

stored within a MIDI device, messages are also

required to provide access to different tuning

programs and banks. Change Tuning Program is

Registered Parameter Number 00 03 while

Change Tuning Bank is Registered Parameter

Number 00 04. Each of these are used with data

increment, decrement or entry to allow
movement between different tunings and to

select which tuning program is required in a bulk

dump request.

Single Note Retuning is a Universal SysEx

Real Time message intended for real-time

performance. One (or a number of) note(s) can

have their frequency altered in real time.

However, 12 bytes are necessary to change the

frequency of a single note, and an additional four

bytes are needed for each extra note within a

single message, so care must

be taken to avoid audible timing glitches.

GM LEVEL 1

I WROTE AN article for MT (Raising the Standard,

June '91) detailing the ideas behind General

MIDI. This sets out a minimum configuration for

any MIDI synth conforming to GM and includes a

Sound Set of 128 sounds mapped to specific

MIDI patch change numbers so that a song which

plays back on a GM sound module from one

manufacturer will play back on a GM module from

any other. Roland, Korg and Yamaha all have

synths purporting to conform to GM. There is

also a GM Percussion Map for MIDI channel 10

which details the specific drum sounds for each

MIDI note number, certain MIDI Controllers

included within the Specification and 24 fully

dynamically -allocated voices available.

The main question asked about GM is whether

the different sound modules actually sound the

same. This is a reasonable concern; I recently

heard four synths playing the same tracks; three

of these were GM devices while the fourth was a

standard synth set up with a GM Sound Set and

Percussion mapping. Without going into too much

detail, they were certainly different, but appeared

to be different productions of the same song.

This would tend to justify the existence of multi -

manufacturer General MIDI sound modules,

although it must be accepted that you get what

you pay for. If a GM module retails at £1000, the

sound quality is likely to be better than one

retailing for £400.

The main problem with GM has been in the

misunderstanding of the term "voice", where GM

is intended to require 24 voices. If it's taken to

be synonymous with oscillator, it's possible to

require more than one oscillator (or digital

equivalent) to create certain sounds and thus

reduce playing polyphony. However, most people

understand voice to represent "note" and so

expect 24 notes to be available. Roland devices

based upon the Sound Canvas (and carrying the

proprietary Roland GS logo), have 24 partials -

which are analogous to oscillators. Consequently,

if any of the 31 sounds requiring two partials are

used within a song, the polyphony falls below 24

notes. However, there is a disparity of opinion

between GM song authors. Some claim that it's

difficult to hear voice -stealing occurring within

Sound Canvas while others are particularly aware

of it. With at least six new Sound Canvas -derived

synths due in 1992, all of which displayed the

GM logo at their Winter NAMM Show launch in

January, this stone is likely to continue to roll

before finishing its moss -gathering.

SHOW CONTROL
JULY SAW THE introduction of MIDI Show Control

to the MIDI spec. This was created for use in

multi -media, audio-visual and live performance

work and is a Universal SysEx Real -Time

Recommended Practice - so it's an optional

protocol. Manufacturers can continue to work

with their proprietary systems if they wish;
however, it seems that many lighting companies

are willing to incorporate MSC.

Much of MIDI Show Control is based around

the fact that most devices in this field use a cue -

list system. A computer running MSC slaves can

deal with the most simple cases of controlling

events within the individual slave cue lists by

using Stop, Go and Resume commands. In this

situation, a slave effectively retains control of its

internal timing character-istics. The alternative is

to have the MSC master provide timing
information by outputting MIDI Time Code to the

slaves. Many major shows world-wide are already

using MSC to control live performance.

MACHINE CONTROL
THE LATEST APPLICATION gives a clear way

forward for MIDI. MIDI Machine Control
(MMC) has been under development for

over two years and was finally ratified in

January. Anyone who has seen the Fostex

system in action cannot fail to have been

impressed by the manner in which an Atari

ST has been able to control their 8-, 16 -

and 24 -track recorders. By using a software

driver (which each software manufacturer

has to create), Steinberg's Cubase has
been able to transmit the relevant
commands to Fostex' MTC1 interface for

the R8 recorder (or the 8330 card for the

G16/G24) such that the recorder fast -
forwards or rewinds to the required
position and enters its play mode. The
recorder's MIDI interface then transmits
MIDI Time Code to synchronise Cubase.

Fostex have had a great deal of success

with their system, but failed to persuade
many other software manu-facturers to
implement a driver.

MIDI Machine Control, a Universal SysEx Real

Time application, will make such a system

available to all manufacturers involved in

software or transport -based machines. As it is a

Recommended Practice, it's likely to receive

almost universal support from software writers

and hardware manu-facturers alike. Fostex have

already implemented it with a chip update to

their MIDI interfaces, while Tascam have

released the MMC100 stand-alone unit. This

accepts MMC messages from a computer and

translates them into the necessary commands

for all Tascam tape recorders which have a serial

port.

WHERE NEXT?
AS DIRECTOR OF the United Kingdom MIDI

Association (UKMA), it's been my privilege

to watch many of these additions evolve
through 1991. With MSC, MMC and
General MIDI, there is a basis for the
movement of MIDI into areas which would

have appeared inconceivable a year ago -

the pro -audio and consumer markets. MIDI

came into being through the necessity to
standardise equipment built by different
manufacturers; File Dump and MIDI Tuning

Standard continue to take this ideal
further.

The first CD+MIDI disk was released at the

Winter NAMM Show of '92 by Warner New Media.

This provides standard CD audio playback on any

conventional CD player, but will also output MIDI

data from CD+MIDI players such as

Commodore's CDTV. Given a year or so, CD

players with a MIDI Out socket could well be

selling for around the £200 mark. Used with

Interactive CD (CDI) to provide graphics as well,

the potential is endless.

Further information about membership of the

UKMA can be obtained from Vic Lennard at 26

Brunswick Park Gardens, New Southgate,

London N11 1EJ. Tel: 081-368 2245. Fax: 081-

368 7918.
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TEL: 081-789 8641
We accept payment by cheque or:

KI MUMMA
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

MPI (UK) uses the Transax cheque guarantee service

M.P.I
MUSIC PRO IMPORT

15 Gartmoor Gardens
Southfields
London, SW19 6NX.
Fax: 081-780 9541

Software
combining a
flexible arranger
and realtime
harmony response
with a 16 -track MIDI
sequencer.

What SOUND ON SOUND had to say:

'...musicality and spontaneity is excellent, and I felt at home very
quickly..."

"...thoroughly recommended for all but the most demanding
professional users - magnifique!"

What MUSIC TECHNOLOGY had to say:

"...The range of material in the Styles and Models come into their own
for creating non -repetitive and customised accompaniments..."

"...the most flexible accompaniment generator currently on the
market..."

Desk Files

PANORAMIC
PROGRAM

EZEffania
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9 Wrririrrilliall 1

17 CODA1
25 CODA2

33 Chorus Two
41 CODA2
57 Break
65 CODA2
81 Chorus One
89 CODA1

105 Chorus Two
113 CODA2
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Perfect for accompaniment: six predefined instruments play in
harmony with your melody, chords and instruments - in realtime! - on
up to 16 tracks. Unique: you can build up complex songs from your
own recorded tracks plus a variety of preset but programmable
features, including 74 music styles and a large library of models.
Select a style and model for the library, combine then with an algorithm
and press "PLAY!" Easy to use, fast and user-friendly.

THE BEST ARRANGER TO DATE

for the Atari ST series

for just (not including postage and packing)

NEW - One diskette to edit all
your keyboards!

consists of a main editor program, plus as many or as few keyboard
drivers as you need.

I is a practical universal editor - you can edit ANY keyboard for which
you have a driver.

can edit up to 10 keyboards at any one time.
drivers make full use of keyboards' functionally, exploiting all

available features
can even take "snapshots" of your keyboard configuration, for perfect synchronisation.
is a professional program, with all the functionality of a mainstream editor.
provides you with volumes of drivers for all the most popular synths - take a look at the list.
is Softlink and MROS compatible.

Drivers currently available include.

ROLAND vol. 1 ROLAND vol. 2 ROLAND vol. 3 YAMAHA vol. 1
D10/D20 U110 JUNO 1/2 DX7
D110 U20 MKS50 TX7
D50 U220 JX8P DX7I1
D550 SC55 JX10 TX81Z
D70 JD800 MKS80
MT32

YAMAHA vol. 2 ENSONIQ vol. 1 ENSONIQ vol. 2 KORG vol. 1
SY22 ESQ V FX M
SY55/TG55 SQ80 VFX SD M1 EX
SY77/TG77 SQ1 VFX SDII T1/T2/T3
TG33 SQ2 SD1 M3R

SOR

KORG vol. 2 EMU/WALDORF KAWAI vol. 1
WS vol. 1 K1
WS V.3.00 PROTEUS1 K3
ES A/D PROTEUS1 XR K4
91/W PROTEUS2 K5

PROTEUS2 XR KC10 - SPECTRA
MICROWAVE

Lard: £165
Drivers: £35 each

(not including postage and packing)

MPI (UK)'s authorized dealers include:
Yamaha Music Pulse (London)

071-734 5184
Rose Morris (London)

071-836 0991
Sound Control (all branches)

091-232 4175
Al Music (Manchester)

061-236 0340
Brixton Exchange Mart (London)

071-733 6821
Carlsbro Retail (Nottingham, Mansfield)

0602-580 033
ABC Music Education Division

0272 466 8800
ABC Music (all branches)

0372 468 114
Hessy's Music Centre (Liverpool)

051-236 1418
Musical Exchanges (Birmingham & Coventry)

021-236 7544

yes HUI)10
NEW ON THE UK MARKET!
PROFESSIONAL VCA AUTOMATION FOR LESS THAN £1000

was the first range of products to exploit the concept of VCA, just 21, years ago. The
and .',./4.SAR- VCA MIDI automation racks work any kind of sequencer hardware or software on

any computer platform and any desk. You may change your entire configuration, but you won't have to
change your automation rack)
The MCA -16 automation rack:

is indispensable for keeping the inevitable noise to a minimum: only with the power of this
computerisation can you bring real flexibility to your mixes. even if you change or update your
equipment (console, computer, sequencer), racks will always be totally compatible, allowing
your system to grow with your demands.
 includes flexible input/output configurations with powerful MIDI control, acting as a stereo.mono mix
bus using presets. Software supplied allows you to run the rack from your computer destktop or from a
dedicated main program, (.ACC, .PRG).

is only the beginning of a system which can be extended by adding and linking extra racks
allowing you to produce the highly professional results you want from your music.
This professional product offers you full 16 -track automation at an affordable price.

Price_ £999
The QUASAR -XL automation rack:
* is designed for the professional; who demands a little bit more from his equipment. Also VCA and
MIDI -compatible, the QUASAR -XL automation rack includes all the features of the MCA -16 and many
more, including XLR input.output, in an 8=track unit
this is a unique, high -quality product - there is nothing else like it on the market.

Price: £849
Finally: a breakthrough for the more modest user!
The is a single -rack 4 -track MIDI noise -gate, which functions independently of automation
desks. It allows you to link your sequencer directly to your desk for efficient fader control, opening the
gate before the MIDI event arrives; so no more cut on your attacks! You can link together as many
MPG -8 racks as you need, and still pay less than you would for individual noise -gates.

Price: ESA'?
vES AUDIO products have enjoyed enormous success in France and Germany for the past two years,
because they embody cost-effective high performance. For more details of these extraordinary
products, contact MPI (UK).

li
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MPI (UK) is the exclusive distributor of the products advertised above, as well as many others.
Please ring for more information - dealer inquiries welcome -



Larry Heard's

involvement with

house music has

made him a

legend, yet it's

only recently

that he's

actually signed

to a major

record label.

Interview by

Simon Trask.

INTRODUCTION SEEMS A STRANGE TITLE
for an album by someone with the musical pedigree of

Larry Heard. That's Larry Heard aka Mr Fingers,
pioneer of Chicago house music who, in addition to
his own solo work, is well known for his collaboration

with Robert Owens and Ron Wilson as Fingers Inc and

with Harry Dennis as The It. There again, this new Mr

Fingers album will be an introduction to his music for

many people. For the first time, Heard has the backing

and, it seems, the support of a major record label -

MCA. But this was no hurried relationship; he signed

on the dotted line with MCA in May of last year,
following six months of talks and negotiation with the
company.

"At first I wasn't really sure if it was the way I

wanted to go, or if MCA were going to try to change
what I do", he explains, speaking on the phone from

his home in Chicago. "Fingers Inc got approached by

several different majors, at one time, but they were
saying 'Well, if you do this kind of thing and that kind
of thing. . .'. They all wanted to come in and change
things around, but in my opinion if a record company

knows what they want that much, if they know exactly

what they want, how it should sound, they should do
it themselves."

So what did MCA have to say for themselves?

"They said 'No, we don't want to change what you

do, we want to help you sell it.' It's been OK so far,
I've really had no problem. They're into what I'm
doing, and they didn't step in in any form or fashion
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PRO o zr 071 252 8573

50/41-kt
Midi song files on disk for Cubase, Creator, Pro 24, Cubeat and standard midi song tile format for Atari ST. IBM-PC and MC500

 only £4.95 each (min. 4 per disk). Great for vocalists / live performance or simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Soloist song files are the closest you can get to the actual record.

I Wonder Why Curtis Stigers The Way it is Bruce Hornsby

Stars Simply Red Boys of Summer Don Henley

When You Tell Me You Love Me..Diana Ross Respect Erasure

Black or White Michael Jackson Big Area Then Jericho

You to me are Everything Sonia Faith (In The Power Of Love) Rozalla

When a Man Loves a Woman Michael Bolton Looking for Linda Hue and Cry

Wonderful Tonight Eric Clapton Mary's Prayer Danny Wilson

American Pie Don Mclean Waiting for a Star to Fall Boy Meets Girl

Wind of Change The Scorpions Tears of a Clown Smokey Robinson

Salt Water Julian Lennon Eye of The Tiger Survivor

Everything I do Bryan Adams Love Changes Everything Michael Ball

Promise Me Beverley Craven Missing You John Waite

Holiday Madonna Love To Hate You Erasure

Real Gone Kid Deacon Blue Heartbreaker Dionne Warwick

Girls Just Wanna Have Fun Cyndi Lauper Stop Erasure

Smooth Operator Sade Your Song Elton John

Addicted To Love Robert Palmer West End Girls Pet Shop Boys

Walk Of Life Dire Straits Help Bananarama

Lets Hear It For The Boys Deniece Williams Alone Heart

Love Is A Battlefield Pat Benatar Can't Stay Away From You Gloria Estefan

The Heat Is On Glen Frey Walking In Memphis Marc Cohn

Vogue Madonna I'm So Excited Pointer Sisters

Careless Whisper George Michael From A Distance Bette Midler

What about Love Heart Manic Monday The Bangles

Maneater Hall & Oates Need You Tonight INXS

Take My Breath Away Berlin Silent Running Mike & The Mechanics

Please telephone for full list of songs and news of latest releases.

r! Songwriter
Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St self loading disk.

Roland JD800 (64 voices) ...NEW £25.00

Kawai K4 (64 voices),.,,NEW £20.00

Proteus 1/1XR Vol 1 / 2 £2 0 Yamaha DX7 II (224 voices) £10
Roland D50 (192 voices) £1 5 Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) £15
Roland 0110/20/10 (128 voices) £1 5 Yamaha TX81Z (468 voices) £15
Roland MT32 (256 voices) £1 5 Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette) £10
Roland Juno106 (128 voice Cassette) .£1 5 Yamaha FB01 (96 voices) £10
Korg M1 (100 voices) £1 5 Ensoniq ESQ1 (240 voices) £15
Korg DW8000 (64 voices) £1 0 Kawai Kt (192 voices) £15

Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) £1 0 Casio CZ (320 voices) £10
Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) £1 0 Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol) £10

RAM cards

NEW LOWER PRICES!

Top quality Ram Cards loaded with great sounds from the USA used by Jan Hammer. Kevin Gilbert (Madonna),

Rick Wakeman, Donna Summer, Keith Emerson, Foreigner etc.

Roland JD800 (2 cards)
Roland D70 (3 cards)

each
£59
£59

each
Yamaha Blank 64K Ram £69
Korg Wavestation (4 cards) £59

Roland R8 (1 card) £59 Korg 01/W (2 disks) NEW £29

Roland U20 (1 card) £59 Korg M1 (5 cards) £59

Roland 050 (6 cards) £52 Korg Blank Ram £59

Roland 010/20/110 (3 cards) £52
Ensoniq SQ1 (2 cards)
Ensoniq SQ2 (1 card) NEW

£59
£69

Roland Blank Ram £48 Ensoniq VFX SD1 (3 roms) £44
Yamaha SY77 (2 disks) £29 Ensoniq VFX, SD1 Blank Ram £65
Yamaha SY55/TG55 (2 disks) £18 Kawai K1 (5 cards) £44
Yamaha SY22/TG33 (2 disks) £18 Kawai K4 (3 cards) £55

PRO MUSIC
80 MEETING HOUSE LANE
LONDON SE15 2TX

Call 071 252 8573 for

E3 further details or brochure

VISA
Please add £1 to your order to cover postage & packing Same
day service for Access and Visa, Postal Orders and Cash.
Allow five days for cheques to clear.
Visitors by appointment only!

At KENTON ELECTRONICS, we install MIDI into pre -MIDI instruments
using our own range of custom circuit boards - designed and built by us in "blooming" Surbiton!

OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:
MARILLION - BEATS INTERNATIONAL - N'JOI - 808 STATE -
PLUS MANY RECORDING STUDIOS, HIRE COMPANIES AND

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS.

OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
INSTRUMENTS (please phone if yours isn't listed)

POLYPHONIC SYNTHS (IniOut/Thru) MONOPHONIC SYNTHS (In/Thru)

OBERHEIM OB-X / OB-Xa / OB-8 MINIMOOG

PROPHET 5 rev 2 & rev 3 (all) MICROMOOG

PPG WAVE MOOG PRODIGY

KORG POLY6 / POLY 61 MOOG SOURCE
KORG TRIDENT MONOPOLY (IniThru only OBERHEIM OB-1
KORG CX3 / BX3 (In/Thru only) SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE
MEMORY MOOG ROLAND SH-5
ROLAND JUPITER 8 ROLAND SHO9
ROLAND JUNO 60 / 6 ROLAND SH-101
ROLAND VOCODER VP -330 (In/Thru only) ARP ODYSSEY Mk 1 & 2
RHODES CHROMA ARP 2600
YAMAHA PF15/10/Yr40 (Out only) YAMAHA CS -15
YAMAHA CS80/CS7OM (In/Thru only) ROLAND TB -303 (bassline)
SOLINA String Ensemble

DRUM MACHINES (In/Out/Thru) ORGANS (Out only)

LINNDRUM 1 / 2 / 3 YAMAHA FS/ FX/ FE series
YAMAHA A/B/C/D/E series

LINN 9000 CLOCK CONVERSION TECHNICS E series + G

ROLAND TR-808 series
JVC 350 / 250

ROLAND CR-78 (In/Thru only) HOHNER D98 & series

SIMMONS SDS 5 (In/Thru only) HAMMOND tonewheel

A few examples are listed below - please phone or fax for other prices & details

YAMAHA PF15 / 10 / YP40 (MIDI OUT)
MIDI OUT on any channel for notes/ velocity / program change / sustain pedal

Price: £146.88 inc fitting. Kit price: £123.38.

PROPHET 5 all rev 2 & 3 models (MIDI In/OutiThru)

MIDI ON (any channel) for notes and program change

MIDI In (any channel) for notes (5 octaves; notes 36 -96)- program change / pitch bend / mod wheel / attertouch / velocity

MIDI volume / any controller / sustain / active sensing / all notes off / omni on -off / auto tune request / reset all controllers.

Affertouch can control modulation, filter, pitch bend and resonance; Velocity can control: filter and VCA (volume); MIDI Volume can control; VCA (volume).

2 Assignable controllers can each control: finer and resonance; all setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.

Price: £246.75 inc fining. Kit price: 193.88.

MINIMOOG (MIDI IN/THRU)
MIDI In (any channel) for notes (5 octaves; notes 36 -96)- pitch bend / mod wheel / aftertouch / velocity /MIDI volume

any controller / sustain / active sensing / all notes off / omni on -off.

Aftertouch can control: modulation, filter and pitch bend; velocity can control: filter and loudness (volume); MIDI volume can control: loudness (volume).

Any controller can control: filter; glide function is available via MIDI; all setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.

Price: £199.75 inc fitting. Kit price £158.68.

ROLAND TR808 (MIDI In/Out/Thru)
MIDI In & Out on any MIDI channel (selectable and stored) for the eleven drum sounds each of which can be assigned to any

MIDI note (0-127) and stored; output at two velocity levels - Normal at 64 and Accent at 127 - Input can be on the samebasis or switched

to velocity response;
MIDI clock / stop / start sent & recieved; MIDI continue received may be ignored or treated as start, program change used to assign MIDInotes to sounds;

omni on/off; MIDI controller 16 selects whether receiving in accent or velocity mode; DIN sync available from TR808 sync socket when MIDI clock

is being received; all setups and note assignments are stored in non-volatile RAM. Price: £188 inc fitting. Kit price: £141.

MIDI to CV Converters
2 channel version now available  Price £176.25 inc VAT
Each channel has CV/Gate/S-Tng/Level 1/Level 2

The unit also has backup memory/DIN 24 sync/Arp clock as standard Readout on LSD display (optional HzN output for than A add £35.25)

Levels 1 & 2 can be used to control filter cutoffNolumes etc.

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO SUPPLY

MOST OF THE ABOVE MIDI

SYSTEMS AS KITS FOR THE

EXPORT MARKET - PLEASE PHONE

OR FAX FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
Carriage extra where required.

Please apply for export rates.

ALL MIDI KITS FIT INSIDE INSTRUMENT
(except bassline)

KENTON electronics
REAR OF 137-165 HOOK ROAD, SURBITON, SURREY KT6 5AR

TEL: 081-974 2475 FAX: 081-974 2485



when I was recording the album. They step in when
they're supposed to, which is when the time to sell the

album comes."

Heard goes on to reveal that, although he got "a
decent deal" financially with MCA, he was more
interested in "getting terms in the contract where if
things didn't really work out I could get out of it."

There speaks someone who knows what's important

and what's not. But then Heard has been on the wrong

end of too many raw deals during the past six or seven

years to have anything but a soberly realistic outlook
on the music business.

HEARD COMES FROM A MUSICAL FAMILY.
His mother and father both played piano, and his four

brothers all played guitar.

"My mother always played for our amusement", he

recalls. "She was always playing gospel music on the

piano, or old show tunes, so we'd go and find the sheet

music for 'One Nation Under a Groove' or something,

and ask her to play it. Somehow it never sounded the
same!"

After brief flirtations with the guitar and the bass
guitar, Heard decided that what he really wanted to do

was play the drums.

"I was more bluffing with the drums, actually", he

admits with a chuckle. "It looked really easy, so I was

"I was really into that kind of thing in

1977 - Genesis, Rush, Yes,

Billy Cobham, Bill Bruford. . ."
wing I could play the drums, even though I didn't
have any. Then I got my father to co-sign for the credit

so I could buy this big set of drums - a three or four

thousand dollar Rogers drum set. It was one of the
double bass -drum setups, with ten toms going around

and rototoms and octobans and things like that. 'Cos I
loved Neil Peart's setup, I was really into that kind of
thing in 1977 - Genesis, Rush, Yes, Billy Cobham,
anything that had Bill Bruford on it, Narada Michael
Walden, Mahavishnu Orchestra. . . I was really into
that heavy drum stuff. A lot of Frank Zappa, too -
anybody that had a good drummer, I was into the
group. Out of wanting to hear more complex drum
patterns, I discovered Lenny White and with that came

Stanley Clarke, Chick Corea and Al DiMeola. They all

sort of tied in at that time. I was just looking for
drummers but I was getting to notice all the keyboard

players, and good guitar players and bassists that were

there. Prior to then I didn't know who was good and
who wasn't."

At the same time, his own playing activities were
bringing Heard into direct contact wth keyboard
players and the technology of the day.

"I was in and out of local bands, and I was seeing
these keyboard players coming across with different

synthesisers - Moog Minimoogs and ARP Odysseys
and stuff like that", he recalls. "I was intrigued by the

sounds that these synthesisers made, and I was always

tapping on them in between rehearsals. I didn't know

how to play them, but I wanted to fiddle around on
them."

From 1982 until early '84, Heard played drums in a

group called Infinity who, from time to time, included

another star -to -be of the early Chicago house scene,

Adonis, on bass. However, he eventually quit the
group out of sheer frustration, as he explains: "I always

had ideas for songs but they would never really hear my

ideas. They just wanted me to play the drums. I left the

group because I was not getting to do what I wanted
to do, which was create music."

So was his motivation for getting involved with
technology in part a reaction to this frustration?

"Yeah, definitely", he replies. "I think I had a lot of

suppressed ideas within me that just started coming
out. During that period right after I left the group, I
thought I was going to take a break from music, 'cos
I'd been playing since I was 17, in and out of different

bands and what have you."

Instead he ended up buying a Roland Juno 6 synth

and TR707 drum machine in late '84 and recorded
`Mysteries of Love', his first track under the name Mr

Fingers. Another early Mr Fingers track, 'Washing
Machine', was the prototype for acid house. Although

the track came out on the influential 'Can You Feel It'

EP (on Trax, 1986), Heard had actually created it
around the same time as 'Mysteries of Love', and it was

circulating on tape in the clubs in Chicago for about a
year before it made it onto vinyl.

Heard explains the genesis of the track: "This is an

endorsement for Roland, I guess. I had the clock out, I

think, from the Roland 707 and hooked the wire into

the arpeggiator clock in on the Juno 6, and it just
happened. I just hit a chord with two hands on the
keyboard and the Juno 6 arpeggiated it. I never could

recreate that, it was just something that happened in

the midst of me experimenting, and I got it on tape.

"The sound was one I programmed, and while it was

playing I was messing with the envelope and the
frequency and resonance, to get that kind of effect
where it was sweeping and what have you. I was just
fooling around with the knobs. All those knobs are so
tempting, like on that Roland keyboard, the JD800,
you've just got to play with them!"

Heard added another Roland keyboard, a Jupiter 6,
to his setup in late '85. It was this synth which he used

for all the instrumental parts on 'Can You Feel It' and
`Beyond The Clouds'.

Coming from a background of live playing, Heard
preferred to record all his keyboard parts live to tape in

the early days.

"I'm no McCoy Tyner but. . . I can do it good
enough to get my point across", he says. "And I'm
working at it. I practice every day with records and
running scales, that kind of thing.

"I remember one time I got a really strange look
from Frankie Knuckles in the studio, when we were
recording 'Distant Planet', 'cos I recorded it all the
way through, all the chords and everything. All the
stuff that went in the song, I played it by hand. We
laugh at it now but I was really stubborn about not
using a sequencer at that time. But then I started
noticing I would have an idea and then I'd forget it.
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The sequencer's helped me with that, 'cos I can put it

on a disk and come back to it, instead of forgetting it."

Heard originally used a Kawai Q80, but for the past

18 months C -Lab's Notator running on an Atari
Mega2 has been his sequencer of choice. But what
originally prompted him to change from hardware
sequencing?

"I think it was one of the things I was somewhat
forced into", he replies, "'cos I started doing some
remixes here and there, and every time a remix would

come in it would be done on Notator or Creator. So I

thought that, to keep up with what's going on, I
should have this Notator or Creator. Here in the States

a lot of people use Macintoshes, so I'm sort of going

against the grain, but that's not a problem for me."

Has the sequencer brought about any changes in the

way Heard works?

"I think it helps speed things up, actually", he
replies. "I can access stuff quicker than on my Q80,

and I can put more information in it, also. I think
Notator makes things simpler for me. Maybe it's just
my imagination but I feel like I get more done than I
did working with the Q80. I think that sometimes the

way I arrange things on Notator is a lot quicker. I used

to find myself doing a lot of cutting and pasting with

the Q80, which was a tedious process. It's a lot quicker

on the Atari."

Notator has also brought about a change in Heard's

approach to track muting, as he explains: "In the past

when I've done stuff in the studio, I've just run it all

the way through and then done my mutes on the desk

when I was mixing it. But now I use Notator's Arrange

mode to arrange where I want certain things to come

in and out on the computer. It gives me the flexibility

to do that, and it saves me time 'cos sometimes I may

forget that I wanted something to be muted at a
certain point, so now I just do it within the Arrange
mode."

WITH SO MUCH ATTENTION FOCUSSED ON
the rhythmic aspects of his music, I wondered how
much Heard felt his background as a drummer had
influenced his approach to programming drum
machines.

"I don't know, 'cos I don't really take a whole lot of
time when it comes to the drum machine parts.", he
replies. "I'll just do something that feels right and
that's it. It's not like I'm getting into complex drum
rolls and things like that 'cos I don't think they really
fit with what I'm doing at this stage. Maybe it's
something that comes naturally and I don't really think

about it. But then other people come back and say
`Well, how did you do that?'. I guess I just did it by
feel. For the most part I'm satisfied with whatever I
come up with first 'cos I notice that with the stuff that

I keep changing and changing and changing, I end up

finding out that I like it the first way. Anyway, there's

no perfect song so you can't really try to achieve that. I

try to achieve a feeling instead, which I think is very
important. But I keep getting accused of being sad. I
guess maybe deep down inside I am sad but I like to
combine some other emotions in there, too. I think I

have a good sense of humour. Maybe I could put some

humour in sometimes, instead of being sad."

Does Heard have any particular favourite among his

instruments?

"My favourite? Hmm. . . It's between the two
Oberheims, the Matrix 1000 and the 6R. I have editors

for both of them, and I do a lot of tweaking and
coming up with weird things."

And where does Heard stand in the eternal
"analogue versus digital" debate?

"I'm sort of split, half and half, because I really like

the old fat analogue sounds and those pad sounds that

I'm known for using. But then I like those fresh digital

sounds too. I like a little of both, really. I think that's
one of my reasons for wanting the Microwave, so I can

get a lot of good PPG sounds that I can incorporate
into what I'm doing."

The sounds which Heard uses always seem to be an
integral part of the music. How much influence do
they have in practice on his composing?

"A lot, a lot", he replies. "A lot of programs are my

own sounds. Sounds are the basis of what I do; sounds

are the most important part. Sounds inspire me, put
me in a different mood, tell me what the subject matter

may be with the song."

Let's talk some more about sounds, then. What does

Heard use mainly for bass sounds?

"1 end up using my D110 a lot, and my two
Oberheims. I'm always saying that I want to get back

into my Pro One, so I'm gonna eventually get that
together, and maybe create sounds on it and sample

them into one of the samplers, use it that way.

"I like the D110 a lot. When I first got it I found
some good bass sounds that I used. I wasn't ever really

crazy about the Rhodes sounds and things like that in

it, and I never really used the Drum Set sounds, either,

'cos they were pretty typical. I usually try to stay away

from things that other people are using a whole lot. I
purposefully try to do that.

"Now that I have an editor for the D110 I can get
more involved with programming it. I've done a few

sounds, but I've been doing the bulk of my
programming on the two Oberheims and the TG55."

For acoustic piano sounds, Heard has been turning

to his Korg P3 piano module for a while, but now feels

it's time for a change.

"When I first got it, it really really sounded good,
but the more I hear it the more it seems like it doesn't
sound like piano. So I want to find something else,
even if it's something in one of the samplers, if I end
up getting a Roland or an Akai. Maybe they'll have
some good grand piano sounds."

Heard creates his very characteristic electric piano
sounds by MIDIing together his DX7 and D550, or
the DX7 and an M3R.

"I have a really good Rhodes -like sound that I've
done in the M3R, and I'll layer it with the DX7 to
make one sound. They just have two different
characteristics that give the impression of one keyboard

playing."

Are there any modules that Heard would like to add

to his collection? "Well, the main thing that I really
want at the moment is a Waldorf Microwave", he
replies. "I heard it once and I just fell in love with it. I

also want a Voce DMI64 organ module and a Cheetah
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"Sounds are the

basis of what I

do - sounds are

the most

important part,

sounds inspire

me. . . ff

MS6 module, and maybe some kind of a rack sampler

so I don't have to lug the Emax around any more. An

S1000 or an S1100, maybe. So those things are on my

wish list right now."

Are there any keyboard synths which interest Heard?

"I really always have liked the Ml, but I just never

took the plunge into getting one. It's the same with the

Wavestation. A friend of mine has one, and I like it, I

like it a lot although I don't fully understand the
principle of it, but I like the sounds that I hear him
getting from it.

"I've been concentrating so much on writing
material recently that I haven't been to the music stores

to try anything out. Sometimes I'm not really
motivated to go out and research things, 'cos I don't
really have the money to get anything so I'm only
going to frustrate myself. When you don't have any
money, you see everything you want, but when you do

have some money there's nothing you want, nothing is

right for you. Also, you're always scared that you're
buying something that's not going to work for you in

the long run, so it's kind of a catch 22 situation. That's

my biggest fear - that I'm going to get something that's

not going to work for me, like the Akai MG1214. I'm

not totally dissatisfied with it, I just think the tape
section could have been better and I didn't know I was
going to end up with so many instruments - that was
my fault, not Akai's!

"For the most part I don't run everything together.
But I may want to switch to another sound to see how

it works, and then I have to go through wiring changes.

You remember those big old synthesisers where you
patch things together? I used to see those and think
they were so hilarious but now I end up doing that
same thing. I'm like a telephone operator, here. It's too

many wires! I went to Adamski's house and had dinner

with him when I was in London, and his setup was so

nice and neat and it was on a glass table. Mine just
looks like a junkyard. I don't know how he does it."

In fact, Heard is coming to the conclusion that a
significant investment in a mixing console and a
multitrack open -reel recorder is what is required. At
present, his home setup is essentially a pre -production

studio; for the final recording he goes to SeaGrape or
River North, two professional recording studios in
Chicago.

"I need a whole recording setup at home now", he
says, "'cos I've got quite a lot of rack gear and I'm not
quite made up like Arnold Schwarzenegger to be
carrying those things around all the time."

With Introduction hitting the shops in April, this is
make or break time for Heard - a time when his music

breaks through to the wider audience it deserves or else

falls on deaf ears. Heard says he "might just decide to

retire" if nothing comes of his latest pact with a record

company.

"I have felt like giving up but I always think 'Well,

I'll try it one more time and see what happens'.
Basically, the deal with MCA, getting involved with a

major label, was the last thing I could really do. I've
done the independent label nightmares, I've done my

own label and everything that comes along with that, so

it's the only alternative, really."

Fingers crossed it does well.

EQUIPMENT LIST

INSTRUMENTS
Alesis SR16 Drum Machine

Alesis D4 Drum Module

Casio VZ1OM Synth Module

E -mu Systems Emax Sampler

E -mu Systems Pro/cussion Drum Module

E -mu Systems Proteus/1 Sample Replay Module

E -mu Systems Proteus/2 Sample Replay Module

E -mu Systems SP1200 Sampling Drum Machine

Ensoniq SQR Synth Module

Kawai KIR Synth Module

Kawai R100 Drum Machine

Korg M3R Synth Module

Korg P3 Piano Module

Kurzweil 1000HX Horn Expander

Oberheim Matrix 6R Synth Module

Oberheim Matrix 1000 Synth Module

Roland D110 Synth Module

Roland D550 Synth Module

Roland Juno 6 Synth

Roland Jupiter 6 Synth

Roland MKS50 Synth Module

Roland R8 Drum Machine

Roland TR606 Drum Machine

Roland TR707 Drum Machine

Roland TR909 Drum Machine

Sequential Circuits Pro One Monosynth

Yamaha DX7 Synth

Yamaha TG55 Desktop Synth Module

RECORDING
Akai MG1214 Multitrack Tape Machine

Atari Mega2 ST Computer

C -Lab Notator Sequencing/Notation Software

Digitech DSP128 Effects Processor

Digitech IPS33B Effects Processor

Panasonic SV3700 DAT Machine

Sony DTC750 DAT Machine
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KORG
Deals at RFK

KORG M3R
with RE1 remote

few only @ £599
01/W, 01/WFD, 01/W Pro,

01RW rack, 03R/W rack
WS1 wavestation M!,

M1REX rack, T1

YAMAHA TG33
Desk top or rackmount module

SPECIAL OFFER £349

Try the best giggling

Roland E70
Yamaha PSR6700

keyboards

Technics
side -by -side

KN1000
GEM WS2/11

YAMAHA TG1 00
200 voice,

28 note polyphonic
expander (G S

standard) with built in
PC/MAC interface
only E349

ROLAND
EPS stage piano Deal
JD800 (demo) £1399
D70 Deal
U220 (used) £399
U20 (demo) £699
MV30 studio £999
JV30 (new model) Deal
JV80 (new model) Deal

fabulous RAMSA sound
WP0114E power amp stock
WSA00E speakers stock
WSA200E speakers stock
WSP2E sub woofer proc stock
wsA240E speakers stock

complete rack systems built to order

JX1 £299
SC55 sound canvas Deal
SB55 sound brush Deal
SC155 sound canvas Deal
MT200 new sequencer/
sound module Deal
"Desk top music"

various products to clear

COMPUTER HARDWARE + SOFTWARE
ATARI 1040STE (used) £299 Inel Monitor

ATARI Stacy Portable 40mb HD 4mb RAM - 2 only @ £999
C -LAB Notator + Notator Alpha/Steinberg Pro 24

JallEb]011f DIGITAL PIANOS

@CA
any size,

any shape
made

order

---j,

to

Huge selection - best prices

YAMAHA - all CLP & CVP Models

Technics - all PX & PR Models

Roland - all HP & KR Models

Akai - PG3

ROLAND
422 Bromley

081
Road,

FRIDAY
Downhill

698
(A21) BROMLEY,

KEYBOARDS

7300
Kent BR1 4PL

VISA

The short eared humanoids
are looking for special

First presented in January at the US-

NAMM-SHOW - now the count down

for Europe is running. What's up? Film,

Video, multimedia, postproduction and

soundsampling. These (D's are

interplanetary fireworks.

Order more information including a free

democassette - please write.

100%
Professional!

you WON
the rest

test

Ask for

free
Democassette

and Info!

est

STOP PRESS!
EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTOR

TIME & SPACE
TEL: 0442 870681
FAX: 0442 877266
SEE OUR MAIN ADVERT



FOSTEX Cassette Multitracker

X18 MULTITRACKER
Combining ease of use and affordability, Fostex'

latest multitracker is an entry-level machine in

the tradition of the X15. Is there still a place

for the humble four -track in today's hi -tech

recording setup? Review by Simon Trask.

WHEN FOSTEX BROUGHT out the

X15, their original budget four -

track, back in 1983, multitrack

tape reigned supreme as the
recording medium for music.

Nowadays multitrack tape machines take their place

alongside multitrack MIDI sequencers in the modern

hi -tech recording setup - if they're needed at all.
What's more, the master -slave

tape machine and sequencer, which has traditionally

seen the latter slaved off the former, is shifting in
favour of the sequencer as master - an indication, if

one were needed, of which way the proverbial wind is

blowing. Fostex can take the credit for having
pioneered this new relationship by collaborating
with Steinberg to produce the innovative
R8/MTC1/Cubase system. However, now that an
official MIDI Machine Control protocol has been
ratified by the MMA and the JMSC, it looks as if we

can expect a fairly decisive shift towards the
sequencer as central controller of the modern hi -tech

recording setup (although, of course, it will still
require timecode to be recorded on tape). As an
indication of the current state of play, Steinberg, C -

Lab and Dr T's have all hooked up with Fostex to

support sequencer control of the latter's R8, G16 and

G24S multitrack tape machines via MIDI Machine
Control from within their software.

But if traditional multitrack analogue tape
machines are adapting to meet the challenge of MIDI

by getting on first -name terms with it, there are other

challenges which may well be less easy to counter. As

any MIDlot knows, MIDI sequencers don't record

audio. But multitrack digital tape machines do, and

Alesis' much -hyped ADAT with its use of S -VHS video

cassettes as a recording medium looks set to make

waves in the tape -machine market. At the same time,

a new generation of disk -based digital audio recording

systems is knocking on the studio door. Ranging from

Passport's impressively cheap Audiotrax software for

the Mac to Korg's stand-alone SoundLink system
(which is simply impressive) via the likes of Opcode's

StudioVision, Digidesign's Pro Tools and Roland's

DM80, this new generation has the integration of
digital audio recording and MIDI sequencing as a
common theme running through it - which is hardly

surprising when you consider that the companies
involved have backgrounds in MIDI software and/or

hardware. What's more, these systems are bringing

the cost of disk -based digital audio recording -
traditionally confined to somewhat rarified financial

heights - down to new levels of affordability. Which

isn't to say that they're sounding the death knell for

tape, but tape -machine manufacturers would do well

to keep one ear to the ground and another to the
heavens so they can listen out for ominous rumblings

and tolling bells.

For the moment, though, as a mature recording

medium, multitrack analogue tape in its various
formats has many advantages over the digital

to its throne, not least in the areas of
affordability and availability. And the most readily
affordable and most widely available format of them

all is the blank audio cassette tape. Equally, if you're

looking for an affordable entry into multitrack audio

recording, it doesn't come more affordable than
cassette four -track. What's more, MIDI sequencing's

rise to prominence in the recording process has, if

anything, given four -track machines a new appeal, by

shouldering a significant part of the recording burden.

For the recording musician working primarily with a

MIDI sequencer and electronic sound sources, a
vocal part or a guitar part may be all that needs to go

to tape - aside, of course, from the sync code needed

to lock sequencer and tape machine together (which

requires a track to itself, leaving you with three tracks

for musical parts).

There again, if your MIDI setup doesn't provide you

with enough polyphony, parts and/or effects to let

you run all your electronic parts live off the
sequencer, you may want to offload some parts to

tape in order to free up your MIDI instruments for
other parts. Depending on how you approach this,
four (or should I say three?) tracks may not be
enough. To an extent, track bouncing can help you

out, albeit at a loss of some flexibility and quality. It's

also worth bearing in mind that, for the difference in

price between a budget four -track and a budget eight -

track, you may be able to add another synth module

or an old synth or two to your MIDI setup - assuming

you've got enough spare inputs on your mixer to
handle them. Life can be so complicated.
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SOUNDING OUT
FOSTEX' LATEST ENTRY-LEVEL cassette multitracker

keeps things simple, yet it's also a pleasantly
versatile machine for its price. The recording quality

doesn't scream "budget machine" at you, either; in

fact, it's rather good: crisp, clear and well -detailed,

with a pleasing vitality to it. The X18 is designed for

use with IEC Type II High Bias tapes bearing the

70usec EQ designation (Maxell UD-XLII, TDK SA);

although you might save a bit of money buying lower -

quality tapes, the resulting increase in background

noise on your recordings will soon have you hunting

for the right type.

Tapes on the X18 run at the standard speed of
4.75 cm/sec (1% ips). Noise reduction is Dolby B, as

you'd expect on a Fostex machine at this price level,

so don't expect a complete absence of background

noise; at the same time, don't expect anything
offputting - unless you're recording sparse, delicate

acoustic music, perhaps. The machine's technical
spec quotes the signal-to-noise ratio at 58dB or
greater and the frequency response of the recorder

section at 40Hz-12.5kHz (the mixer section, on the

other hand, is quoted at 20Hz-20kHz - relevant if
you're routing some parts straight from input to
output while others are coming off tape). Sensible

recording practice should help you to optimise the

quality of your recordings.

SIZING UP
IF COMPACTNESS AND portability are what you desire

in your equipment, you should find the X18 very
satisfying (er, perhaps I could have phrased that

better). Measuring a modest 11.75" by 6.75" by 2.5"

and weighing just under 3lbs (excluding AC adaptor

and batteries), it's yet another testimony to the
miniaturisation skills of Japanese engineers. If only

they could figure out a way to miniaturise the power

supply - the external AC adaptor (supplied) weighs

almost half as much again!

To take full advantage of the X18's portability, you

can run it off batteries - to be precise, off 10 (as in

10) Type A alkali dry cells. And what running time do

you get for your investment in battery technology?

According to the manual, approximately two hours
"under normal operating conditions"; presumably,
abnormal operating conditions would include the sub-

zero temperatures you'd encounter when scaling the

north face of the Eiger on a mission to sample the
abominable snowman. In fact, if you're looking for a

good machine to take out on sample -collecting
excursions, a Sony Professional Walkman is even

more compact than the X18, runs for longer on fewer

batteries, can record on both sides of a cassette,
and gives you a choice of Dolby B or Dolby C noise

reduction; however, as a multitrack recording
machine it makes a good paperweight.

Although a four -track machine has to have four

tracks whether it costs £300 or £600, there are
plenty of areas in which savings can be made in order

to produce a cheaper machine. As the cheapest of
the Fostex four -track pack (which includes the X26 at

around £300 and the X28 at £385 - see MT, February

'92 for a review of the latter), the X18, not
surprisingly, has its share of economies: four input

channels compared to the X26's six and the X28's

eight, simultaneous two -track record compared to the

X28's simultaneous four -track record, mechanical

rather than logic -controlled transport functions, no

return -to -zero feature, no master fader, no individual

tape outs, and, perhaps most significantly, no EQ.
But there are features to applaud on a machine
costing around £250: simultaneous four -channel
record, effects send/return routing on mixdown, and

dedicated Sync In and Sync Out sockets. Fostex have

designated track four as the sync code track (though

you can use it as an ordinary audio track if you have

no need of a sync code), provided a direct line
between it and the Sync sockets in order to isolate

the sync code from the musical parts as much as
possible, and fixed the record level (at OdB) so you

haven't got to worry about finding the optimum level

yourself. In practice, syncing on the X18 proves to be

easy to implement and trouble -free to operate.
Although the Dolby B noise reduction isn't switchable,

this presented no problems - and nor did recording a

punchy drum track with some serious transients in it

onto the adjacent track. But then, the amount of
crosstalk on the X18 has been kept to a creditably

low level. I did notice the sync code I'd recorded to

track four (from a Korg KMS30) at the Line L/R
outputs (though not the Monmix output), even with all

output levels zeroed. It was faint enough not to be a

serious problem, but in quiet musical passages it

was noticeable as background noise.

Although you wouldn't expect a budget machine

like the X18 to offer anything new, Fostex have come

up with one novel feature: the Teach Buss. Signals

appearing at the Teach Buss input on the X18's rear

panel are routed directly to the machine's headphone

circuit. Therefore a teacher monitoring the recording

efforts of a classroom full of students in a language

lab -type situation could use the Teach Buss to talk to

the students individually or as a group via their
headphones - which is presumably the sort of
application Fostex had in mind. In fact, boosting
educational sales of the X18 appears to be the Teach

Buss's sole raison d'etre - I can't see its inclusion

being of any advantage to the individual user.

A little over half of the X18's front panel is taken

up with the cassette tape housing, LED bar -graph
level metering, the tape counter and accompanying

reset button, and the transport controls, leaving the
mixer section looking a bit cramped in the remainder

of the space. In practice it feels less cramped than it

looks, but not all that much. A certain amount of
"finger collision" is inevitable on the knobs if you do

much twiddling, while the short travel of the switches

lends them a fiddly feel which is accentuated in the

case of the four three -position switches (two Rec
Select and two Input Level) by the minimal distance

between positions. If you're not careful, you may find

that you're recording (over) a track when a casual

glance at the Rec Select switches gave you the
impression you'd disabled recording for that track.

The pleasingly smooth travel and long throw (as

long as you could reasonably expect on a machine of

"MIDI sequencing's

rise to prominence

in the recording

process has, if

anything, given

four -track machines

a new appeal."
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"This is a mature,

stylish machine

which packs in a

healthy amount of

quality and

flexibility for such

an affordable

price."

the X18's dimensions) of the four channel faders, on

the other hand, contrive to give the front panel a less

constricted feel. Hi/Mid/Low input level selection on

channels one and two allows the X18 to handle a
variety of input sources, from electronic instruments

(which tend to have a high output level) to electric

guitars to low -output mics; input channels three and

four are best suited to electronic instrument levels.

Located on the front, below the tape transport
controls, are the four input channel sockets, a punch

in/out socket for footswitch-controlled drop -ins and
drop -outs, and a stereo headphone socket - all

quarter -inch jacks. To the left of these sockets is a

pitch -control dial which allows you to adjust the tape

speed (and therefore the overall pitch) within a ±10%

range. A useful feature it may be, but unfortunately

the dial itself is not one of the X18's design strong

points. It's awkward to adjust unless the machine is

raised up from the surrounding surface, and the
centre detent which is supposed to help you reset
the machine to normal running speed could do with

being more assertive - instead, it's all too easy to set

the dial slightly off centre (and the tape therefore
slightly off pitch) and not realise it.

In addition to the Sync In, Sync Out and Teach
Buss sockets, the X18's rear panel provides Monmix,

Line Left and Right (main stereo mix out), and Aux
Return Left and Right connections - all RCA phonos.

In case you're wondering what happened to the Aux

Send socket, the Monmix output takes on this
function when the X18 is in Play/mixdown mode - but

more on this later.

TEST DRIVING
ALTHOUGH IT HAS four inputs and can record and play

back up to four tape tracks, the X18 is only able to
record onto two tracks at a time. The reason for this

is that it has two busses, Left and Right, which are

routed to the Line Left and Line Right outs, with a
feed off each buss going to the tape section. Signals

appearing on the Left buss are routed to either track

one or track three when you're in Record mode,
depending on the setting of the relevant Rec Select

switch; similarly, signals appearing on the Right buss

are routed to either track two or track four, again
depending on the setting of the relevant Rec Switch.

Whether an input channel is routed to the Left or the

Right buss depends on whether its Pan knob is turned

hard left or hard right. For example, to record all four

channel inputs onto track one you would pan them all

hard left and set the relevant Rec Select switch to

track one. If you wanted to record the two halves of a
stereo signal being routed into, say, inputs three and

four, you could pan input three hard left and input four

hard right, then choose two tracks to record to using

the two Rec Select switches; one would have to be

track one or three, the other track two or four.

While recording, you're effectively limited to
monitoring via headphones or a powered speaker

plugged into the X18's Monmix output - and either way

you get only a mono mix. The overall output level at

the headphone jack can be adjusted using the Phones

knob, while the playback level of each individual
recorded track at both the headphone jack and the

Monmix socket can be adjusted independently using

the four Monmix knobs.

You're "effectively limited" because, although the

Line L/R outputs deliver a stereo signal, due to the

X18's method of assigning channels to tracks via the

two record busses, the signal(s) you're recording will

be panned hard left and/or hard right - only at the

playback/mixdown stage can you pan the recorded

parts to the positions you want. More importantly,

perhaps, if you monitor from the stereo outs while -
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STREATHAM
86-88 Mitcham Lane,
Streatham, London

SW16 6LY

CATFORD
20-22 Rushey Green,
Catford, London SE6

STREATHAM CATFORD
Tel: 081 769 5681 Tel: 081 690 1848
or 081 769 6496 or 081 690 86

MAIL ORDER
VI Cash  Cheque  HP  Brown Sauce

DRUM
MACHINES
Yamaha RY30 £425

Boss DR550 £185

Alesis SR16 £299

Alesis HR16B £250

Akai XR10 £319

Korg S3 £585

Cheetah MD16 £290

Cheetah MD16RP £399

Alesis D4 £399

Roland R5 £369

MODUI FS
Korg M1 REX ....£1299

Korg 03R £999

Yamaha TG55 £489

Yamaha TG33 £450

YAMAHA RY30
SIMPLY GENIUS, AT LAST A

DRUM MACHINE THAT HAS

ALL THE SOUNDS YOU

NEED FOR MODERN

DANCE MUSIC. NOT

DESIGNED FOR THE OLD

FASHIONED... WICKED !!!

YAMAHA TG33
NOT JUST ANOTHER SOUND
MODULE. THIS UNIQUE
INSTRUMENT OFFERS YOU
128 PRESET VOICES, 32
NOTE POLYPHONY, 16
DIGITAL EFFECTS, DESK
TOP OR RACKMOUNTED.

THE DIGITECH VOCALIST
The Vocalist
is one of the
few really
useful items
that has
come out for
singers. This

unique tool offers 4 part harmonies and
covers all styles of music using different
chord configurations. The harmonies sound
identically like a real voice and do not
sound like chipmunks on the piss.

Price £749

SAMPLERS
Akai S950 £1120

-Iii;1:1-4

Akai S1000 £POA

CHEETAH SX16 STEREO
SAMPLER gives you 5 seconds of
stereo sampling and up to 43.5

seconds in mono. ONLY £628

KORG HAVE DONE IT AGAIN

The 01/WFD is a fantastic new music workstation. On board
it has a 16 track sequencer, 200 program sounds, 200
combinations, 100 banks of 47 stereo digital effects.
Hearing is believing. £1749

At I
Korg 01/W music workstation £1645
Roland JD800 powerful performance
synth £1450
Yamaha SY77 music synthesizer
workstation £1550
Ensoniq VFX SD music production
synthesizer £1299
Ensoniq EPS16 plus digital sampling
workstation £1759
Korg Wavestation, one of the most creative
keyboards ever made £1150
Cheetah 5V, 5 octave mother keyboard..£275
Cheetah 770 full size 88 key mother key-
board with weighted action and aftertouch,
one of the most powerful mother keyboards
in the world £780
Roland A50 mother keyboard £999
E -mu Emax II sampling workstation £1400
Now in stock - The new Akai MX1000 76 key
mother keyboard with piano samples on
board. MX1000 £1199
MX1000 with piano samples £1699
Korg M1 Workstation £1015
Korg 03RW New rack system £999

PIANOS
Roland RD300 digital piano, full size, 88 key
weighted piano £1195
Yamaha PF1500, full size weighted digital
piano £1195
Kawai MR170, 76 key weighted piano £1150

P A. EQUIPMENT
NEW JBL M330 45HZ - 18KHZ
The M330 is a two way full range loud
speaker system, capable of producing 350
watts into 8 ohms. It has a 12 inch low
frequency speaker and a high frequency
compression driver (horn) £899 a pair.
NEW JBL M350 32HZ - 18KHZ
The M350 is a two way full range touring or
backline PA speaker capable of 350 watt into
8 ohms. The M350 has a 15 inch LF driver
and also an HF pure titanium diaphragm
compression driver £999 a pair.
NEW JBL M360 35HZ - 22KHZ
The M360 is a 3 way full range loudspeaker
system designed for bands who need a high
quality PA system or sidefill speaker system.
This unit also has 350 watt into 8 ohms
handling and comprizing of a 15 inch high
power woofer for clean accurate bass
response, an 8 inch midrange tranducer
speaker and a horn loaded + tweeter ...£1300
BOSE 802 SPEAKERS
Gigsounds can offer the best advice going on
PA systems and the Bose 802's are one of
the finest, most respected PA speakers ever
made.
We are offering 802's for a limited period only
for just £899 a pair
Bose 802 system controller for the
speakers £POA

EV ELECTROVOICE S200 SPEAKERS
Electrovoice have always been known for
quality and the S200 PA speakers are just
that, they are small easy to carry units that
produce an astonishing 300 watts per
speaker of perfect accurate
sound £999 a pair

NEW ALLEN & HEATH GS3 CONSOLE
Up to 68 channels on n=mixdown with eq,
4 aux sends with MIDI mute + 2 cue
sends, 4 stereo returns with eq and MIDI
mute, MIDI mute automation with 32
snapshots, programmable MIDI remote
function keys. Call for details.

The TOA SL150 speakers fit both these
requirements, they have a 15 inch woofer
and a horn capable of 240 watts each. All
this for just £299.

MIXER AMPS
STUDIOMASTER POWERHOUSE 8:2
The Powerhouse is probably the finest stereo
mixer amp around. It offers 250 watts a side,
digital effects built in. There are two versions
of the Powerhouse an 8 input and 12 input
unit. PURE QUALITY 8:2 £899

12:2 £1100
CARLSBRO PMX 8:2
A similar unit to the Powerhouse but the
PMX offers a staggering 300 watts per side.
Price £847
SUNN SX8350
This is a mono 8 input mixer amp designed
for small bands with built in reverb £460
NEW CARLSBRO GRX7
A fine new mixer amp from Carlsbro, The
GRX7 has 6 inputs (mono) capable of
producing 400 watts of Power £486

AMPS
We are proud to be a main agent for
Klynstrom amplifiers.
They produce clean stereo sound for any PA
system.
Klynstrom PXA 300 a 300 watt amp £399
Klynstrom PXA 600 a 600 watt amp £525
Klynstrom Mosfet 1000 the leader of the
range cost £799

THIS MONTHS DEALS
PA DEAL
1 x Carlsbro GRX7 mixer amp
1 pair of Carlsbro A115 speakers each
cabinet has a 15 inch woofer and two
tweeters.
1 x pair of stands and speakers leads
total £899
KEYBOARD DEAL
1 x Korg 01/W (keyboard of the month)
1 x Carlsbro K115 100 (watt keyboard amp)
1 x sustain pedal + lead
1 x frame keyboard stand
Items on their own £2027
Deal price £1850

RECORDING DEAL
16 TRACK SYSTEM
Fostex E16 complete with Studiomaster
Proline gold 16 : 8 : 16 console, all wiring,
looms supplied.
Total package £4369.00

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
4 TRACK
Fostex X26 plus free compressor £299

Fostex X28 £POA

Fostex 280 £599

Tascam Porta 05 high speed £332

Tascam Porta 03 £321

8 TRACK
Tascam TSR8 £1850
Fostex R8 £1495

16 TRACK
Fostex E16 £2999
Fostex G16 £4347

Tascam MSR16 £3899

24 TRACK
Tascam MSR24 £POA

DAT
Tascam DA30 £POA

Also a large range of mixing desks, digital
effects 8 processors, microphones, stands etc



"The X18 shows

that a budget price

tag doesn't have to

mean cheap, and

that entry-level

doesn't have to

mean simplistic."

- recording, you can't monitor recorded tracks and

record new parts via the corresponding mixer
channels at the same time - whereas monitoring on

headphones or via the Monmix output does allow you

to do this. Reference to the signal flow diagram
included in the X18's manual clarifies what's going

on. Signals coming from the machine's tape section

are sent out in two directions: to the Monmix output

via the Monmix 1-4 level controls (with a feed going to

the headphone jack) and to the four input channels of

the mixer section. Let's say you've recorded onto

tracks one, two and three and you want to record onto

track four from inputs one, two and three. So you pan

the three inputs hard right and set the relevant Rec

Select switch to track four. Then, when you start
recording, the Monmix monitor section picks up not

only the output from tracks one, two and three but

also the three input signals which are being routed to

track four in the tape section via the Left and Right

busses. However, when you plug a lead into one of the

inputs so you can record from an external source, you

break the connection which routes the corresponding

tape track through the mixer section and onto the Left

and/or Right busses - and so, in the recording
example just given, the Line L/R outputs get the three

external inputs but not the three tape tracks. This
either/or situation also stops you from adding further

parts when you mix down the recorded tracks - unless

you use the Aux Returns to bring in a stereo signal, in

which case you can't add effects processing on
mixdown.

When you're monitoring on headphones during
playback, the Monmix section only gives you what's on

tape, not what's appearing at the channel inputs -

which isn't a lot of good if you want to rehearse a part

before recording it. All you need do, however, is set

the Phones switch on the X18's front panel to L/R+M

rather than M. The headphone circuit then draws
feeds from both the Monmix section and the Left and

Right busses.

This setting also allows you to monitor a proper

stereo mix of up to four tracks on the headphones; all

you have to do is zero all the Monmix level controls

(so that you don't have a mono mix competing with

the stereo mix) and pull out all the leads from the
channel inputs (so that the tape tracks can be routed

via the mixer section - where you can balance and pan

them - to the stereo buss and the headphone feed).

However, if you decide that you want to add effects

processing on mixdown, forget the headphones option

- unless you're happy to have a stereo mix and a
mono effects send mix in the headphones together.

Track bouncing is a time-honoured way of getting

more than four tracks on a four -track machine, albeit

at a loss of some mixing flexibility. On the X18 it's

simply a matter of routing up to three recorded tracks

via the mixer section (where you can balance their

levels) onto the Left or Right buss as appropriate, and

recording the mix onto a spare track. The inputs
matching the tracks to be bounced down must be left

unplugged, but the other one or two inputs can be
used to record further parts while you're bouncing

down. You can also use the Left or Right Aux Return

input (depending on which track you're recording onto)

if you want to add in a further instrument.

The X18 doesn't evince any great build-up of noise

or loss of clarity on first -generation bounces; in fact,

even second -generation bouncing produces very
useable results. But one of the advantages of using

tape in parallel with MIDI sequencing is that less
demand needs to be placed on the tape machine.

How you actually combine tape machine and MIDI

sequencer is an interesting question. You could, for

instance, mix any stereo signal, ranging from the
output of a single drum machine or synth to a stereo

submix of an entire MIDI sequence, into the X18's

stereo buss via its L/R Aux Return inputs, and adjust

the signal's level using the Aux Return Level knob (at

the expense of adding effects processing to the tape

tracks on mixdown, of course).

Alternatively, you could turn this arrangement on its

head by routing the X18's Line L/R stereo outputs

into a couple of spare inputs on your desk - assuming

you have a couple of spare inputs - rather than routing

the output of your desk into the X18; this would leave

the machine's send/return loop free for adding
effects processing to the tape tracks. Taking this
approach to its logical conclusion, you could route

three of the X18's four tracks to separate channels on

your desk by panning one track hard left (to the Line L

output) and another hard right (Line R output) and

routing the third via the Monmix output, with the
Monmix output levels of the first two tracks and the

channel fader level of the third zeroed so that each

track only goes to its intended output. The very
significant advantage of this routing scheme is that
each of the three tracks can be independently EQ'd

and effected on the desk (so the lack of EQ on the

X18 itself is no longer a problem). If you're running

tape and MIDI in parallel, the fourth track will of
course be devoted to sync code, and consequently

routed via its own output (the X18's Sync Out socket)

to your synchroniser.

VERDICT
DON'T LET THE X18's junior status in the Fostex
family of cassette multitrackers fool you. This is a
mature, stylish machine which packs in a healthy
amount of quality and flexibility for such an affordable

price. Of course, there are a number of ways in which

it has been scaled down to fit its price level (fewer

inputs, only two record busses, no EQ, no master
fader, no separate track outs), but at the same time

such features as four -channel recording, effects
send/return routing on mixdown, and special handling

of sync code aren't exactly signs of a stripped -down,

lowest common denominator machine. The X18 shows

that a budget price tag doesn't have to mean cheap,

and that entry-level doesn't have to mean simplistic.
All in all it's a well -designed, well-balanced and well -

judged machine which you shouldn't overlook if you're

intending to buy at the budget end of the cassette
multitracker market.

Price .£259.99 including VAT.

More from Fostex (UK) Ltd, Unit 1, Jackson Way,
Great Western Industrial Park, Southall, Middlesex

UB2 4SA. Tel: 081-893 5111. Fax: 081-893 5237.
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Saturday 16th May roam-6pm

Sunday 17th May roam-5pm

G-Mex. Manchester
admission £4

See it! Hear it! Touch it!
All the latest musical equipment on show at the

North's biggest music show.

For further information
contact Clive Morton on 0353 665577
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ROLAND Digital Synthesiser

JV80 SYNTH

It's not always

stunning

innovations that

make stunning
synths - Roland's

new JV80

represents a

stunning

refinement of

proven synth

technology. Review

by Simon Trask.

MOST SYNTHS REPRESENT an

evolutionary rather than a

revolutionary advance on what
has gone before. Roland's new

pro synth, representing the latest

stage in a line of development which began with the

trail -blazing D50 back in 1987, falls into the
evolutionary category. However, notice that Roland
haven't called it the D80. Instead, they consider the

JV80 and its cheaper companion, the JV30, the first

of a new generation of Roland synthesisers. Yet in

many ways the JV80 is the ultimate D -series synth,

the one which succeeds in synthesising (pardon the

pun) all the best elements of D -series design as it

has evolved over the years.

NEW HORIZONS
THERE ARE TWO particular developments on the JV80

which automatically win it major brownie points from

this reviewer: at last, Roland have produced a synth

which can sustain sounds over patch changes and

which doesn't cut dead any active notes whenever

you move between Play and Edit modes.

Other significant developments include the optional

SR -P/80 8Mb wave data expansion board, which has

to be fitted inside the synth, and Roland's use of a

proprietary data -compression technology to
effectively double the storage capacity of the JV80's

standard 4Mb wave data ROM, the 8Mb board and

the 2Mb wave data cards to a grand total of 28Mb!

What this seems to mean in practice is not that you

get double the number of samples but that the
existing samples are longer and/or there are more

multisamples per Wave. Many of these multisampled

sounds have been newly recorded for the JV80. A
general overhauling of the sound source includes the

use of enhanced RS-PCM and DI "synthesis
techniques"; as usual, Roland deign to explain sod all

in the manual about what this actually means, though

I presume DI stands for Differential Interpolation,
which is Roland's way of playing back samples at a

constant rate regardless of their playback pitch (as

introduced on their S770 sampler). As the JV80's

samples are blessed with the same degree of clarity

and cleanliness across a wide pitch range, this would

seem to be the case. Another advance comes at the

synth's audio output stage, which has been given
18 -bit D/A signal conversion for high S/N ratio and

wide dynamic range - and it shows in the quality and

vitality of the JV80's output signal. Talking of
dynamics, the JV80's 61 -note keyboard, while being

of the synth persuasion, has a modest amount of
body to it, and is sensitive to both attack and release

velocity as well as channel aftertouch. The JV80 has

a number of parameters dedicated to getting velocity

(and therefore dynamic performance) to control
musically meaningful parameters.

The standard Wave ROM which the JV80 comes
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(74)0u link mall, dolphin centre, poole, dorset, bs15 lsq =
E -2 (0425) 470007 (0425) 480569 (0202) 684560

Overnight Delivery - Professional Service - 90 Minutes From London
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Kawai K4 8 Channel Multitimbral  Sampled
 34 Programmable Digital FX  32 Multi -Patches  64 Programmes

 128 16 Bit Voices  61 Drum Programmes.

Kawai K4r
Rack mounted version of the K4
synthesizer with separate outputs
but no digital FX.

For only £299

Waveforms

Only £499

Yamaha SY-55
,,,,,,am

.._--

1 A
16 Channel Multi, 8 Track sequencer,

61 Drum samples, 34 Digital FX,
Sampled waveforms,
128 16 Bit voices £6'75

Atari & Cubase Deal

11111111,
CitA4>e Including

Atari 1040 STe Package plus High
Res. Monitor & Cubase Software

£'799 Also available same package as
above hut with Cubeat only £599

Roland MV30
£899

Amazing
16 -Track

44111P
sequencer

with 8 -track internal RS / PCM
sound source and compu-mixer.

Casio DA -7
£339

Portable
DAT with

Digital I/0,
Full subcode,
Built in Mic
pre -amp. Absolute, remaining & prog. time
display. N.B. - Sony & Teae also available.

Yamaha TG -77
£799

16 Voice
Multitimbral,
4 Stereo FX,

8 Outputs,

2 Stereo Pairs, Full Real-time Midi
Implementation, FM / AWM synthesis &

Programmable Aftertouch.

Alesis QuadraVerbnrtus
£299

.

20k Bandwidth, Unrivaled Audio Quality,
4 Simultaneous FX, "The Industry Standard"
Also: -
Alesis QuadraVerb GT £345

Alesis Microverb III £149

Roland U20
£649

6 Voice
Multitimbral
& Seperate

NEW & USED EOUIPMENT
Akai S900 Secondhand £749

Alesis SRI6 £259

Alesis Data Disc £299

Atari 1040 STE & monitor £489

Cubase ( Mac & Atari) £325

Cubeat £139

C -Lab Unitor It £289

Casio CZ5000 £275

Ensoniq EPS 16+ £1399

Kawai K4 £449

Korg WS1 Wavestation £799

Korg EX8000 £199

Proteus 1 £575

Roland D70 £1299

Roland PG1000 (050 programmer) £459

Roland SC55 fA19

Roland Juno 60 £225

Rhodes 760 £799

Tascam DA P20 dat £439

Yamaha SY77 £1099

Yamaha TG33 £389

Yamaha SY22 £499

Yamaha YS200 £299

Yamaha FX500 £249

all prices include VAT

Rhythm Part, Digital FX, 128 RS-PCM
Voices, Velocity Sensitive, Channel

Aftertouch and 30 Note Polyphonic.

TMC Profristionakr
...wair

I
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Try your next purchase in the
privacy of our digital recording
studio under the guidance of our
professional recording engineers.
Please call the studio for an
appointment on (0425) - 470007

JoV3R1v, W%4T, ITshoe,1-RoWplraondepLO 80
NicoErgW
amazing Kurzweil K2000 the first true
sEyxntanzgfer towh64icmhbenopsles yleou to sa

RAM
ampleaii

compatible. Call us now forl more details.

All prices include V.A.T.

THE MUSIC CORPORATION...THE MUSIC CORPORATION

THE FRIEND -CHIP K..AT
Keyboard Remote for the Atari

Seven keys and the shift function allow
you to remote up to 14 functions of any
software package. The K.AT automatically
loads up to 32 variable configurations at
start up, and a footswitch can be used to
operate the 'Record" key for punch iNout.
Comes pre -configured for C -Lab and
Steinberg. £69 inc VAT

* New
MacKmAT

21 functions

£99 inc VAT
MIDI METRO

The world's first fully programmable,
highly visual MIDI metronome. It can be
used to display tempos, time signatures,
meter changes, ritards and accelerandos.

The MIDI Metro eases the burden of
annoying click tracks, relieves ears from

excessive monitoring levels and increases
confidence and music control giving
efficient, accurate performance tracks.

Plus 99 programmable memory option
now available

o-LOGIC I A
bERI _111It

COIFP144°

NEW MBC 1

0 -Logic
MIDI bar counter, displays

bar count in bright 2.25"

LED characters

MIDI in, thru, out

Follows song pointer

£205 inc VAT

SUPER MAX
The Friendchip Super MA'X MIDI Matrix
system allows youto control yhe complete
set up of all your MIDI instruments with an
editor for the Atari. Up to a 60 x 60 matrix at
distances of 20 metres or more, a standard
streo cable is the only connector between 8 x
8 patchbay modules. Amazing spec
Ring for further details and prices.

;

MEMO

111111111.11111110

FRIEND -CHIP TCR1 TIME CODE REFRESHER
No matter how distorted the time code wave -form with slanted edges to

signal on your tape machine is, the TCR1
transmits a code with the quality of the
first generation, eliminating any jitter, even
if the code is played at variable speed.
This results in a constant level, symetric

minimalise distortion and crosstalk. The
TCR1 recognises all code formats
automatically, and features sensivity down
to -30dB (adjustable).
£79 Inc VAT

FRIEND -CHIP

"BIG TIME"
TIME CODE DISPLAYS

Friendchip "Big Time" Time Code
Displays with in-built reader for all code
formats and time code through.
Although time code has become the
reference for any recording in
professional and home studios, the
time code readout of most units is often
very small and hard to read.
"Big Time" displays are the best
solution. The bright LED display is easy
to read, even from a distance.
Available in 1u version with 1" high
characters, and in a 2u version with
2.25" characters.

Ring for further details and prices

n t  n
U  _lc  L

TEL: 0796 4720014C. t M-4=P41:11Wff4= FAX: 0796 473806
P.O. BOX 109  DUNDEE  DD1 9DF  SCOTLAND

Available Mail Order
or Selected Dealers

Telephoned Credit Card orders welcome



"Roland's proprietary

data -compression

technology effectively

gives the JV80 a grand

total of 28Mb!"

- fitted with contains 129 16 -bit linear PCM Waves, 14

of which are actually playback -reversed versions of

other Waves in the ROM. Roland will initially be
making available a choice of two SR-JV80 boards:

Contemporary (more samples along the lines of
those already available in the standard Wave ROM -

basses, organs, guitars, brass, pianos, ethnic
instruments and plenty of modern drum and
percussion samples) and Orchestral (shades of
Proteus, methinks). The first two PCM Wave cards for

the JV80 are apparently going to be, respectively,

U20 acoustic piano and others, and sax and
trombones. According to Roland, JD800 Wave cards

will work in the JV80 and vice versa, though as
JD800 cards are only available in two -card sets with

corresponding patch data cards (which aren't
compatible with the JV80), I can't see that many
JV80 owners taking advantage of the JD800 option.

ORGANISATION
THE JV80 CAN be played in either one of two
operational modes: Patch and Performance. In Patch

mode you can call a single Patch onto the keyboard

using the Bank and Number buttons to select any one

of 64 Patches, and the User/Preset and
Int/Card/A/B buttons to select one of four sets of 64

Patches (User Internal or Card, and Preset A or B). A

Patch consists of up to four Tones, each one of which

in turn consists of a Wave Generator, a Time Variant

Filter and a Time Variant Amplifier, along with
associated pitch, filter and amplitude envelopes and

two freely -assignable LFOs. The JV80's chorus and

reverb processing is programmable per Patch.

In Patch mode the JV80 transmits on a single MIDI

channel (1-16, Rx Channel, Off) and receives on a

single MIDI channel (1-16), both of which are set
globally in System mode - where

you can also set Local keyboard

routing on or off and define MIDI

transmit on/off and MIDI receive
on/off settings for various types
of MIDI data globally. However,
when you select Performance
mode the JV80 becomes eight -

Part multitimbral, with Parts 1-7
each having a Patch assigned to

them and Part 8 being reserved
for one of the synth's four Rhythm

Sets (drumkits). Each Part can, of course, be given

its own MIDI receive channel assignment. The JV80's

28 -note polyphony is allocated dynamically across the

Parts, but you can also reserve a number of voices
for individual Parts.

In Performance mode you get four sets of 16
Performances; as with the Patches, two of these are

factory preset, a third is internally programmable and

a fourth is card programmable. As you might guess,

the JV80's chorus and reverb effects are
programmable per Performance; routing of Patches to

effects is determined by the settings of the Part
chorus and reverb switch parameters.

There's a lot more to the JV80's Performance

mode than just MIDI multitimbral reception, though.

You can also program up to eight Internal Zones and

eight (MIDI) Transmit Zones per Performance,
allowing you to create all manner of internal and/or

MIDI splits, layers and overlaps on the JV80's
keyboard. So, you could have Parts 5-8 being played

from four tracks on a sequencer on, say, MIDI
channels 13-16 while you play a multi split and
overlap texture on the synth's keyboard which
features a mixture of internal and MIDI'd sounds.
Other parameters allow you to define pan, volume

and patch change values to be transmitted on the

relevant Transmit Zone channels when the
Performance is selected, decide whether or not each

Part will respond to MIDI patch change, volume and

sustain -pedal data, and set Patch number, volume

level, pan, coarse tune amount and fine tune amount

for each Part.

Performances can be selected remotely via MIDI

patch changes. All you have to do is assign a MIDI

channel to the JV80's global Control Channel
parameter and the synth will respond to any MIDI
patch changes received on that channel by selecting

the relevant Performance.

FRONTING IT
ROLAND'S NEW SYNTH adopts the Edit Palette
concept of reassignable sliders which the company

introduced on the D70. The Edit Palette is essentially

a halfway house between having no sliders at all and

having a front panel full of 'em. As it is, the Palette

takes up about a third of the synth's front panel, to
the left of the LCD window. The eight Assign buttons

to the left of the Parameter sliders take on different

functions in Patch and Performance Play modes. In

Patch Play mode you get a choice of eight
parameters: Level, Pan, Coarse Tune, Fine Tune,

Filter Cutoff Point, Resonance, Attack Time and
Release Time. In Performance Play mode these
become Level, Pan, Coarse Tune, Fine Tune, Transmit

Volume, Transmit Pan, Transmit Transposition and

Internal Transposition. For example, in Patch Play
mode, if you press the Level button, Parameter
sliders 1-4 allow you to adjust the levels of the four
Tones assigned to the current Patch; select Filter
Cutoff Point and you can control, yes, the filter cutoff

points of the four Tones. One more button -press and

you're controlling resonance, or perhaps attack time,
from the sliders.

In Performance Play mode, you can use the sliders

to, say, adjust the level, pan, coarse tune and fine

tune of each Part independently. If you press the

Assign button labelled Tx Volume, you can control the

volume balance of external MIDI instruments from the

sliders; select Tx Pan and you can pan external MIDI

instruments across the stereo spectrum. Many other

parameters can be controlled independently for each

Part from the sliders, the assignment being
determined by which software page is selected. For

example, with the Chorus Switch page selected you

can turn the Chorus effect on/off for each Part. In
Patch and Performance Edit modes, the Parameter
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souri Buie

Wnkey
HUGE
TASCAM
REDUCTIONS
We have lust had word of some ridiculous price
reductions on these selected Tascam models. As we
go to press, prices are not fixed but by the time you
read this, they will be. We understand that the offers
will apply for a strictly limited period. Please call

MSR24 NISR16
r 24 track, DolbyS or dbx 1/2' 16 track, DolbyS or dbx

TSR8 688
Professional 1/2' 8 track, 20 input, 8 track MIDIStudio

All models now computer controllable

III Authorised Dealer

We are now an Authorised Apple dealer, one of only
two in the music industry.
In practice, direct supply from Apple U.K. means:
 A Full Apple range of products from Classic &
Stylewriter, to Quadra & Laserwriter in stock at all
times, to compliment all the relevant Macintosh music
products, from basic sequencers & interfaces up to
Digidesign's new Pro Tools system
 Apple trained personnel. Many years of Macintosh
digital audio experience, now combined with support
in the areas of networking, system software etc...
 On site service, factory supported warranties
 Rapid availability
 Fully equipped training room
 Modem 'Apple Link' direct to Apple U.K.
 As an authorised dealer we are not able to supply
Apple computers by mail order.

SPIRIT STUDIO
Almost everyone involved in music

production at some stage dreams of
owning a Soundcraft console. The
legendary sound quality, reliability and
ease of use, means a Soundcraft
equipped studio must be taken
seriously.
A minor miracle has been performed,

using the world's most advanced
production technology, and
revolutionary manufacturing techniques,
to bring you Soundcraft quality at a
previously unimaginable price.
SPIRIT STUDIO is designed for all

types of multi -track from 8 to 24 track.
Turnkey has an unparalleled 10 years
experience with the brand & as central
London's exclusive dealer for SPIRIT
we offer a complete sales package.
From advice, finance & installation to a
quality of after sales backup that stems
from many years experience with the
brand.
We are packaging SPIRIT consoles

with both Fostex & Tascam multitrack, &
as the U.K.'s largest supplier of MIDI
equipment we are ideally placed to
integrate them into the heart of your
MIDI based studio.
SPIRIT...at last affordable excellence...

Affor
Soundcraft

114-116 CHARING CROSS RD.,
LONDON. WC2H ODT

(Opposite Foyles Bookshop and 100
yards from Tottenham Court Rd Tube)

Tel. 071-434 1365 / 071-240-2041
071-379 5148 / Fax : 071-379 0093

Roland AKAI

KORG

SPECIAL OFFERS
APPLE SPRING DEALS zirgagt;,71MIES
There is no longer any doubt that the Atari ST is
losing ground to the Apple Macintosh in the UK's
top music studios. The Mac has always been a
superior machine, but it's the price factor that's
helping it to take over. Well now there's an even
bigger incentive to GO MAC.

We are one of only two music
dealers authorised by Apple to
supply at these discount prices

Mac Classic 2/40
Mac Classic 4/40
Mac Classic 11 2/40
Mac Classic 11 4/40
Mac Classic II 4/80
Mac LC 4/40 . 12' Colour Mon
Mac LC 4/80 12' Colour Mon
Mac LC II 4/40  12' Colour Mon
Mac LC 0 4/80 a 12' Colour Mon

016.63
E934.13
E992.88
01110.38
0286.63
E1074.63
E1662.63
E1756.63
E1944.63

--,"111111111111

-47.7 Gt."

((seaavvee £235.00)

(save(save £352.50)
(save £352.50)
Issue 517.001
(save £28200)
(save £446.50)
New Macintosh
New Macintosh

Cubase Mac E323, Vision £349, Encore 0399, EZ Vision £129
For packages with a Stylewriter printer, call us to disown.

NB As an Apple Authorised Dealer, we are not
able to supply Macintosh Products by Mail Order

ATARI 1040 + C -LAB Creator + £760
mouse + SM-124 Monitor

KORG M3R Al synth module

T h

pestchea

way to
get the sounds of the legendary MI synthesizer. All the MI favourites
-the sax, trumpet. piano. stress are in the M3R, plus some of the
T -series sounds such as the piano which aren't even in the MI
16 note polyphonic, 8 part multhtenbral with 4 outputs. the M3R has all
43 effects from the MI, and up to 4 at once can be used.
Programming sounds is easy. but there's en SCOOP PRICE
optional programmer, the RE1 Additional INC VAT
sounds can be added on card - there are £.499 NEW
over 15 available R.R.P. E898 BOXED

ATARI 1040 + C -LAB Notator + £850
mouse + SM-124 Monitor

STUDIO RESEARCH KEYBOARD / LIVE
RECORDING MIXERS

Remarkable range of professional
stereo (in to 2)

consoles.
Avertable in 6. 12

and 16 channel
zersoits. Very outer,

great sounding EO,
rugged steel construction

for good shielding etc.
Each channel has : 1/4' line

and XLR balanced input. gain, high, mid and low EC, 2 auxiliaries,
pan and long -throw fader  Auxiliary master gain. EC] and pan, Bar
graph metering, headphone monitoring The range of applications for
stereo mixers is growing fast, eg Multi- PACKAGE PRICES
timbre! synth/sampler/drum-machine
mixing  Live/Main submixing (12 4 £199 VATchannel 700W PA systems complete
for under MOO)  Mix your Atarithynth
arrangements direct to DAT for CD 12:2 £299 aCy
quality demos. Available at a fraction
or De list price. Exclusive. Ltd stocks. .1

Includes FREE monitonng headphoneS 1.009 VAT
and 24hr carnage

NEW BOXED

ATARI 1040 + Steinberg Cubase
+ mouse + SM-124 Monitor £850
ART MULTIVERB LTx EFFECTS PROCESSOR

-441111111.600.6.81.1.91114111111.... 192 programs
-1 including 120

. ."-__7_.IREVERBS from Early
Reflections, Plates,

Stud. and Llve Vocals, huge Hails (up to 25 second decays) and
Rooms, all In a wide range from warm to bright. to Reverse and 20
various GateWCompanded Gated. Stereo FLANGE and CHORUS.
ECHOS and MULTI -TAP DELAYS. STEREO IMAGING, PAN and
SPECIAL EFFECTS.  COMBINE LIP TO THREE simultaneous effects
 16 bit, full bandwidth processing, 80d9 dynamic range (extremely
quiet)  MIDI PROG numbers assignable to ins VAT
any program, 16 MIDI channels or OMNI, L oy including
compile your own patches etc. Control from carnage

kbd. or esq or use punch or MIDI footswitch
for program advance or random selection
respectively  19' rack R.R.P. E345

NEW BOXED

ALESIS CIUADRAVERB +
Multi effects .rocessor BRAND NEW £305
CHEETAH sx-16 16 BIT STEREO SAMPLER

WITH 8 SEPARATE OUTS

Scoop purchase
makes this the

cheapest 16 bit stereo sampler and is cheaper than most 12 bit mono
machines. Sample up to 48kHz in stereo, playback through up to 8
separate audio outputs, 512k base memory with optional 2 Meg
expansion, disk drive compatible with Aka, 51000, S960, 5900, Lynex
disks (DD only). Optional TV modulator for INC
graphic waveform editing. Scrub earthy to VAT

allows 'scratching. of samples with the mod E9 Pk.P

wheel. End of line clearance !!!, r. NEW BOXED

RHODES MK60 weighted piano

.reat acoustic & electric iano sounds £549
ROLAND CM -32 / CM64

C N1321_ : Almost
entirely based on the

l(Vxaecntld(fatrhy

D110.
a same sound

spec except there are 33

drum sounds) LA synthesis gives you a choice of sampled and
synthesized sounds, the same combination as the highly aclaimed D50.
A huge library of sounds can be down -loaded via MIDI - 9 Pan multi'

timbre. 32 partial polyphonic. Reverb unit includes 9 addable
algorithms with individual part switches. Edit or control from keyboard
or computer. (PC, Mac or Atari) We have the last units. R.R.P. 2369
CM64 Combines the sounds of the U110 and one Unique spec :
sixty-three note poly, 15 part multi-timbral.
SYNTH SECTION As CM32L, SAMPLED SECTION : 64 U110
sounds including the great velocity -mixed pianos. 31 note poly with 6
pans. Accepts all 15 U110 series PCM cards. DRUM KIT: 32 sounds
k 40 sound effects. REVERS 7 editable
algorithms with indrvidual pan switches. These EXCLUSIVE PRICE
unbeatable units are only available from Soho Mm VAT
Soundhouse/Turnkey and there won't be Liao

INC1+0

POP

enough to go rouM You can't afford to wait.
Original R.R.P. £789
We recommend Ballade software to control

Soundcraft
3440maik,
lensoniar

F0512X
Ex TAmorUBL

ALEsisl

YAMAHA

17JuB0,c=

SONYI

TASCAM
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J Roland mvxd NEW £949
Seck 1282 0699

LL COMPUTERS & 50.'18'2 £939

O Cadenza 2.5 (PC) £149
SOFTWARE MASTERING / DAT

Cadenza windows 12269
Sony DTCIC60 E939

0 *ewe* 4.0 (PC) £115 Sony DTC750 E439
Yamaha DTR2 2949

Cakewalk Pm (PC) £199
AS401 MIDI card £85

Sony TCD D3 NEW £529UJ
card 0210

Tascam
DA7 NEW 0349LU CM5a44 MIDI

Tascam DA30 EPOS
KEY Midiatm MS101 E115

FY Michator MS103 2175 ReVok AT7 £299

O Pm (windows 3.010789
ReVox B77MkII I819

30)£79 SYNCHRONISERS

 Philips Notebook PC
Cakewalk Sequencer

Wir Midiator Interfaceuj All for only £775 I

015
:Ballade 103 (Mac) E99

Wade 2.5 (IBM PC) £189 MONITORS
Coda Finale Mac/PC C645

Yamaha NS1OM pr E175

oCode Vision 1.3 0410 JBL Control 1 sth 049
Yamaha A100 amp 045

z co'DCode £2
Vision E99

MacIMIDI I/F E55 AIL Control Salt 075
JBL Control 10 e d £610

NEW Atari SM144 £149
Macintosh Classic Ft,

40% OFF  SECOND
SYNTHESIZERS
Cheetah MS6 new C269

Ensonm SDI 01299
Ensoract SO -1. E825
Ensoniq 502 E999
Enscthq 005+ C539
EVS1 a editor E187

Kawat KtMk2 £375
Kawai K1R new C259
Kawal K4R NEW £289
Kawee Spectra NEW £299
Korg OINV £1199
Korg °IAN FD EPOA

 I/F EZ Vision £775

NEW ATARI MEGA STE
16MHz. fan -cooled. much
more reliable only E699

Macintosh Classic 2.
+Vision or PerformerE1399
St'berg Cubase C325
SteobergCubeat newE139
Steinberg Midas PlusE349
C -LAB Creator E239
C -LAB Rotator £289
C -LAB Under II new £269

Studiornaster MA36 MIDI Analyzer  E23
Korg M1 rent E799
Korg M3R 0599
Korg T3 mint £1599
Korg Wavestaton 0799
Korg Wavestn ND EPOA
CthethermMatrix1030C295
Roland D5 sth £399
Roland DS NEW E449
Roland D10 NEW £549
Roland D20 NEW £695
Roland JD803 EPOA
Roland JVB0 £1245
Roland JV30 £789
Roland JX1 £299

Atari 1040STE  Mon a
. Pro24 VIII C529mouse

C -LAB Creator C760

+ C -LAB Rotator 0850
 Steinberg Cubase C850
 Steinberg Cubeat C645
°design Sound ToolM950

EFFECTS
An la) Midi ED E295

AlesisOuadrverbkE275
Meths microverb3newE147
Alesis microcomp 098
Aless MIDIVerb3new£218

JBL 2500 near field monitors L115 each

Yamaha SY99 C1899
Yamaha SY77 new C1199
Yamaha SY55 C625

Yamaha SY22 £499
Yamaha TG77 C949
Yamaha TG33 £325
Yamaha CW10 £225

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS
Roland 5750 £POA
Cheetah SX16 E499
E -mu Emax11 E1399
Ensorth EPS16. E1399
S Quest R45 H/Disk C599

Aless 3630 .34
ART SGE II £245
ART MultiverbLT themC149
ART Multiv'b Alp new E339
Digitech Vocalist £699

8.8.5 Sone Maximizers
SPECIAL OFFER PRICES
411,322 .4224 /822A

Dignech DSPI6 £199
Dignech DSP256XLM304
Dstech IPS33B £599
Aphex type C new £195
Boss SE50 new C329

S1000/S1100 8 meg expansion card £349

Akai 5900 s/h...... C899
Akai 5950 EPOA
S950 750k card £116
Akai S1000 [PGA
Akai 51000KB £POA
Akai 51100 EPOA
Akai 51000 HD CP0A
S1000 2M cards sth £139
S10006 meg card 2349
E -mu PMeus/1 C595

E -mu Proteus/1XR EPOA
E -mu Proteuza EPOA
E -mu Proteus/2XR EPOA
E -mu Proteus MPS £999

Lexicon U(P1/5
Yamaha SPX900..
Yamaha SPX1030
Yamaha EMP100
Yamaha FX500
Yamaha R100 new
Yamaha GSP100
Yam GC2020E1
Zoom 9002
Zoom 9030

0345
C485
E799
£199
C249
C129

E59
C195
265

C430

PORTA STUDIOS
Tascam 4E8 8 trk EPOA
Tascam 688 EPOA

NEW Roland JV30 / JV80 in stock NOW!
Roland W30 NEW e1199
Roland W30 used C999
Roland U20 £849
Rhodes 760 £695
Roland 0110 C399

Roland U220 E449

Tascam 644 EPOS
Tascam Porta 2new £399
Tascam Porta 03 EPOA
Tascam 424 CP0A
Foster 280 £499
Fostex X18 £229

MOTHER KBDS Fostex X28 C335

Roland PC200 here Yamaha MT3X £399

Aka! MX76 mint C999
Yamaha MT100 II £316

Ake MX1000 EPOA Yamaha Winn £32s
Roland 080 E999
Yamaha KX88 C1075

15/10/24 TRACK
Soundcraft SPIRIT 16816

Yamaha SPX900 multi -effects only £499

Cheetah Master 5V £299
Cheetah Master 550 2349

Low POA

Cheetah Master 770 £729
AA&kaMieAMhDAM n'm£88192

PIANO KBD/MODS Foot R8 Sack1282 £1879

Rhodes MK60 new C649
Fog P -U..1648 £2231

Rhodes MK80 01175 TSR8 Seck1882 £2816

Yamaha PF85 E749 TSR8 P Line 16/4/812936

Emu Proformance/t £295 Studomaster. Desks

Emu Protormance/I+C349
Mixdown 16/4/8 C1175
kaxdown 16/8/16 £1526

DRUM MACHINES Prohne 16/8/16 £1489

Yamaha Ryan cam Prthee teailil £1115

Mess SR16 C245 FoslexP8 £1099

SONY DTC750 OAT player only £447

Ale. D4 099
Cheetah MD16 C199

Tascam TSR8 EPOA

Cheetah MD1619P EPOA
Tascam MS1124 £4695

Boss new C099
Foshis B16 02056

Boss DR550
£149 Eisen( E16 GoldSea62999

Roland R8M
,,,,,, Easley G16 C3450

Roland R5
£m Fostex GIES MCA

Roland SPD8 C349 Tascam MSR16S CP0A

Roland PAD80 Mkt 1244 OTHER MIXERS
SEQUENCERS

Akai AS010 £699
MMT8 NEW £280
Alms Datadisk C349
Roland MC50 E469

Tascam MM1 20/2 £559
Ales. 16/2/2 E587
Fames 2016 16/2 £POA
Fostex 454 £POA
Fostex 812 EPOA

Casio DA7 DAT Recorder NEW £379

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT =

£339 =ID

Groove GW2600 DJ mixer only £69

XRI 3W
Tascam Meszer
Sansu MDR]
Fostex MTC-1

E1136

E1056
£131

E99

D.J. PRODUCER

GN003S  AdO %al?
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

MINI MIMI IMM MEM
NAME & ADDRESS

SECK 1282/1882
8/rec1.6r dt k

consoles
Each channel has
a long -throw
(100mm) fader, 4
auxiliaries and
dual inputs both el
which can be used
at once, giving up
to 24/36 inputs.
3 band custom

profiled equalisation, sweepable 2S1 mid with EC also on four
authiary returns. Insert leeks on each channel and on the 8
subgroups. .48v phantom powering on XLRs, comprehensive soloing
including all sends 8 returns. multi -mode LED meters, built in talkback
m1c. up to six aux busses and several monitoring options. Ergonomic
design and rugged norse-cancelling steel / rswyeic 12:8:2
alloy construction gives excellent hum L inc VAT
isolation, and is uniquely light and portable £10 PaP
with a built-in carrying handle. This exclusive NEW BOXED
offer represents the last chance to acquire 18:8:2one of these pro -facility desks and at an £989 Ma VAT
outrageous reduction E1017.17
P.R.P. 1282 - E1 299 1882 - E1799 NEW BOXED

ALESIS MIDIVERB 3 NEW £218
Simultaneous Multi effects .rocessor

EVOLUTION EVS1 X; p7000Lr
--411.1.1111111101.-1 At last. a 16 bit

0 E, module has
br ken the price

barrier. If you're on a tight budget, there's no longer any need to put
up with the noisy, low bandwidth sounds which other budget modules
Me, The EVS-1 generates all its sounds with CD clarity (16 bit 44.1
Ithle. The EVS-1 is several different synths in one. A sample -player.
a thl analog synth (subtractive). and venous additive synthesizers.
(Phase Modulation like the VZ-1. Ring Mod like the D-50, FM and WM
- All types of synthesis can be used simultaneously) A single EVS-1
can replace a whole rack lull of different modules anything from lush
analog strings,w-power basslines, exotic digital timbres etc_
Features includera 8 pad multi-timbrality  never less than 16 notes
poly  power -drum kit including Latin sounds as well as conventional
kits  FREE editor/librarian software which nes as a desk -accessory
on Atari ST computers. allowing quick and easy tweaking of sounds
as you write the muslc. 19' rackmount. EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Unrepeatable opportunity to purchase very
expensive sound quality with the multi. Cal 00 Inc VAT
channel spec for sequencing at a ridiculous 5wr ADZ P&P

price. Strictly limited quantity. R.R.P. 1299 NEW BOXED

YAMAHA SY22 vector synthesizer £599eas to roram sounds rest, FX drums

JL COOPER PPS-1 on00iser SMPTE/MI01
nchr

,  ALL SMPTE FORMATS 
, MIDI TIME CODE AND

SP POINTERS
PROGRAM CUES AND

PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO CHANGES  UNIQUE RECORDER
PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL. Although this unit lists at over £500 it is

probably the most comprehensive and up to
date unit at any less than £2000. At our SCOOP PRICE

price it costs less than the most base FSK INC VAT

devices. making it cheap enough even for 4 £149 BOXED
track A.R.P. E525

ROLAND U20 RSPCM keyboard £6430 note .ol , .real ctrl ke bd, FX drums

EMUWITH
TT3u2ECLHEAGNENNEDLASRTYEER.E uOLSAATM:ALsEg

NO

EMAX II 32 a, dm

EXCLUSIV channels  16
MEGADEA note poly In

stereo  16 -bit

convei
unique

'd lgil al
filering. (E111

sound quality)  0 stereo pairs of
separate outputs  3 stereo effects -loops  SCSI and

R5422 interfaces as Standard, giving access to our vast 011 libn dm
available in store on floppy. SyOuest and CD-ROM and at a
remarkable 0199 per disk from our 24 hr mail-order copying service
The RS -422 allows instant sample dump into Alchemy. or Sound
Designer.  3 distinct types of synthesis: subtractive, additive and
transform multiplication. Any one of these gives more sonic -potential
than most top -of -the -range synths. For all those Emax owners, the
Emaxll will convert all your old disks! EXCLUSIVE OFFER
This offer represents a unique INC VAT
opponunity to get the legendary E -mu £1585 NEW
sounds eta fraction 0 IM normal pnce BOXED
Hurry, these will sell out very quickly
NEW ti MEG, 100MB Hard -disk version for only 02699

ROLAND JX1 performance synth
Quick and eas to use - 24 bit sounds £299
STUDIO RESEARCH 5p rsly2sCTHE m50 W

Studio Research 12:2PX
MixerAmp 500w, 12 XLR/Line
inputs, 3 -band EC and 2 aux per
channel. Fan cooled. 2 X Studs
Research (UK -made Fare
drivers)
15 inch

2 CH
£825 INCVAT

£18
cabs in NEW BOXED
bass.

enclosure Unbelievable price
reflex £8948 \IAT

£1817.17
NEW BOXED

CASIO DA7 portable 16 BIT DAT

recorder - best sellin. model! NEW £349
R

KAWAI
K4R16 SIT LDEIGWITTAHL .S YsNETP HA ERSAITZEE

OUTS

16 bn CD digital  8
separate outs  256arnpled
waveforms

resonant filters  4 waves per sound.  16 INC

note poly, 8 part multi.timbral plus drums. £299 VAT
Easy editting via data entry slider. Card slot. £9 PkP

20 rack. R.R.P. £599 NEW BOXED

 Interest free credit (typical APR 0%) is available on selected 1.1119,

(interest bearing credit is available on all items) both subject to
status. Soho Soundhouse is a licensed Credit Broker under the
Consumer Credit Act 1974. Written details available on request.

Der long established mail order department documents your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
postal orders, Access or Visa orders, Bankers draft, Building Society cheques, Cash in rag Envl to SOHO GOODS REQUIRED
SOUNDHOUSE / TURNKEY 114 116 CHARING CROSS ROAD LONDON WC2H ODT. (10 day clearance CREDIT CARD NO.I /

or personal cheques). All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch. Telephone Orders Welcome.

TOTAL £



"What 1/f modulation
does is introduce non -

periodic fluctuations of

pitch which can

certainly add to the

character of a sound."

- sliders edit whatever parameters are in the currently -

selected window. Any edits you make in any of the

four modes can be Written to a Patch or
Performance, as relevant.

The four buttons located above the Assign buttons

govern chorus on/off, reverb on/off, transpose
on/off and Rhythm Set edit select. The first three are

all global settings, so if you turn off the JV80's
internal reverb processing, it will stay off, regardless

of what Patch or Performance you select, until you

turn it on again using the same button. Transpose

affects keyboard performance in the same way,
though the transpose amount (over a range of ±36 in

semitone steps) is set on the System Tune page.

The front -panel centrepiece is the 2 x 40 -character

backlit LCD and the eight buttons beneath it. When

the JV80 is in Patch mode, buttons 1-4 act as on/off

switches for the four Tones which make up a Patch,

while buttons 5-8 allow you to select Tone(s) for
editing. In multitimbral Performance mode, the

buttons act as Part Switches,

with one for each of the eight
Parts; the actual functions of
the buttons differ depending
on context.

When you're in Performance

Play mode, the buttons
function as MIDI receive
on/off, MIDI transmit on/off or

MIDI transmit and receive
on/off switches, depending on

which one of the eight Assign

buttons is selected. In

Performance Edit mode, the
functions of the Part Switches are dependent on
which Function button (Common, Effect, Transmit

Zone, Internal Zone and Part) and in some cases
which LCD page is selected. For instance, with
Common selected, the Switches turn MIDI data
reception on and off per Part, while with Effect
selected they function as Part -specific on/off
switches for the chorus effect when you're on the

Perform Chorus page and for the reverb effect when

you're on the Perform Reverb page. With Internal

Zone selected, they turn the Local parameter (which

governs whether or not the JV80's keyboard is routed

to its internal sounds) on/off per Part.

The next grouping of buttons contains Performance

Play and Edit and Patch Play and Edit mode select

buttons, together with LCD page select and cursor

buttons, Inc/Dec buttons and Enter and Exit buttons.

To the right of these, the two lower rows of buttons

govern Patch and Performance selection while the

upper row governs selection of the various function

areas in the System, Patch Edit and Performance Edit

modes. While the Access buttons allow you to edit
selected parameters in the Patch and Performance

Play modes, the Function buttons give you access to

all the relevant parameters (such as all the TVF
parameters rather than just filter cutoff point and
resonance).

On the synth's rear panel are a stereo headphones

socket, L(Mono)/R stereo outs, MIDI In, Out and Thru

sockets, a sustain pedal input, two programmable

footpedal inputs, a PCM sample card slot and a Data

card slot, plus of course the power on/off switch and

AC power cord input.

SOUND & STRUCTURE
THE 129 ROM Waveforms with which the JV80 comes

fitted provide a familiar general-purpose Roland
spread of instrument sounds, attack samples and

waveforms, with a generous selection of drum and

percussion sounds providing the single most
prominent category - and the sort of modernist
collection of sounds we've come to expect from
Roland. Keyboard sounds include acoustic piano, two

Rhodes pianos, electric piano and jazz and pipe
organs. Basses provide synth, pick, electric, fretless,

upright and slapped varieties, while guitars include

nylon, six -string, mute and harmonics. Strings, vocals

and bell -like pad sounds are also represented, as is

the odd trumpet, sax and horn. Digital chimes, steel

drums, metal wind, white noise and various
waveforms such as sawtooth, pulse and sine round
off the picture. You can expect the usual combination

of clarity, sharpness, and in some cases thinness
from the sounds.

If this mixture offers no particular surprises, there

is a way of "playing around" with the sounds to
create a much wider range of timbres. The trendy

practice in synth design currently seems to entail

adding waveform modification functions to the
oscillator stage. Roland perhaps started this off
with Differential Loop Modulation on the D70, then
Korg came along with Waveshaping on the 01/W,

and now Roland have implemented a new/old
feature on the JV80: Frequency Cross -Modulation, or

FXM to give it its snappy title. This can be set for
each Tone in a Patch, and has just two parameters:

on/off switch and depth (1-16). The manual tells
you virtually nothing about what the JV80 is getting
up to here - you won't, for instance, discover what

the modulating waveform is. According to Roland
UK, it's a sine wave, nothing more, nothing less.

The general effect seems to be to make things

64
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THE OX'S ARE HERE
SERVICE

GUARANTEE
We stock most
major brands

available to the
music industry. Our

shops offer service
second to none. Buy your

gear from us, if it goes faulty,
we will lend you one free of

charge while yours is being
repaired. (Warranty repairs only).

We have just bought a quantity of JX1's and U220's
creating a complete performance package. Add a
sequencer for one of the best budget setups on the
market.

U220
JX1

U220 + JX1
together

£505 NEW PRODUCTS LTATE-E,T
£315 DM80 Could be in stock by the time

you read this (but it might not be!)

ADAT Latest release date - July

ACOUSTECH PA These ox
speakers are PD loaded for that big
awesome sound. Made to order to
your own specifications.

JV80, JV30, R70
IN STOCV NOW!

£795
Package (U220,
JX1, Atari,
SM144, Cubeat)

(0274) 392805

& GK2 £800 Roland TR505 £100

PG10 £150 MKS70 £500

TR606 £60
Fi)r.oniq SQR £450

Yamaha DX7 II D £350
Sal+ £999

TX802 £350
SQ2 £1099

Boss DR110 £50
TG33 £425 'DR550 £120

SY22 £525 Casio CT670 £150

SY55 £650 Korg DDD5 £100

SY77 £1199 MTR PB80 patch bay £60

RX8 £150 Akai ME25S £50

(-Modes AR150 £500 XRI XR400 MIDI mate £140

MK80 £1399 Alesis data disk £275

660 £699 I MU Procussion £475

Boss RCE10 £160
Black Plastic Ox (scale 1:60) £1.50

EX -DEMO LIST (inc VAT)

Roland R20 £150

P330 £350

R8 -M £399

CS -10 £79

A50 £899

MV30 £999
CR80 £350
R8 £420

D5 £450

D20 £699

GR50

SECOND HAND

LIST (INC VAT)

22 - 23 London Road Tunbridge Wells TN1 1DA

GUITARS
ASK

Our adverts only show what we have in
stock at the time of going to press.

Call in and check if you don't believe us!

Access

VISA
9am-5.30pm
Mon - Sat

Credit Terms
Available On
Written Request!

Come and Hear your latest purchase
in the comfort of our Demo studio_.
then be surprised at the price!

Synths
Yamaha SY99

Yamaha SY22 A
Roland JV 30
Roland JV80
Roland JW50
Roland JX1A

New Yamaha Synths Coming Soon

Software
Cubase - Cubeat - Notator - Notator C -
Pack - Notator Alpha - Band in a Box -

Sequencer One - Steinberg Synth
Editors - Sample Libraries - K1 & K4

Patches - Most Instrument support
software - From as little as £19.99

Mike
Barden
Keyboards

Sampling
Akai S1100 A

Akai S1000
Akai S950

Akai SlOOOKB A
Full Library Available

Accessories and Expansion
Available from stock

Master Keyboards
Akai MX1000

Roland FP8 Piano
PM76 Piano Board for MX1000

IA = Special Deals *= Under £50 I

Mail Order Facilities available

Te1:0892 511501

Second Hand
Roland D50

Yamaha PF10

** can have MIDI fitted **
Siel Opera 6 analogue

Roland SH2000 *
Tiesco SKOP *

Casio FZ1
Roland TR77(Ha Ha!)

Roland CR1000 *
Roland D110

Expanders
Yamaha TG100
Yamaha TG500
Yamaha TG55

Roland SC55
Roland SB55 and Yamaha MDF2



"The JV80 has the

different sound

ranges well covered,

from powerful

speaker -flapping

basses to

`epic' pads."

sound more metallic in varying degrees, an effect

which works better with some sounds than others -

certainly a worthwhile inclusion, but not earth -
shatteringly exciting. A choice of modulating
waveforms could perhaps have made FXM more
versatile. As it is, the Waveshaping feature on
Korg's 01/W synth has more to offer. Still, FXM is

very accessible operationally, only requiring a couple

of slider movements to implement.

Another feature which is presented in a very
straightforward way is Analog Feel. Some of you may

recall that this was introduced on the D70 in an
attempt to emulate the tuning instability of analogue

oscillators in an extremely stable digital world. Yet it

only did it in a fixed way. The JV80 adds something

called 1/f modulation, although you still only set
one parameter (depth) which apparently includes

special types of modulation such as the murmur of

a little stream and the rustling sound of a gentle
breeze. Very poetic. What 1/f modulation does is
introduce subtle non -periodic fluctuations of pitch

(or much less subtle ones if you whack the depth
right up) which can certainly add to the character of

a sound. Indeed, an improvement on the D70's
implementation.

Pitch variations of another kind are to be found in

the Fine-tune section, which includes a useful
feature called Random Pitch which literally randomly

shifts the pitch of a Tone within a selected pitch
range in response to each received note on. The
smallest range is 1/20th semitone, the biggest is
an octave.

LFO parameters allow you to set waveform
(triangle/sine/sawtooth/square wave and random 1

and 2), phase synchronisation
(with the note on) on/off, rate
and offset, delay time, fade mode

and fade time, together with
modulation depth settings for
LF01 and LF02 for each
envelope.

The Filter section implements
low-pass and high-pass types (but

not band-pass), and of course
Roland's excellent resonance;
there's also a Resonance Mode

parameter which allows you to
select either hard or soft
response. Other filter parameters

include TVF Envelope Depth, TVF

Envelope Velocity, TVF LF01 and

LF02 Depth and Cutoff Frequency Key Follow, plus, of

course, TVF envelope parameters. Dynamic
modulation of filter cutoff and envelope settings is

provided; Roland want you to take full advantage of
that extra dynamic range.

Drum and percussion samples and keyboard
"drumkits" have seemingly become an essential
part of the modern synth, and the JV80 happily
obliges with its Rhythm Sets. These are made far

more than simple "sample playback" kits by the fact

that each sound assigned to the keyboard can be

routed through its own synthesis settings (although

FXM and the LFOs are, frustratingly, not included).

By taking advantage of the TVF you can create
completely new sounds out of existing ones. What's

more, any of the JV80's Waveforms can be included

in a Rhythm Set. Each sound in a kit can have its
own dry, chorus and reverb send level settings,
while, if you have some sounds that you want to use

to cut short others, the Mute Group parameter
provides you with 31 groups. Something I would like

to see is Roland providing more programmable
Rhythm Sets - perhaps a bank of 16, something like

that. Particularly when there's so much scope for
individual sound creation within the Rhythm Sets, it

seems a shame to restrict people.

In contrast to just about every other
manufacturer, Roland seem to deliberately keep
their effects processing stripped to the basic
requirements and this can actually work quite well,
especially in a Performance. The JV80 provides
eight reverb types: Rooms 1 and 2, Stage 1 and 2,

Hall 1 and 2, Delay and Pan -Delay together with
level, time and feedback settings. For the Chorus
effect there are three types of chorus, providing
successively stronger effects; other parameters are

chorus level, rate, depth and feedback, together
with a parameter which lets you determine where

the chorussed signal will be routed to.

VERDICT
THE JV80 IS a synth which brings a lot of good
things together in a very satisfying way. I found it to
be a friendly, accessible instrument; I could find my
way around it sans manual without any great
difficulty. The implementation of Performance mode

is impressively well thought out and versatile, and

in both Patch and Performance modes a lot of
parameters are made readily accessible thanks to

the buttons and Parameter sliders. What's more,

interesting live applications suggest themselves for

the sliders and Tone/Part switches. The Patches

and Performances which come with the synth are a
well -programmed bunch which show off an
impressive sonic versatility.

The JV80 has the different sound ranges well
covered, from powerful, speaker -flapping basses to

full, rich string ensembles to cutting electric pianos
to sparkling bell sounds to "epic" pad sounds.
There's even a rave -y blockbuster chord
Performance (Movie Stab). I also found that it was
a synth I enjoyed programming - not just because of

its accessibility, but because of what I was able to
get from it. As to sound quality, if vitality, presence,

clarity and brightness seem like appealing qualities

to you, you may well find the JV80 a fatally
attractive synth.

Prices JV80, £1245; EB-JV80 ROM expansion
board, £210; WC-JV80 Wave Cards, £53 each. All
prices include VAT.

More from Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close,
Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea, West
Glamorgan SA7 9FJ. Phone: (0792) 310247. Fax:
(0792) 310248.
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four minute warning
samples

W30/S330/S550/S50
S1000/S1100
$900/S950
S700/X7000/S10/S220
We have a large library of professionally recorded
high quality sampled sounds on disk for all Akai
and Roland samplers. Please phone or write for
further details and a full listing of available disks.
Avalon and Sound Designer disks also available.

S700 Seperate output adapter £25
USERS Box of 10 Maxell quick disks £23

SEE US ON STAND 1A AT

THE 1992 MIDI MUSIC SHOW -

APRIL 24/25/26,

NOVOTEL, LONDON.

RAM card wipe out!
Roland 256k RAM card £47
(for all D -series, U -series, R8, A50, JD800, comes
loaded with 64 D50/550patches)
Kawai KUr/m RAM card (+sounds) £39.95
Korg K1/r/m RAM card (100S/100C) £47
Yamaha DX7/DX5/RX11 RAM card £47

(comes with 128 DX patches)
Yamaha DX7m811 RAM card £49.35
(also works with TX802/DX11/DMP7/PF2000
RX5/RX7 comes with 256 DX7m1.11 patches)
Yamaha DX7 m81110248 MEGARAM £129.25
(as above, but with 1024 patch locations)

ST software
A range of high quality programs with an intuitive
and highly graphical user interface, by Mississippi
Software. All were designed with the sequencing
environment in mind, and run as desk accessories
over the top of your ST sequencer program.
FileMaster FD £176.25
Sample editor and soft synthesis for Akai
S1000/S900/S950, Roland W30/S330/S550
and MMA Standard samplers.
Filemaster 3 OD £65.80
Sample editor and librarian for all quick disk
samplers: Akai 5612, 5700, X7000 and Roland
S10 and S220.

Unison 3 £58.75
Desk accessory editor librarian
for Roland U20, U220 &U110
XE8 Organiser £39.95
Desk acc. editor librarian for
Akai XE8 drum module

All ST programs require mono monitor and
one megabyte memory.

U220
XE8

memory expansions
51000/S1100 8 Meg. board £298.45
S1000 2 Megabyte expansion board £129.25
S1000 SCSI Interface card £86.95
S950 V. Meg.board (fit 2 for 2'/. Meg) £86.95
Casio FZ1 1 Megabyte board £164.50
Ensoniq EPS 4 times expansion £164.50
Ensoniq EPS16-. 1 Meg expansion £129.25
EPS/EPS16.-SCSI interface board £86.95
EPS16 flashbank memory £211.50
Akai MPC60 Megabyte board £86.95
Yamaha TX 16W 1.5 Meg (fit 3 for 6 Meg) £129.25
Ensoniq VFX 75,000 notes seq. exp. £98.70
Ensoniq SQ1/SQ2 58,000 note seq £98.70
Ensoniq ESC/1/ M 20k seq exp £65.80
Akai ASK90 drum trigger for S900 £94

All prices INCLUDE VAT @ 17.5% E & OE. Visitors by appointment only please.
For further details on all these products, please telephone or write to:

Four Minute Warning
Dept. M5, 298 Horbury Road, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF2 8QX

Tel: 0924 386527

uric
Tichnolo

THE WORLD'S PREMIER HI -TECH MUSIC MAGAZINE

REQUIRES
An additional member of the editorial staff.
Applicants should have a knowledge of and
interest in hi -tech music/studio equipment
and techniques, and should be capable of
producing interesting and informative
reviews, interviews and technical features.
An appreciation of the various musical styles
related to music technology is also
important.

The successful candidate must be prepared
to relocate to the Cambridge area and should
preferably have a valid driving licence.

Applications, enclosing CV, should be
made in writing to: The Editor, Music
Technology, Alexander House, Ely,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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 HI -TECH SPECIALS 4
Boss DR550 rhythm £129

Emu MPS keyB £989

Ensoniq EPS 16+ R £1599

Korg S3 workstation £489

Mackie desks in stock

Roland U20 key B £679

Roland U220 Mod £479

Roland D5 Key B £439

Yamaha 0X21 seq s/h £119

Yamaha EMT1 £179 £99

Yamaha DX7 s/h £449

Yamaha DX100 s/h £119
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good times of rave, The Prodigy have established themselves

as masters of this hard -edged, electronic dance music.

Interview by Tim Goodyer.

LOVE IT OR HATE IT, RAVES, RAVERS AND
raving are now a part of our musical culture. While the

illegal all-night parties which began the movement
have been tamed by armies of police with dogs, the
directive to dance lives on and is steadily becoming
more mainstream. But all is not well - while Top of the

Pops has accepted the genre as part of its family -friendly

>-
I -
u)a
E=
U
u)
w
Ea

interpretation of popular music, the associations with

drug culture are stong. The tabloid press in particular
continues to wage war on raves and their organisers as

a major corrupting influence on the nation's youth.
Yet, historically speaking, isn't this - in part, at least -

what rock 'n' roll is all about?

Musically speaking, rave music is an offspring of ),-
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NEW FROM ROLAND!
N30 - 16 part multi-timbral, nine drum

kits, 317 sounds. N80 - all the
sounds of the JD800 and D70, large

expandable memory, real time via
MIDI Control fader. In Stock - on demo
(free training from Roland if you buy a

Roland N809

ROLAND CM -64
Like a 0110 & U-110 in one model! The LA

sound section stores 128 instrument sounds, 30

rhythm sounds and 33 sound effects. The PCM

section stores 64 different sounds and another

64 sounds available using an optional PCM card.

The CM64 has built in digital reverb

RRP £699 - NOW ON01299!

(ROLAND LAPCI SOUND CARD 1.2291)

KILLER KURZWEIL!

The 62000 is a triumph, the sound

quality is excellent, the user interface is

unparalleled, the engineering is state of

the art, yet, the K2000 incorporates the

best of the past, right to filters that close

all the way down to zero.

DIGITECH HARMONISERS
The 'Vocalist - a voice processor that

really sounds like human voices, up to 5
harmonies, vocder mode, pitch

correction and much more - £699!
IPS33B instrument harmoniser - £549!

HM4 pre-set version - £349!
BHM4 bass pre-set version - £349!

CASIO DAT MACHINES

Casio DA7 only £349!

New Casio DAR100 £499!
TDK 60 DAT tapes £6.99

TDK 90 DAT tapes £7.99
TDK 120 DAT tapes £8.99
(Free mail order on 5 or more tapes)

OBERHIEM MIDI PERFORMANCE
The drummer - strummer -

cyclone - navigator - systemizer.

Innovative and unique

from £139!
Oberhiem Matrix 100D

now only £399!

CHEETAH MS6

A Multi-Timbral Synth Module that uses the

same chip as a famous American analogue

module fat sounds thin price £269!

MS6+ five octave master keyboard £499!

MD16RP drums Rigger inputs) £399!

MD16RP+ electronic drum kit £649!

ENSONIQ NEW 32 VOICE)

Workstation and Samplers

The new SDI with features that make the

Japanese competition sound weedy. Still some

very special deals on SDI+ & EPS 16+

SQR plus - £999E SD2 -1199112

(buy a SDI and we will supply hundreds of f's

worth of extra sounds free)

AULISIS
6111

11111

CNC. Yrs., MO. 1111111

a
13 62 Ei

000041
AKAI SAMPLERSCHEETAH MQ8 ALESIS QUADRAVERB +

Powerful MIDI sequencer with Still the favourite. The new plus They need no introduction we stock the

20,000 MIDI event capacity and

good real time editing. No other

version boasts sampling &
ring modulation £2996

S950, the S1000, the S1100, as well as
the new MP60 II MIDI sequencer & drum

sampler. Large free library supplied.
sequencer comes near to it MIDIVERB III £239! New MX1000 master keyboard in stock

£169! MICROVERB III £159! £PHONE

CHEETAN SX16
A 16 bit stereo sampler which

may load S1000, S900 samples for
instant access to a library of

thousands of sounds.
We will give you 50 free 3.5' disks &

some library to copy £579!

SOFTWARE FOR ATARI/MAC/1BM
Notator 3.1...._......£359 MOTU Composer £299
Creator 3.1 £229 Opoode Vision £349

Unitor L249 D R T. I( C.S £299

Notator/Unitor ......1599 D R T IBM intro packL199

Notator/Creator £469 Cake Walk 15M .......1115

Cubase 3.0 ..... .L359 Cake Walk Pro ..... £189

Passport Trax ...........£69 Feeling Patter £175

Master Tracks Pro £199 Band in Box £69

MICROPHONES
Shure SM58 £92, Shure SM58

plus lead £99, Shure SM57 £87,
Shure SM57 plus lead £95
We stock AKG microphones
We stock Beyer mircophones

We always have a stock of secondhand

microphones.
Nady wireless mics from £199

IWO &do L__
x&ei basergi

ALESIS SR16 & D4 DRUM ROLAND U20
MACHINES Sample player with 64 internal

These two are simply the best. Loads tones, using latest RS-PCM Rom
of punchy sound and easy to use. The tech. Stunning pianos, guitars and

new D4 can take pads, also RA100 breathtaking choirs.
amp, MEQ 230EQ, data disc -

£ special! LPHONE
Splits, layers,

7 part multi - timbral £649!!

COMPUTER/SOFTWARE PACKAGES
Atari 1040, monitor, mouse, Creator..........I.899

Atan 1040, monitor, mouse, Notator.........£849

for Won with above packages add ...........£239
Atari 1040, monitor mouse, cubase 3.0.....£849

Atari 1040, monitor, mouse, Feeling Partner£659

Free with any of these packages:

K.A.T. remote control for the Atari

FOSTEX MULTITRACKERS

The R8, 280, X26, X18 area range of

recording machines for every pocket

- but they never lack quality.

Various 8 -track package available at

attractive prices.

ZOOM

ADVANCED EFFECTS PROCESSORS

Zoom 9030

Zoom 9030, plus 8050 foot control......... £599!
Zoom 9000, foot control, power sup ...... £249!

Zoom 9002 L269,

Zoom 9002, foot control, power sup ......1299!

Zoom 9010 rack ..........................£699!......

NEW LOGO! NEW SUPERSTORE!
In April B.E.M. are moving

(just across the road) to a new
superstore on three floors. We

would like to take this opportunity
to thank you for your support over
the last ten years - enabling us now
to make this major expansion. We
hope our new facilities will enable

us to serve you even better.

Roland TR505 s/h £119

Roland MT32 s/h £199

Roland PR100 seq s/h £120

Roland PM6 PAD/MIDI cony. s/h _1179

Roland TR808 s/h £299

Pro 24 s/h £69

D I 0/D20/MT32 editor s/h £69

Lexicon MRC cont s/h £149

Yamaha SPX90 s/h £249

Yamaha SY55 s/h £499

Yamaha RX15 drums s/h £119

Alesis XT dig. rvb s/h £99

Akai EX75N noise reducer £69

Pr Tannoy Devons s/h £299

Alesis MMT-8 s/h £169

Boss RE1000 multi Echo New £149

Atari Stacey (4 Meg Lop Top)

New £899

Roland S750 Sampler In stock

Lexicon Effects Processors In stock

Prosonus Sample CDs (orchestral

percussion, synth stacks, sampler's

sampler, keyboard, G piano, drum bass,

city tracks, solo cello and sections,

trumpet, cornet, flugel,

brass sections) £29 each

Polymoog s/h £499

Yamaha SY77 s/h £995

Ensoniq VFX s/h £599

Roland JXP3 s/h £299

Roland Jupiter 4 s/h £249

Korg DW8000 s/h £399

Roland JX-BP s/h £399

Sequential Pro -One s/h £249

Yamaha CX5 comp + kbd s/h £179

Yamaha DX27 s/h £249

Fostex A -series 8 track r/r s/h £699

Fostex E2 s/h £899

Drawmer LX -20 comp s/h £199

Akai SX612 sampler s/h

Casio VZ10 mod s/h £299

Symetrix S11A noise reduction £299

Korg EX800 s/h £149

Alesis RA100 power amp (demo) 1199

Roland SRA-2400 pwr amp s/h £349

H + H S500 -D pwr amp s/h £399

3rd Generation 200w pwr amp s/h£249

Neuman KM48 mic s/h £175

Electro Voice PL2 mic s/h £225

Q Logic MIDI Metronome £249

PHONE FOR OUR

COMPLETE SOFTWARE

CATALOGUE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

VAT AT 17.5%

395 COLDHARBOUR LANE BRIXTON LONDON SW9 8LQ

Tin  11171..711,C091
WE ARE OPEN 9.30 - 6.30, 6 DAYS A WEEK. CALL IN OR PHONE. MAIL ORDER/EXPORT



ff I found that instead

of the blacks and

whites and attitude of

the hip hop scene, the

rave scene had this

really happy vibe."

house. But where house has tempered its rhythmic
obsession by incorporating the temporarily -neglected

forms of melody and harmony, rave has pursued
rhythm to new extremes. Armed with the technology

which freed house from the rock 'n' roll line-up of
guitars and drums, rave musicians have made no
compromises where speed or subtlety are concerned.

The hard -edged sound of digital technology has availed

the musicians of the extremes of energy more usually

associated with speed metal; a night spent at a rave is

not for the old, tired or faint of heart.

For all its aggressive associations, however, rave
culture is essentially benign. Take the case of one of the

movement's currently successful groups, The Prodigy.

Of its four members (including an MC and two
dancers) just one - Liam Howlett - is concerned with

the music itself, having been driven away from hip hop

by its violence and negative energy. 

"I got into hip hop music and break dancing when I

was about 13", he explains. "I was into the whole
thing, graffiti and all that. I was in a hip hop group
called Cut to Kill who had a record deal with Tam Tam

but the whole scene got too violent. Come about 1988

white people were finding it very difficult to get
respect for what they were doing, so I decided that I'd

had enough of it.

"I was working in London and was close to the hip

hop scene but then I came back here and went to a
local club, the Braintree Barn - it's quite a well-known

place, Mr C, the DJ from the Shamen used to DJ
there. From there I started going out every week and
really got into the rave scene and house music. I found

that instead of the blacks and whites and attitude of
the hip hop scene, the rave scene had this really happy

vibe. It was so nice to go to a place where everyone
was trying to be friendly."

Howlett, an enthusiastic 20 -year old, is speaking
from the kitchen of his family home in Braintree.
Although it's not his own home at the moment, it does

house his studio - in what used to be

his bedroom. He's been playing the
piano since he was five ("My dad
made me go to classical piano lessons

- he reckons it's paid off now") and
has well-defined ideas about rave
music and his aspirations for it. He's

also quite definite in his views on
drugs.

"The trouble with England", he
asserts, "is that as soon as you've got
something that people enjoy,
somebody else wants to bring it
down. It's a big issue with Ecstasy
and clubs at the moment but if
people want to go out and take

Ecstasy or Acid and do whatever, it should be down to

them. That's my opinion. It is drug -related music
we're talking about, there's no doubt about it. The
reason the rave scene is so popular and so `buzzy' is the

Ecstasy and the Acid; that's all there is to it - it's no
good saying you don't need drugs to dance because
people like to go out and do something that's
`naughty'. It's because they're told not to do it, they'll
go out and do it.

"It's sad that in some places it's got out of control -

people believe that they have to do it to enjoy the
music which is rubbish. But drugs have always been
part of music. You can talk about any kind of music -

go to a rock concert and you'll find drugs there. It's
just a bit sad that people are bringing rave music down

because of drugs. There are loads of people out there

who don't take drugs and can still have a good time
and appreciate the music."

The government's control of raves amounts to
having brought them "overground" - where the early

events were secretive affairs where thousands of people

would be given phone numbers to call or would meet

at service stations on London's M25 orbital in order to

to find out where that night's party was being held,
they're now advertised in local papers along with folk

evenings and antiques fairs.

"You don't really get any illegal raves like you used

to in '89 and '88", confirms Howlett. "There's
nothing like the old M25 parties any more. You see,
the government have got control of that and they think

that it means they can take conrol of the drug thing as

well. Originally there were people who were into the
music and the excitement of going to an illegal party

where there are 10,000 people in a field. That's what it

was about to me. It's still good, but you know there
will never be anything like that again. So you've just

got to grin and bear it, and have a rave in a school
centre, you know?"

His interest in house music confirmed, Howlett
invested in a Roland W30 which gave him sequencing,

sampling and synthesis capabilities in a single keyboard.

With just this one instrument he put together a ten -
track demo tape which he hawked around the record

companies. One company - a hardcore dance subsidiary

of Beggars Banquet - were immediately interested.

"It was about October '89 when I started giving
record companies tapes", he recalls. "I gave XL a tape

with ten tracks on and they liked it straight away and
signed me up then. The first record was called 'What
Evil Lurks' and was released in January '91."

A steady string of EPs followed, accompanied by
relentless gigging around the country's raves, each
gaining The Prodigy greater recognition. Finally, with
a track featuring samples of the children's cartoon
charater Charly the cat, the inevitable happened and
The Prodigy were in the charts.

"I was quite surprised really", Howlett comments.
"It wasn't meant to be a novelty record, it was meant

to be an underground record because it was such a
mad idea. But people started buying it not because
they were into the rave scene but because they
remembered the TV series. We never wanted to be a
`pop' group as such because it is difficult to keep the

respect of your underground following if you've got a
record in the pop charts."

Invitations to appear in pop TV shows and
magazines followed. The Prodigy emphatically weren't

interested.

"We could have been in Smash Hits but we're not
about that. What the group's about is getting up on
stage and creating a buzz - giving the people what we

think they want. That's what it's all about."

So The Prodigy were turning down the sort of
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public exposure that costs other artists serious amounts

of money to buy. Charged with being either arrogant

or foolish, Howlett offers his explanation: "We've got

this far without any TV exposure - we've had two hits

in the charts and no other rave act has managed to get

a position two or three in the charts like us. I'm not
saying I'm really proud of chart positions though,
because I really believe in the music I'm writing and
I'm putting it where I want it to go, which is into the

underground scene. It's just that this past year we've

seen loads of good underground records get into the
charts, because the whole scene has got really big.

"Personally I hope it'll go back underground", he
comments. "At the moment it's at the height of its
publicity. If you look through so many magazines
you'll find articles about kids going out at the
weekends raving and doing Ecstasy. I think it's at a
point where we've got to decide whether it becomes
out-and-out pop music or whether it gets pushed back

underground. And I hope it goes back underground,
even if it means selling less records. There are kids out

there who are buying Prodigy records because they
think it's pop music. Well it isn't pop music; it's music

for our scene and it's music that we're into."

HOWLETT'S W30 TOOK THE PLACE OF THE
Technics turntables he'd been using in Cut to Kill and

saw The Prodigy through two EPs and countless
nights' raving.

"I used to run one W30 while the other loaded,
then swap over", he explains. "That's how we first did
it live - mixing and playing bits over the top of the
sequences. As far as the studio went, the second EP
was done using two W30s and sampling off turntables.

It was easy stuff because I didn't really understand too

much about studio technology. The only way I found

to learn was to go down to the studio where we mixed

the first two EPs and sit with the engineer and let him

tell me what he was doing."

As the formula proved itself successful, the W30s
were joined by more gear: "I bought a sound module -

a Roland U220 - and a Roland 909 drum machine.
That was how the third EP came about: I wrote a track

just to try out the sounds on the U220, it wasn't
meant to be a track, it was just meant to be a demo to
see how the U220 went. That turned out to be 'G
Force' and went on the b -side of the third EP. It's
actually one of the strongest tracks.

"Then I started buying old analogue synths. I
bought an SH101, a Juno 106 and an Alpha Juno 2,
which is quite a good synth. I'm a bit of a sucker for

keyboards because I like coming out with original
sounds. But I love buying old keyboards and I'll keep

buying them and buying them. I'll carry on buying
them as long as I can. Recently I got a JD800 but I
don't like it. I bought it because it was in the shop and

I had a play with it and thought it would be really
good, but I've had it about six months and I just can't

get into it. I prefer using the old 'real' analogue synths.

"I've had the Bassline about two months. It's quite

an old machine - I was quite into the acid stuff in '88

but the sound is really good and heavy so I bought
that and the Kenton MIDI box. I've written about two

songs with it so far for the album."

One notable omission from Howlett's current setup

is the ubiquitous Atari ST.

"One of the reasons I don't use an Atari is that if
something is hand -made, it comes out better. With the

W30 I can tap in exactly what I want - I never use copy

mode, never. I think with an Atari it's just too easy to

tap in a bassline, repeat it for 30 bars and so on.
Instead of having the same cymbals all the way through

I tap them in and change them as I go. And I think
that helps give me 'my' sound. I talked
to another local group, Shades of "I bought an SH101,
Rhythm, about it and they couldn't
believe it. I was going to buy an Atari

but there's no point.

"I like to keep sequences really, really

simple. Like I may take a really simple

bassline and build the track around that.

As soon as I've got a good hook I'll
build around that. The ideas can come
from anywhere - I was listening to a
Deep Purple record the other day and
there was a bit of drumming in there
that I really liked so I took that and built

the whole track around that because
there was so much excitement in it. It's
hard to say that I've got a formula because I may start

with just a piano riff and build it up around that. But if

you listen to a couple of my tracks I think you could

tell they were both written by me because they have

this similar construction."

But where the W30 has won against the technical
superiority of software sequencing, it's lost out to that

of an Akai S1100 sampler.

"Basically I'm using the W30 as a sequencer", he
says, "because I'm using an Akai sampler now and the

sampling on the W30 isn't as good. It's a different
sound to the Akai, it's closer and more raw whereas the

Akai is more pure.

"The W30 did have a lot to do with the sound of
The Prodigy to start with, because everybody else was
using an Akai. The W30 is kind of 'my sound'. Now

I've the Akai and I'm happy with that."

A recording studio of any sort would hardly be a
studio without a mixing desk. In Howlett's case this
turns out to be one of the Mackie 16 -channel desks
which, although very popular in America, has only
recently become available in Britain.

"It was actually the first one to come over", claims
Howlett. "It does the job well - I can get a good sound

up here. But this isn't really a studio, it's more a place

where I can get my ideas together and get a rough mix
up on the mixer. Then I can take all the equipment I
use down to CWS Studio down the road and mix it all

down. Hopefully in the next couple of months I will

have some kind of decent setup here - a proper
studio."

It would be fair to say that, while rave music majors

on rhythms and counter rhythms, a great knowledge of

music theory isn't an essential qualification for making

it. If this is the case, does Howlett consider his piano

training to be an asset?

"I like to think it matters quite a lot", comes the
confident reply. "It is easy to write the sort of music

a Juno 106 and an

Alpha Juno 2, which

is quite a good synth

- I'm a bit of a sucker

for keyboards."
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Akai S1100 Sampler

Alesis Quadraverb Multi-fx Unit

Mackie 16 -channel Mixer

Roland Alpha Juno 2 Polysynth

Roland SH101 Monosynth
Roland JD800 Polysynth

Roland Juno 106 Polysynth
Roland W30 (x 2)

Roland TB303 Bassline with Kenton
MIDI Interface

Roland TR909 Rhythm Composer
Roland U220 Sample Reader

Sony DTC 750ES DAT Recorder

Technics SL1200 Turntables (x 2)

- we're doing, but I like to think that I can put a little
bit extra into it because of what I've learnt over the last

ten years. I believe that I give it more musical input
than you'll find in a basic hardcore rave track. I'm
definitely into seeing the whole scene become a lot
more 'musical' - and I think it will, given a bit more
time.

"At the moment it's going through a bit of a strange

period, people are finding the maddest noises they can

and putting them on a record with a really kicking beat

underneath and there you have it, it's a hit. But if you

dig a bit deeper I think you can come up with stuff
that's much more musical and interesting."

UNLIKE CERTAIN OTHER CONTEMPORARY
musical forms, rave music doesn't rely heavily on the

use of samples taken from other musical sources. They

do have a part to play, however, and The Prodigy's
`Charly' used samples of Charly the cat lifted from a
road safety advert. Had it brought Howlett copyright
problems?

"At the time of the release there were people saying

`you can't do that, they'll sue you', but we turned it
around by saying it was a message to kids not to go off

with strangers. I think the guy whose voice it was
phoned Virgin and tried to get some money for it but

they said 'No way' and he said 'Fair enough, I like the

record anyway'. That was the guy who spoke the words

for the advert, and that was the end of it.

"I'm working on one tune with a Led Zeppelin
sample in that I don't know if we're going to get

clearance on. If we don't I'll just put it out as a white

label because it's a good tune."

The suggestion of substituting another sound or
sample for an uncleared sample is not well received.

"If you've got something that's working well, it
would be a mistake to re -do the sample yourself. If I

got to the stage where I couldn't get clearance so I had

to re -do it myself, I don't think I'd do it at all. I think

that if something works, you should just stick with it. If

you don't get clearance on a sample then I'd be
inclined to forget the whole thing.

"I'm digging deep for my samples. I've borrowed all

my manager's old rock records - Ted Nugent and Deep

Purple and people like that. A lot of live albums too.

I'm getting some really good samples out of records
that haven't been used before because they're too
obscure.

"I'm against taking someone else's hard work and
putting that into your songs, but to take a noise and
change it to suit your own music, I think is definitely
good."

Back in February, the video for their single
`Everybody in the Place' got itself an airing on Top of
the Pops as a result of the single's placing in the national

charts and The Prodigy's reluctance to play at being
pop stars. But the serious talk now is of a forthcoming
album.

"I want it to be so different", enthuses Howlett. "I

want it to be like a concept rave album. It's going to be

like going to a rave and hearing a DJ play a set
complete with all its highs and lows. Through the
whole album it's going to be one mix flowing from one

track into the next, taking my inspiration off the old

Pink Floyd albums. There's going to be a lot of
different styles of music in there: reggae, rock...

If you're still inclined to think that rave is a
momentary aberration within popular music, perhaps
just the result of a few kids having too good a time for

a few months of their lives, consider this: The Prodigy

are responsible for the opening cut of the album The
Art of Noise - The FON Mixes. Other artists who have

been invited to contribute to this series of remixed Art
of Noise classics include 808 State's Graham Massey,

Rhythmatic's Mark Gamble, LFO and Youth - and
members of the FON team.

If that's still not enough then consider the success of

The Prodigy's recent live outings visits to Germany,
and Italy and their current circuit of California, Florida

and Texas.

"There are so many different roads off the basic
house scene", Howlett observes, "you've got the
techno thing that's happening at the moment, you've
got the hardcore scene, you've got the reggae -
influenced songs that are happening. At the moment I

think the reggae thing is probably the strongest.
Certainly the relationship between old dub reggae and

the house scene is really strong. Most of the tracks that

are coming out at the moment have really heavy, heavy

basslines on. There's a really close relationship between

the two styles of music and I'd like to see it come
through.

"We're in the position now - or so XL tell me -

where we could probably change the whole way the
music's going."
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MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's readers' classified section is the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers,
samplers, computers, signal processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio
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If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece
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Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At the other end of the line, you'll be able to select a category in which to place your ad and let
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KEYBOARDS
ARP 2600, EMS Synthi P, Moog 15,

Oberheim 4 -voice, offers invited.

Bob, Tel: (0726) 67836/65404.

ARP 2600, grey face, duophonic

keybd, vgc, offers pis; other

analogue equipment. Stephen, Tel:

(0726) 66715.

CASIO AZ1, remote controller. Great

spec plus pose value. Boxed, £250.

Colin, Tel: (0353) 661425,

days/(08012) 4017, eves.

CASIO CZ101 MIDI synth, psu,

manuals, £100. Mark, Tel: (0772)

792280.

CASIO CZ101, exc cond, soft case,

manuals, £95 ono. Jonathan, Tel:

(0846) 677752, eves only.

CASIO CZ1000, £130; Roland

SH101, exc cond, £120; DR550

drum m/c, £100. Dan, Tel: Kent

(0634) 364507.

CASIO VZ1OM module, big digital

sound, Korg PolySix, big analogue

sound, £180 each. Tel: Merseyside

(0744) 35567.

CRUMAR PERFORMER string +

brass keybd, needs overhaul, any

offers considered. Tel: (0926)

842741.

E -MU EMULATOR II+ HD, 20Meg

hard disk (47 sound banks), x2

internal memory, f/case, manuals,

immac, £1600. Don, Tel: 031-441

3948, 6pm-11pm.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, exc cond, 2 ROM

cartridges, f/case, £475. Mike, Tel:

(0993) 845863.

ENSONIQ ESQ1 synth, £345. Tel:

(0656) 785153.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, RAM cartridge, 120

sounds, 8 -track MIDI sequencer,

boxed, manuals, £350. Tony, Tel:

Coventry (0203) 673051.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, mint, expanded

10,000 -note sequencer, EPROM

cartridge, hard case, £375; Dr T's

KCS Level II, Atari original, £75 or

interesting h/ware swap considered.

74

Tel: East Sussex (0424) 218711.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, expanded

sequencer, hard case, brilliant cond,

£415 or swap for Jupiter 6 + cash.

Dean, Tel: (0908) 561692.

ENSONIQ SQ1 workstation, brilliant

sequencer, 24 -bit fx, exc cond,

stand, £795. Matthew, Tel: (0446)

744165.

ENSONIQ VFX performance keybd,

exc cond, polyphonic aftertouch,

fitted w/v2.1 s/w, extra ROM

cartridge, boxed, manuals, never

gigged, £900 ono. Paddy, Tel:

Huddersfield (0484) 648275.

ENSONIQ VFX, home use only, as

new, £700; R5 drum m/c, £200. Tel:

031-660 6414.

ENSONIQ VFX, sound cartridge,

100s sounds on Atari diskette,

perfect cond, £860; Kawai R50

drum m/c, £90. Ricky, Tel: (0475)

30181, after 6pm.

ENSONIQ VFXIISD keybd

workstation, £1050 ono; Ensoniq

SQ1 keybd, £700 ono. Mr Andrews,

Tel: (0473) 87716, anytime.

EXCHANGE EVS1 expander module

+ editor, for MIDI'd Roland Juno 60,

will haggle. Pete, Tel: 081-367

1720.

GODWIN CD200 portable lightweight

organ, 2 internal 50W studio spks,

new 1989 £1350, exc cond, will

accept £500 ono. Mr Short, Tel: Gt

Yarmouth (0493) 604514.

KAWAI K1, hardly used, all manuals

+ leads, £325; Alesis SR16 drum

m/c, hardly used, boxed, manuals,

£185. Paul, Tel: (0353) 699704.

KAWAI K1 synth, exc cond, fitted

w/updated s/w, 2 sound cards,

boxed, manual, £350 ono. Paddy,

Tel: (0484) 648275, eves.

KAWAI K1 MKII, mains adaptor,

manual, £390. Alan, Tel: (0983)

528695.

KAWAI K1M, £220. Steve, Tel:

Stratford area (0789) 490423.

KAWAI K1R, w/RAM card, manuals,

boxed, £180 or swap for Cheetah

MS6. Wanted: Korg Ml. Gary, Tel:

Hull (0482) 643484.

KAWAI K4 synth, immac, boxed,

£390; Alesis MMT8 sequencer,

unwanted, still in box, £150; Alesis

SR16 drum m/c, immac, boxed,

£150. Consider swaps for Atari

1040, monitor + Cubase s/w. Craig,

Tel: Humberside (0472) 79264.

KORG 01/W workstation, £1200.

Tel: Coventry (0203) 601024.

KORG 01/W FD, latest Al2 synth,

32 -note poly, 48,000 -note

sequencer, 3.5" drive, £1400. Tel:

091-217 0495.

KORG 707, immac, £350; Korg

Poly800, immac, hard case, £250;

Korg SQD1, 15 disks, £260; Casio

CZ101, RAM, £135. All includes free

delivery. Simon, Tel: 021-471 3291.

KORG DS8, 8 -voice multitimbral,

split, layers, on -board fx, big fat

sound, £340. Tel: 081-440 6006.

KORG DW6000 MIDI keybd, home

use only, £200. Tel: (0273) 726219.

KORG Ml, 6 mnths old, boxed,
manuals + Yamaha RX8 drum m/c,

boxed, manuals, £850 the pair.

Mark, Tel: (0279) 435696.

KORG Ml, immac, f/cased, £800.

Paul, Tel: 051-726 0554.

KORG Ml, 3 ROM cards, 1 RAM

card; Korg DF1 MIDI datafiler, disks;

Alesis HR16B; Marshall Jubilee

keybd combo amp; 2 -tier X -stand,

home use only, sensible offers. Tel:

(0388) 663348.

KORG Ml, exc cond, home use only,

never gigged, new custom full

f/case, boxed, manuals, £825 or

p/x for EPS16+ w/£400 cash.

Anthony, Tel: Bradford (0274)

615824.

KORG M3R rack unit, M1 sounds in

a box, as new, £400. Tel: 021-358

7612.

KORG POLY800, manual, good cond,

£160. Tel: (0843) 32357.

KORG T3 workstation, as new,

£1300. Richard, Tel: 071-582 5219.

KORG T3, exc cond, over 2000

sounds on disk inc International

Gold Series, boxed, manuals, £1275

ono or would swap for Roland S550

sampler or Korg Wavestation. Steve,

Tel: (0429) 222517.

KURZWEIL K1000PX module, brand

new, boxed, manuals, immac, £700

ono. Gordon, Tel: (0638) 720090.

LOGAN STRING MELODY, vgc,

carrying case, volume pedal, cover,

£85. Phil, Tel: (0246) 270583.

MOOG ROGUE, w/Vesta MDI1 MIDI -

to -CV unit, classic twin VCO analogue

sounds for your MIDI

keybd/sequencer, S trigger + CV

gate cables, immac, £185 ovno. Ian,

Tel: (0308) 25819.

MOOG ROGUE, manual, service

notes, perfect, boxed, £125. Tel:

(0843) 32357.

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2, exc cond,

boxed, manual, £295 ono. Jonathan,

Tel: (0846) 677752, eves only.

ROLAND CM32L sound module,

£125 ono or will swap for MC202 +
MIDI sync. Malcolm, Tel: (0733)

53864.

ROLAND D5, as new, home use only,

boxed, £310 ono. Chris, Tel: (0621)

891267.

ROLAND D10, £450; Boss DR550,

£120; Yamaha QX5, £150. All

perfect cond. Mark, Tel: (0747)

54406.

ROLAND D10, hardly used, boxed,

manuals, 14 mnths old, never

gigged, £375; Yamaha DX7S,

manual, ROM cartridge jammed

w/edited sounds, home use only,

bargain at £375. Darren, Tel: (0268)

726507.

ROLAND D10, 2 sound cards, exc

cond, boxed, manual, £400.

Anthony, Tel: (0707) 328105.

ROLAND D10, boxed, manuals, as

new cond, £495. James, Tel: (0494)

727634.

ROLAND D110 linear arithmetic
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synth, 8 -part multitimbral, £275.

Calum, Tel: (0324) 612990.

ROLAND D110, 8 -part multitimbral

rackmount LA synth, w/Roland

PC200 keybd controller, both boxed

+ as new, £425 the pair, or will split.

Simon, Tel: (0904) 470995, 24 hrs.

ROLAND D20 workstation, 2 ROM

cards, £600. Mark, Tel: 051-355

2148.

ROLAND D20, boxed, manuals,

£650. Chris, Tel: 081-855 7180.

ROLAND D50, card, home use only,

as new, £550. John, Tel: (0656)

842645, eves.

ROLAND D50 keybd, 5 sound cards,

X -stand, boxed, manuals, home use

only, exc cond, £550 ono. Andy, Tel:

Luton (0582) 487003.

ROLAND D50, full f/case, 5 Roland

ROMs, boxed, manuals, spotless,

mint, £650. Don, Tel: 031-441

3948, 6pm-11pm.

ROLAND D50, vgc, extra sounds on

card, editor. Steve, Tel: Stratford

(0789) 490423.

ROLAND D70 Super LA megasynth,

full f/case, boxed, manuals,

guaranteed, mint, £1100, car forces

reluctant sale. Don, Tel: 031-441

3948, between 6pm-11pm.

ROLAND GR50/GK2 guitar synth,

£ 625; Roland U220, £400; Alesis

HR16 drum m/c, £160. Tel: (0248)

713763.

ROLAND GR50/GK2, absolutely

mint, £525; Yamaha MDF1, 40

disks, £135. Ron, Tel: (0206)

576664.

ROLAND JUNO 106, the classic

analogue polysynth, £320 or swap

for Roland TR909 drum m/c. Jay,

Tel: (0532) 434585.

ROLAND JUNO 106, f/case, £300

ono; Ensoniq Mirage sampling

keybd, MASOS disks, formatting

disk, library, soft case, £400 ono;

Yamaha CS5 monosynth, double
oscillator, £60 ono. All exc cond.

Michael, Tel: Brighton (0273)

205048.
ROLAND JX3P synth, PG200

programmer, manual, £250;

Midiman universal synth editor, Atari,

boxed, manuals, receipt, £60. Tel:

081-675 8696/071-223 7673.
ROLAND JX3P, w/programmer, vgc,

£ 270 or exchange for Boss SE50 or

Akai S700. Andy, Tel: 061-998

0271.

ROLAND JX8P MIDI/velocity-sens

keyboard, £300; Yamaha DX7S, mint

cond complete with cartridge, £450,

available with mint flight case if

required. Tel: (0977) 649100, before

7pm.

ROLAND JX10 polysynth, 76 keys,

exc cond, £599; full aluminium

f/case for JX10, £50. Dave, Tel:

(0274) 616107.

ROLAND/KORG SOUND CARDS:

Roland D10/20/110 LA synth Voice

Crystal 3 (128 -voice RAM), inc

voices, Roland R8 Sound Effects,

Roland U110/220 Electric Guitar +

Electric Clavinet, MKS70 Acoustic 1,

Synth 1 + Sound Effects, Korg

Wavestation RAM card. Jerry, Tel:

(0442) 234747.

ROLAND KR88 MIDI electronic

piano, w/strings, choir, acoustic +

electronic piano sounds, combine 2

sounds to create a new texture,

£ 500 ono. Tel: (0222) 464192.

ROLAND MKS70, 2 ROMs, 1 RAM,

£530; PG programmer for MKS70,

£ 60; Roland TR505, £100. Tel:

(0836) 317900, days/(0672)

870473, eves.

ROLAND MT32, multitimbral synth

module, w/drums, psu, manual,

Atari editor, £220 ono; Roland

SH101 monosynth, psu, £100 ono.

Both home use only. Roth, Tel:

(0224) 314274.

ROLAND MT32, £190 ono. Kevin,

Tel: 081-942 1140.

ROLAND MT32 sound module,

manuals, £200 ono. Paul, Tel:

(0483) 505314.
ROLAND MT100 multitimbral sound

module + sequencer, boxed,

manuals, application books + disks,

£350. Paul, Tel: (0536) 761014.

ROLAND MT100 multitimbral sound

module + sequencer, £380. Jason,

Tel: 061-788 0883.

ROLAND P330 piano module,

probably the best digital piano sound

around, exc cond, semi -collectable,

manual, £360 ono. Paul, Tel:

Birmingham 021-551 8998,

anytime.

ROLAND RA90 realtime arranger, 4

mnths old, £640 ono. Tel: Reading

(0734) 882079.
ROLAND RA90 realtime arranger,

128 E70 sounds, 56 music styles,

£ 600; Roland MSL15 Super Card

(15 cards), 60 additional music

styles, £150. Tel: (0932) 843068.

ROLAND RD2505 piano, £650;

Roland U110, £275; Roland U220,

£375. Richard, Tel: (0243) 586072.

ROLAND RD300S piano, 88

weighted keys, MIDI, f/case, £800

ono; ART Multiverb LT fx, £130 ono;

Boss NA12 monitors, pair, £60 ono.

All manuals, box. Keith, Tel: 061-747

5372.
ROLAND SH101, exc cond, f/case,

£120. Tel: 091-263 5135.

ROLAND U20 RS.PCM multitimbral

keybd, as new, boxed, £600. Tel:

Brighton (0273) 410909.

ROLAND U20, exc cond, 6 mnths

old, hardly used, incs all manuals,

bargain at £650 ono. John, Tel:

(0634) 243013.

ROLAND U20, exc cond, Ethnic +

Latin sound cards (each worth £40),

EMC Einstein editing s/w (worth

£55), bargain at £680. Tel: 081-670

3061.

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET V, f/case,

manual, footswitch, v3.3, £500 ono.

Chris, Tel: Brighton (0273) 541087.

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS, vgc,

ultimate analogue synth, 4 osc per

voice, boxed, manuals. A Prentice,

Tel: 031-440 1797, 8.30am-

4.30pm.

SWAP MY MOOG ROGUE for any

MIDI analogue acid bass synth, to

use w/my QX21 sequencer. Danny,

Tel: Sheffield (0742) 648432.

SWAP MY TX802, manuals, 4000

sounds, editor for either Rhodes

Chroma w/MIDI or Ensoniq SQR.

Write: Barry Dillon, Thomond Rd,

Lisdoonvarna, Co Clare, Ireland.

TECHNICS KN600, exc cond, £460

ono. Tel: Reading (0734) 882079.

TECHNICS PX6, as new, home use

only, 6 sounds, MIDI compatible,

c/w stand, cover + instruction

manual, £500. Jamie, Tel: (0785)

850050.

YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP300

electric piano, exc cond, £800 ono;

Roland MT32, Roland PR100

sequencer, 2 floppy disks, leads, exc

cond, home use only, £250. Willing

to deliver, as long as reasonable

distance away. Mr Brazier, Tel:

(0705) 520429.

YAMAHA DSR2000, good cond,

manuals, hardly used, £160.

Richard, Tel: (0438) 716388.

YAMAHA DX7, exc cond, inc literally

1000s of extra sounds on Atari self -

load s/w + Martin Russ easy editing
Atari s/w, £375. Dominic, Tel: 081-

670 3061.
YAMAHA DX7, mint, 2 RAMs, 9

ROMs, Atari editor, disk sounds,

f/case, £450 ono. Tel: Burton -on -

Trent (0283) 216435, eves.
YAMAHA DX11, exc cond,

multitimbral, over 1000 extra

sounds, boxed, £350; Casio

CZ5000, £200; Yamaha QX5FD

sequencer, built-in 3.5" disk drive,

sync -to -tape, boxed, disks, £350.

Dave, Tel: 021-353 4732.

YAMAHA DX21, good cond, £150.

Kevin, Tel: (0270) 872558.

YAMAHA DX21, £160; Peavey

KB15s, £50 each; volume pedal,

£20; Hohner electric, £110; Ross

Fane 50W amp, £50; home-made

bass guitar, £35. Jamie, Tel: (0327)

860526.

YAMAHA DX100, classic shoulder

synth, great FM, bass + piano

sounds, exc cond, cassette, books,

£ 75. Henry, Tel: Brighton (0273)

726768.

YAMAHA KX5 remote keybd, f/case,

£ 250 ono. Tony, Tel: Coventry

(0203) 673051.

YAMAHA PF15 + Korg DP80

electronic pianos, stands + pedals,

exc cond, £275 + £160. Tel:

Leicester 375312.

YAMAHA PSS790, new, manual,

box, RX17 drum box, manual, £200,

won't split. Brian, Tel: (0865)

776466.

YAMAHA SY22, card, as new,

perfect cond, still under guarantee,

£460. Adrian, Tel: 021-458 6934,

after 6pm.

YAMAHA SY22, £425 ono; Alesis

SR16, £225 ono; Akai S950, full

memory expansion, f/case, disks,

leads etc, £1000 ovno; Boss SE50

fx, £245 ono; Audio Technica

headset mic, £70. All boxed, as new,

6 mnths old. The lot: £1950. Will

split, possibly deliver. Steve, Tel:

(0453) 842854, after 6pm.

YAMAHA SY77, £1200. Alan, Tel:

North East (0325) 351433.

YAMAHA TG33, as new, £400.

David, Tel: (0296) 631405.

SAMPLING
AKAI S612 sampler, disk drive, 30

disks, vgc, £275 ono. Russell, Tel:

081-500 5287, eves only.

AKAI S700, £350; Korg EX800

expander, £100; Yamaha DX21,

£190; Yamaha TQ5 workstation,

£ 140; Roland TR626, £60; Korg

SQD1 sequencer, £100; Jen SX1000

synth, £50. Tel: 021-384 5264.

AKAI S900 sampler, £750; Roland
D110, £275; Roland DEP5, £295;

Yamaha TX81Z, £195; Casio VZ8M,

£150; ultimate support stand, £75.

All as new. Jerry, Tel: (0234)

870129.
AKAI S900/950, Valley Studios

drums + basses disk collection, 34

disks. Jerry, Tel: (0442) 234747.

AKAI S950, 2.5Meg expansion,

f/case, £1000 ovno; Yamaha SY22

keybd, £425 ono; Alesis SR16 drum

m/c, £225 ono; Boss SE50 fx

processor, £245 ono. All less than 6

mnths old, mint, boxed, manuals,

stands, leads. The lot: £1900,

reluctant sale. Steve, Tel: (0453)

842854, after 6pm.

AKAI S1000, 8Meg, PLI removable

hard disk drive, as new, library,
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£1950 ono. Alan, Tel: (0246)

204291.

AKAI S1000 keybd (2Meg), for sale

or swap for S1000 rack unit. Loz,

Tel: (0359) 31800.

AKAI X7000, w/memory expansion,

separate outs, 30 disks, £375;

Yamaha R100 digital reverb echo,

£70. John, Tel: Brighton (0273)

605182.

AKAI X7000, memory expansion,

loads of disks, £450 ono. Paul, Tel:

(0483) 505314.

CASIO FZ1OM 16 -bit sampler, 2

mins sample time, as new, £850 or

p/x Roland S550; MC50 sequencer,

as new, no manual or psu, hence

price, £300. Alvin, Tel: Coventry

(0203) 632524.

CHEETAH SX16 16 -bit stereo,

boxed, only 2 mnths old, giveaway at

£600 ono; Yamaha DR100 reverb,

w/EQ controls, £60 ono. Wayne, Tel:

(0222) 792302.

DESPERATE TO SELL Emax SE 12 -bit

sampler, w/sound library +

Steinberg editor, I'll give you Digital

Muse's Virtuoso Atari sequencing

program free, any price considered.

Mr Singh, Tel: 021-356 1344, after

7pm.

E -MU EMAX sampling keybd, 30

disks, £750 ono. Carl, Tel: (0243)

826832.
ENSONIQ EPS, 2x memory

expansion, over 100 disks, £950.

Pete, Tel: (0527) 543452.

ENSONIQ EPS, library, case, £800 or

swap for Roland D20, Ensoniq

Mirage w/library + I'll make cash

adjustment. Mike, Tel: (0449)

771954, after 5pm.

ENSONIQ EPS, x4 memory

expansion, 10 disks, £850 ono;
Alesis SR16, boxed, manual, as

new, £200; Studio Research 6:2

mixer, £100; Midiverb III, £160;

EVS1, slightly damaged but works

OK, £75; Oberheim Strummer, £70.

Chris, Tel: (0483) 714746.

ENSONIQ EPS16+ rack sampler,

absolutely brand new, never gigged,

w/full sound library, warranty card +

packaging, any offer considered. Mr

Singh, Tel: 021-356 1344, after

7pm.

ENSONIQ EPS16+ sampling

workstation, boxed, as new, extra

disks, £1200. Alan, Tel: (0983)

612537.

ROLAND S10, £400; Yamaha QX5,

£150; Yamaha RX17, £100; TX81Z,

£150; Tascam Porta 05, £200. All

boxed, manuals, £900 the lot. Tel:

Holbeach (0406) 24627.

ROLAND S50, w/library +

sequencing s/w, £400. Dave, Tel:

(0293) 521648.

ROLAND S330 Director -S

sequencing s/w, key, £55. David,

Tel: 081-960 8913, after 9pm.

ROLAND S330 sampler, green

monitor + custom library, boxed, as

new, £600. Mark, Tel: (0202)

315330.

ROLAND W30 music workstation,

good cond, £1099. Paul, Tel: (0302)

538304.

ROLAND W30, sound library, exc

cond, £920 ono. Anthony, Tel:

(0707) 328105.

SYQUEST 45MEG removable hard

disk drive for Akai S1100/S1000,

rackmounted, SCSI thru port, 8

cartridges, some w/Akai sounds,

immac, £900. Tel: (0553) 617497.

YAMAHA MIDI DATA RECORDER,

ideal for dumps from synths,

sequencers etc, disks, £199. David,

Tel: 081-960 8913, after 9pm.

YAMAHA VSS100, 8 sec sample, 4

split, condenser mic, line in, mini

keys, £850. Tel: 081-440 6006.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 sequencer, power

supply, manual, £130. Peter, Tel:

081-968 9265.

ALESIS MMT8, power supply, boxed,

manual, £150. Tel: 051-339 3838.

FIRSTMAN SQ01, pre -MIDI

synth/sequencer, all connections +

great analogue sound. Jerry, Tel:

(0442) 234747.

KORG SQ8, real- + step -time, 8 -track

sequencer, 6500 -note capacity,

boxed, manual, psu, £50. Tel: 081-

440 6006.

KORG SQD1, disks, £100. Steve,

Tel: (0387) 720133.
ROLAND MC50 sequencer, immac,

disks, £400. Tel: Brighton (0273)

410909.
ROLAND MC202, boxed, full

manuals, plus datadisk, swap for

TB303 w/MIDI or offers. Tel: (0787)

78106.

ROLAND MC50011, £400. Alan, Tel:

(0246) 204291.

ROLAND MV30, boxed, as new,

£850 ono. Paul, Tel: (0793)

853372.

ROLAND TB303 bassline, boxed,

manual, immac, £180. Graham, Tel:

051-493 1309.

SWAP 2 OPCODE MIDI interfaces +

latest version Dr T's Beyond (Mac),

for your Kawai Q80. Tel: (0727)

838144.

YAMAHA QX3 digital sequence

recorder, massive memory, £350.

Calum, Tel: (0324) 612990.

YAMAHA QX5FD, 8 -track, 32 macro

track, digital MIDI sequencer, built-in

3.5" floppy disk drive, vast editing

facilities, sync to tape etc, as new,

f/cased, boxed, £300 ono. Tel:

(0384) 410853.

DRUMS
AKAI MPC60 sampling drum m/c,

brand new cond, boxed, manuals,

£1200 ono; Yamaha SY77 synth,

£1200 ono. Adrian, Tel: 021-433

3584, anytime.

AKAI MPC60 sampling sequencing

drum m/c, 16 -note poly sampling,

SMPTE reader/generator, everything,

£1100; Prophet VS keybd, w/ROM +

RAM, £1050; Orla Stage 76

weighted keybd, cased, £400. Tel:

071-733 0204.

AKAI RX10 16 -bit pro drum m/c, 64

rhythm presets, programmable, 8 -

voice, 20 songs, fully assignable fx

send, MIDI in/out, 99 additional

rhythm patterns, a pattern

w/maximum 4 measures, good

cond, manual, £200. Paul, Tel: 041-

774 5659, after 6pm.

AKAI XR10 drum m/c, vgc, £150

ono. Steve, Tel: Bradford (0274)

642286.

ALESIS HR16 drum m/c, £120;

Cheetah MQ8 sequencer, £90; R8

sound cards: Ethnic, Electronic, Jazz,

£20 each. Adrian, Tel: (0928)

560047.

ALESIS SR16 drum m/c, vgc, still

boxed, £190 ono. Mark, Tel: (0329)

281137.

ALESIS SR16 drum m/c, as new,

£180; JL Cooper PSS100 tape sync

unit, as new, £90. Tel: 081-954

5275.

BOSS DR550 digital drum m/c, 48

hardcore electronic sounds, as

sampled by Subterranean Pulse,

£120 ono. Nick, Tel: (0603)

713754, eves.

BOSS DR550, as new, w/rhythm

chart, £100; Yamaha DD10,1.50.

Richard, Tel: (0438) 716388.

ROLAND CR1000, boxed, manual,

£100. Tel: 051-339 3838.

ROLAND R8 ROMs. Brian, Tel:

(0970) 615735.

ROLAND R8, exc cond, boxed,

manuals, £390. Dave, Tel: (0293)

521648.

ROLAND TR626, hardly used,

immac, still boxed, c/w instructions,

£165 ono. Mike, Tel: 081-647 1708.

ROLAND TR707, exc drum m/c,

separate outputs, good cond, £220.

Rick, Tel: (0234) 346844.

ROLAND TR707, £80; Sequential

Circuits Drumtraks, £80. Paul, Tel:

(0926) 490708.

ROLAND TR707 drum m/c, 2

memory cartridges, £150; Roland

TB303, £150. Both: £250. Barry,

Tel: (0873) 859517.

ROLAND TR808 drum m/c, vgc,

£250. Jim, Tel: Surrey (0932)

221019.

SIMMONS SDS7, digital analogue,

mono output not working, rest OK,

no pads, £120 ono; Simmons SDS8

electronic drums, individual outputs,

sequencer input, £100. Thomas, Tel:

(0981) 240314.

SIMMONS SDS1000M electronic

drum brain, MIDI, 5 individual inputs

+ outputs, w/stereo mix, fully

programmable sounds, £250. Tel:

081-783 0537.

SIMMONS SDX 10 -pad electronic

drum kit, 8Meg memory, over

£1000 -worth spare pads, cost

£8000 new, sell £4750 ono. Tel:

(0444) 871818.

SWAP MY ROLAND R8 for your

Roland TR909, must be exc cond,

boxed, manuals. Tel: 091-428 0536.

SWAP MY SIMMONS SDS1000, 5

black pads, 19" rackmount brain,

unfortunately no rack, for your

Roland TR909 drum m/c, any

offers? Matt, Tel: (0242) 232740.

YAMAHA DDD5 MIDI drum m/c,

mint, boxed, sticks, manual. Henry,

Tel: Brighton (0273) 726768.

YAMAHA RX16, boxed, £75. Andy,

Tel: (0933) 224439.

COMPUTING
ATARI 520STFM, double -sided disk

drive, mouse, sampler, Quartet,

Steinberg Pro12, over £250 worth

games, joystick, magazines, still

boxed, £300. Dan, Tel: Tyneside

091-267 1339.

ATARI 520STFM, double -sided drive,

£180; FB01, £100; PSS680, £60;

DH100, £50. Leads, s/w + power

supplies. Mackenzie, Tel: Preston

(0772) 716593.

ATARI 1040ST, Pro24 v3, Band In A

Box, £250 ono. John, Tel: (0532)

576289.

ATARI 1040ST, SM124 monitor, exc

cond, £250 ono. Bill, Tel: (0705)

268618.

ATARI SM124 mono monitor, brand

new, any price considered. Mr Singh,

Tel: 021-356 1344, after 7pm.

ATARI STFM, music studio + PSS

s/w, £200. Mr Hollie, Tel: (0453)

758722.

BBC.B MUSIC SYSTEM, inc Music

5000, UNI3S sequencer, dual floppy

plinth, green monitor, sideways RAM,

joysticks, s/w, books, £295. Tel:

(0438) 350471.
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C -LAB CREATOR, dongle, manual,

£150. Tel: (0908) 670164.

C -LAB CREATOR v1.2, £120; C -Lab

Creator v2.2, £160; Steinberg

Avalon, £160; Steinberg Cubeat v1,

£60. Tel: 091-263 5135.

MICROILLUSIONS MUSIC -X

sequencing s/w, manual, MIDI

interface, Amiga 500, £80; Casio

MIDI Horn, manual, £50. Danny, Tel:

Nottingham (0602) 259869.

OPCODE EZ MUSIC starter kit, Mac,

no MIDI translator because we're

using that(!), but s/w never used,

book of MIDI, offers around £75.

Richard, Tel: (0427) 873116.

STEINBERG CASIO FZ sample

editor, £80. Tel: Merseyside (0744)

35567.
STEINBERG CUBASE, was £500,

only £380. Matt, Tel: (0623)

751528, anytime.

STEINBERG PR024, v3, £60;

Steinberg Synthworks for Roland D -

series synth + MT32, w/500 free

sounds, £85. Kevin, Tel: 081-942

1140.

STEINBERG PR024, v3, £60; EZ

Score Plus, £60. Mr Hollie, Tel:

(0453) 758722.
YAMAHA CX5MII, w/keybd, printer,

Philips RGM colour monitor, £150,

will split. Steve, Tel: (0278) 455464

X264/Andy/Martin, X278.

RECORDING
AKAI GX4000D quarter -inch reel-to-

reel tape recorder, 2 -speed, sound

on sound. Jerry, Tel: (0442) 234747.

AKAI MPX820 programmable 8 -

channel MIDI mixer, exc cond, £399.

Dave, Tel: (0274) 616107.

ALLEN & HEATH 18:2:1 mixer, £650

ono; Teac 6:4 2 -way audio mixer,

£110 ono; Yamaha MSS1 sync,

£110 ono. Jason, Tel: (0323)

641074.
BOSS RBF10 flanger, manual, box,

mint, £50. Tel: (0843) 32357.

BOSS RSD10 sampling delay box,

manual, vgc, £150. Tel: (0843)

32357.
FOSTEX 160, hardly used, £260; JL

Cooper PPS100 tape sync, £90;

Yamaha R100 digital reverb, £100.

Tel: 081-954 5275, after 5.30pm.

FOSTEX 454 mixer, good companion

for 8 -track recording, £325 ono. Lee,

Tel: (0895) 637591.

FOSTEX B16 multitrack recorder,

home use since new, immac, £1750.

Mike, Tel: Durham (0740) 657112.

FOSTEX M80 8 -track, exc cond,

£750. Tel: (0272) 354858.
FOSTEX M80, little use, well

maintained, exc cond, boxed, c/w

instructions, offers around £765;

Revox A77 high speed, exc cond,

highly sought-after m/c, offers in the

region of £475, or the pair for

£1150. Mike, Tel: 081-647 1708.

FOSTEX X30 4 -track, MN15 mixer

compressor, both as new, £140 ono,

poss swap + cash for 8 -track mixer.

Tel: Derby (0332) 780355.

LEXICON PCM70, £1000 or swap for

Yamaha DMP11 mixer or Fostex R8.

Loz, Tel: (0359) 31800.

NOMAD AXXEMAN guitar processor,

£125; AKG SLM50 cube monitors,

£50; AKG Egg Bass drum mic, £70.

Pete, Tel: 081-367 1720.

NOMAD REDDIMIX 8:2, power

supply, w/32 patchbay, £150. Tel:

051-339 3838.

PEAVEY UNIVERB, 128 reverbs + fx,

vgc, boxed, £170. A Prentice, Tel:

031-440 1797, 8.30am-4.30pm.

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE, a quantity of 7"

spools, majority used once, £1 each.

Douglas, Tel: 081-807 5483.

SECK 12:8:2 control desk, good

cond, Alesis Microverb II, £450

complete. Mr Brice, Tel: 031-552

3685.
SECK 12:8:2 mixer, £550 ono. Tel:

Merseyside (0744) 35567.

SIMMONS 8:2 programmable mixer,

MIDI, £150 ono. Mark, Tel: (0905)

611415, eves + weekends.

SONY TC250 2 -speed, half-track

stereo + Truvox 3 -speed half/quarter-

track stereo, variable spooling,

playback only, set up as a pair for

bouncing, also 50+ 7" spools of pro

tape, £60. Tel: Mansfield (0623)

822468.
SONY TC377 reel-to-reel tape deck,

overhauled, exc cond, mixing, 3

heads, SOS dust cover, metal reels,

manual, ideal for mastering, £50.

Henry, Tel: Brighton (0273) 726768.

STUDIOMASTER PROLINE

16:8:16:2, w/MIDI muting, £1050.

Tel: (0453) 826129.

STUDIOMASTER STUDIO 4, classic

4 -track portastudio, £295. Tel:

(0438) 350471.
2 ACCESSIT NOISE GATES, auto

panner, compressor, dual sweep EQ,

power supply, all boxed, £100. Tel:

051-339 3838.

2" AMPEX 456 GRANDMASTER

audio tape, 10" reels, brand new,

few only, £35 each. Tel: (0252)

516433.
TASCAM 38 reel-to-reel, 8 -track m/c,

regularly serviced, £800. Tel: (0782)

642579.
TASCAM 38, mint, £790. Lee, Tel:

(0895) 637591.
TASCAM 488 8 -track recorder,

boxed, manuals, exc cond, £775. Tel:

081-989 9287.

TASCAM 644 Midistudio, £500; Korg

S3, dance card, £300; Boss CL50,

£70. All mint, guarantees, boxed etc.

Kevin, Tel: (0273) 624331.

TASCAM DA30, £825 ono; Fostex

4050 B16 remote, £335 ono; Sansui

WSX1, £650 ono; Tascam 246

portastudio, £375 ono; Steinberg

Pro24, £60 ono; XRI XR300, £160

ono; C -Lab Notator, incorporating

Unitor, v3.1, £575 ono; Yamaha

MT3X portastudio, £330 ono; Mackie

164 mixer, £635 ono; Roland

RE301, £250 ono. Tel: 081-462

6261.

TASCAM PORTA 02 portastudio,

never been used, mint, boxed,

manual, £250 ono. John, Tel: (0753)

886308.
TASCAM TSR8, half -inch, 8 -track, as

new, hardly ever used, £1400. Tel:

(0453) 826129.
TEAC 2A mixer, £80; Ibanez

DM1000 delay, £90; Vesta Fire RV2

stereo reverb, £70. Paul, Tel: (0926)

490708.

TEAC A3340 reel-to-reel, 4 -track

recorder, exc cond, tape, £295. Tel:

(0272) 421926.

TEAC A3340S 4 -track, good working

order, £225; Oberheim DPX1 sample

player, w/disks, £450; Sequential

Drumtrax, separate outputs, exc

cond, £125. Write: Mr Beale, 37

School Street, Wolston, Coventry.

XRI XR300 SMPTE, £110; Roland

DEP5 multi-fx, £275; Roland CF10

MIDI mixer, £75; scissor stands, £5

each. Jerry, Tel: (0234) 870129.

YAMAHA AM602 mixer, 6 -channel, 2

aux sends, exc cond, £150. David,

Tel: 081-960 8913, after 9pm.

YAMAHA E1010 analogue delays,

lovely warm -sounding old analogue

delays, £75 each; f/case, 12U,

highest quality, castors, £100. Tel:

061-799 6154.
YAMAHA FX500 multi-fx processor,

immac, boxed, as new, £220 ono.

Richard, Tel: 081-348 3307.

YAMAHA GEP5O multi-fx unit, 19"

rackmount, £150; Roland GS6 multi-

fx unit, 19" rackmount, £165. Both

boxed, as new, manuals. Colin, Tel:

081-878 0512.
YAMAHA RCM1 remote for MT120

portastudio, as new, yours for £25.

Pete, Tel: (0203) 345958, leave

message.

AMPS
CARLSBRO HORNET 45W keybd

amp, immac, £35. David, Tel: 081-

960 8913, after 9pm.
CARLSBRO PMX8 8 -channel power

mixer amp, 300W per side, brand

new, never gigged, £600 ono. Tel:

Ipswich (0473) 626605.

HIGH WATT LEAD 50 valve head,

£150. Tel: 051-339 3838.

MARSHALL KEYBD 12 combos, 6

mnths old, home use only, £75 each

or £130 the pair. Simon, Tel: (0604)

602523.

MUSICAL FIDELITY P170,

rackmounted amp, 2U, boxed, exc

cond, was £750 new, £250 for

immediate sale (hence price).

Simon, Tel: 071-537 7168.

PEAVEY BANDIT 65W combo amp,

exc cond, £150; Sanyo 50W hi-fi

amp, £35. Pete, Tel: 081-367 1720.

YAMAHA 250W spk amp combo

system, bass, mid range + horn, on

casters, powerful, w/wide frequency

range, exc cond, £450 ono. Nigel,

Tel: (0233) 633483.

YAMAHA PD2500 power amp, very

powerful, yet light + compact at the

same time, up to 1000W, £500.

Stephen, Tel: (0932) 253693, after

7pm.

PERSONNEL
BASS PLAYER WANTED, preferably

w/vocals, for none -commercial band.

Influences: Pink Floyd, Camel, Barclay

James Harvest, early Genesis.

Harrogate/Ilkley based. Tel: Harrogate

(0423) 711662.

ELECTRONIC BAND, with record

company interest seek synth operator,

in or around Cambridge area. Into:

Depeche Mode + Nine Inch Nails.

Graham, Tel: (0223) 860348.

GREAT SONGS seek great lyricists.

Write: Andrew Kazury 8/25 Warsaw,

Poland. Fax: 010 4826 284580.

GUITARIST/SINGER + writer of superb

songs seeks male or female

keybd/programming person for engine

room + ultimately Madison Square

Garden. You are presently wasting your

time in a naff band or a bedroom +

need a new challenge. Preferably

Ipswich, Colchester/Chelmsford area.

No beginners please. Patrick, Tel:

(0473) 214615.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD -BASED

songwriter, w/talent, experience + gear

seeks tuned -in keybd player to form

production unit. Jerry, Tel: (0442)

234747.

KEYBD PLAYER + DRUMMER require

vocalist + keybd player to complete

electronic lineup. Andy, Tel: 021-421

2450.

KEYBD PLAYER/PROGRAMMER +

funk guitarist seek female

vocalist/songwriter for

club/house/funk tracks. I have a small
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MIDI setup + lots of ideas. No time

wasters pls. Northants area. Adam,

Tel: (0604) 830628.

MANCHESTER, (preferably south

area), home music enthusiasts who

wish to turn their ideas into

presentable songs required. Singers,

poets, technicians etc welcome. I have

a keybd, synth, sequencer, guitar +

own compositions waiting for you. Ian,

Tel: 061-980 2869.

MUSICIAN would like to meet other

musicians in Birmingham area. Some

interest in programming keybds.

Duncan, Tel: 021-444 2681.

SINGER WANTED for techno band

w/own studio + record deal.

Nottingham based. Permanent or

sessions. Matt, Tel: (0623) 751528,

anytime.

SONGWRITER looking to collaborate

w/female singer w/strong, soulful

voice. Influences: dance, house etc.

North London area only. Kesh, Tel:

(0923) 825219.

SYNTHESIST, 25 in Merseyside area,

seeks keybd player to form duo.

Influences: Tangerine Dream, Howard

Jones, Gary Numan etc. Steve, Tel:

051-521 2405.

YOUNG TALENTED KEYBOARD

PLAYER seeks an established band to

join. Haven't got much gigging

experience. I've got no equipment or

keybds, but am very devoted + hard

working. Into: Erasure, Guns & Roses,

mostly digital music. Write: Shane

Porter, 121 Dearhurst Crescent,

Poolsgroove, Portsmouth, Hampshire

P06 4EJ.

MISC
ARIA PRO2 semi -acoustic guitar +

Squier 15 amp, hardly used, £300

ono. Bill, Tel: 051-521 2405.

ARION HOTWATT, £50; MXR Phase

100, £30; Casio DG20 digital guitar,

boxed, manual, £75; Westone

Paduak 1 active guitar, £100;

Nomad Axxeman, footswitch, £100.

Tel: 051-339 3838.

GROOVE ELECTRONICS MIDI -to -CV

unit, 2 CV channels (for 2

monosynths), DIN sync (for syncing

old Roland drum m/cs or

sequencers), manual etc, immac,

£100; Creator v3.1, dongle, manual

etc, £150. Andy, Tel: Leeds (0532)

430177.

HH PRO200 bass cab, 2x12 +

bullet, good cond, RH S130 amp,

£150 ono the pair. Paddy, Tel:

Huddersfield (0484) 648275.

IBANEZ MUSICIAN bass guitar,

model MC924, mahogany, £320

ono. Ian, Tel: (0702) 373327,

days/460285, eves.

JBL CONTROL 5 monitors, brand

new, still boxed, £199. Dave, Tel:

(0494) 436426.

KAHLER HUMAN CLOCK, produces

MIDI clock from a live drummer or

taped drums, £250. Tel: 071-281

1918.

MORLEY Rotating Sound Powerwah

volume pedal, £55 ono; MXR mains

flanger, last version, mint, boxed,

£35 ono. John, Tel: Guildford (0483)

32802.

MUSIC VIDEOS (VHS), huge private

collection, '80s/'90s chart music

(synths etc). Send SAE for full list:

Donovan, 19 Railway St, Beverley, N

Humberside HE17 ODX.

OVATION APPLAUSE semi -acoustic,

roundback guitar, £250 ono; Ibanez

Roadster fretless bass, hard case,

active circuitry, £225 ono. Lee, Tel:

(0895) 637591.

QUANTITY OF FUJI 1" tape on NAB

spools in individual hard plastic

carry cases, used once only, £25

each. Would consider swapping

individually for rackmounted

patchbay + MIDI patchbay. Mike, Tel:

081-647 1708.

ROLAND MM4 MIDI thru box, power

supply. Jerry, Tel: (0442) 234747.

ROLAND VOCODER SVC350, exc

cond, manual, £350 ono. Keith, Tel:

(0450) 76131, eves.

SLAPBACK SCINTILLATOR aural

exciter, as new, £100. Piers, Tel:

(0603) 633139.

YAMAHA MCS2 MIDI control station,

£75 ono or swap reasonable drum

m/c. Tel: Andover 357134, early

eves.

WANTED
AKAI X7000 sample keybd, either

manual, handbook or photocopy,

wanted urgently, willing to pay. Tony,

Tel: 081-883 8753, anytime.

BINSON MANUAL OR PHOTOCOPY +

patch data cassette, will pay, pls

help. Mark, Tel: (0905) 611415, eves

+ weekends.

CASIO FZ1 sampling keybd or Korg

DSS1 sampling keybd, or similar, can

pay up to £600, depending on cond,

looks unimportant; also Roland

SH101, preferably w/modulation grip,

can pay £125 maximum. Bill, Tel:

(0892) 723897, anytime.

CASIO FZ1 sampler, will pay £650

cash. Tom, Tel: (0293) 543861.

DENON DTR2000 or Kenwood

DX7030 DAT recorders. Paul, Tel:

(0302) 538304.

DESPERATELY WANTED: MPG80

programmer for MKS80 synth. A

Prentice, Tel: 031-440 1797, 8.30am-

4.30pm.

EMS VCS3 + ARP 2600, willing to

pay. Write: Fredrik Nielsen,

Sommarogatan 2, 63226 Eskilstuna,

Sweden. Tel: 016/113843.

FOSTEX M80, Seck 18:8:2 + SPX90,

will pay cash + collect. Tel: 061-483

8551.

IBANEZ AS9 autso filter, pay £20-25

+ postage, also fuzz, wah + swell, pay

£25-30 + postage. Rob, Tel: (0273)

682131.

KORG Ml, good cond, w/any extras.

Julian, Tel: (0239) 831312.

KURZWEIL K1000. Tel: 071-733

0204.

MANUAL OR COPY for Cubase v2.

Bill, Tel: (0635) 869967/869933.

POWERTRAN SP2200 amp, circuit

diagram + build instructions urgently

needed, £5 for photocopy. Tel: (0926)

842741.

PSU for Yamaha CX5 music computer,

I'll pay £20 cash. Martin, Tel: 081-

398 7349.

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 1 or Alpha

Juno 2, also Roland TR909 drum

m/c, cash or exchange either for

Roland Juno 106. Jay, Tel: (0532)

434585.

ROLAND PG800 programmer, cash

waiting. Steve, Tel: (0207) 70759,

after 7pm.

ROLAND PG1000 programmer for

D50 + modular synth of some sort.

Steven, Tel: (0726) 66715.

ROLAND S50, must be good cond,

w/manual, willing to pay up to £400,

but no more. Shane, Tel: (0705)

210461.

ROLAND S50 sampling keybd,

w/disks + monitor, £750 waiting, can

collect. Dave, Tel: (0924) 265742,

most eves.

ROLAND SUPER JX10, good cond,

w/manuals, only £300 to spend.

Shane, Tel: (0705) 210461.

ROLAND TB303 bassline m/c.

Stephen, Tel: 081-874 3918.

SECOND-HAND Roland D10, will pay

no more than £300, must be as new,

w/owners manual + box, preferably

still under guarantee, must deliver as

well. Shane, Tel: (0705) 210461,

after 6pm.

SOUNDS for Ensoniq ESQ1 or SQ80

on disk or cartridge, also Roland

M64C memory cartridge for my

TR909. Tel: (0908) 669648.

WANT TO SWAP 88 -note weighted

keybd, I have Juno 2, Kawai R100,

pedals, Roland keybd amp, Cube 60

etc. Bill, Tel: (0635)

869967/869933.

WALKABOUT KEYBD, w/full-size keys,

strap + MIDI. Paul, Tel: (0929)

424097.

YAMAHA TX81Z or Roland 0110.

Chris, Tel: 051-638 5907.

CALL IN YOUR READERS' AD ON

(0891) 100767
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
A classified advertisement can cost you as little as £30 per month*.
You choose how long you want to advertise, for one month, three

months, six months or 12 months, the following is an example:

3cm

One month £25 per column cm

£75 + VAT per insertion

Three months £23 per column cm

£69 + VAT per insertion

Six months £22 per column cm

£66 + VAT per insertion

12 months £20 per column cm
£60 + VAT per insertion

1 Column

INTERESTED?
FOR MORE DETAILS ON CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

PLEASE CALL ALEX DAY ON

0353 665577
* Based on a minimum size 2cm x 1 column advert booked for 12 months

SOFTWARE, HARDWARE

AND SAMPLES

S900/950 SAMPLES
High Quality,professional collection

Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Pre set Volumes, 25 disks £79.95

Individual disks £4.00 each
All prices inclusive of VAT and UK postage

Access and Barclaycard welcome
Send or Phone for full listing

VALLEY STUDIOS
Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay. Dyfed, SA45 9TU

TEL: 0545 560164 FAX: 0545 560885

MIDI SEQUENCES
All with that rare commodity FEEL! plus a bit of T.L.C.

Most Formats Available

INTRODUCTORY BLITZ!
50 Superb Songs from the 50's to the 90's

£50
with MIDI maps

Tel: 0253 54095 or 0253 873716

IMPULSE MIDI FILES, The Keyboard Centre,

1a Albert Square, Fleetwood, Blackpool, Lancs.

S900/950 SAMPLE LIBRARY
Over 300 disks available

£3.50 per disk
Please phone / write for catalogue

Also 3.5" Blank DS/dd Disks available
Prices starting from £7.50 for 10

MIRROR IMAGE
AUDIO Cassette Duplication

474 Manchester Road, Heaton Chapel,
Stockport SK4 5DL Tel: 061 442 9045

HEAVENLY MUSIC
ST/PC MIDI SOFTWARE

DR. BEAT Producers Sees Drum 8 Percussion Disk

A vast collodion of Drum and Percussion Patterns, Fills, Intros and Endings Professionally

Programmed wth the FEEL of a PEAL drummer! Not a machine Dr BEAT has already

received exellent renews and is berg described by our users as THE DEFINETIVE Drum

and PMCLISSION Patten Coliection in %Ode Format Vols I AND 2 available NOW'

£13.95 each Inc. p&p

RAMJAM Musicians Series of Midi Jam Files

A cdlectee ol 'KILLER' jams in Wide Format. Imagine a pm sessen we some of tee

colds TOP muscles in styes from Funk to Fuson in ANY key at ANY spell....

till you DROPI You'veust imagined AMAMI Noe evadable Rarer Volt, 283

£13.95 Inc. p&p

MEGGA-TRACKS Prof ?zonal Senes ol Mull Song files

Through demand from our Dr. BEAT customers THEY WANTED PRECISSION MIDI SONG

SEQUENCES WITH FEEL: Programmed by NY Ill Producers io pre everybody something the

ones cant. WHAT YOU WAND We're produced for REA. CBS. RAK. Ill. /Wane Res (UK l

US are Hdrra 'V are rox for YOL 0,7,0 ow those songs you can,* elsewhere'

£26.00 for 5 Songs inc. p&p

S -S -S9001950 Produces Semen of Samob Disks

TP. - -, ::- ,.. _.- : .:- _s, 1. - a , f,rp ' e no.: rs .,.6 30 mc p&p

r're :sem:- .; erGer ire ..erf fa, ti, ne 'BB., ,. 7,c, e^ ', , re s,OCat
7, ,t.1,S HIT muter on NINICI IntaIrs Or pc Toe CHNII'v 001 c o ','

To order Send cheque or Postal order to . HEAVENLY MUSIC. 39 GARDEN

ROAD. JAYWICK VILLAGE. CLACTON.ON.SEA, ESSEX C015 2RT

For further details, phone Clacton  on  Sea (0255) 434217
We won't cut corners on Quality...So why should you,

FUSION BRANDED DISKS
to So

1 MEG 3.5" 05/00 £7.50 £34.95

DD/DS ST/e FORMATED 02.50 £57.95

3.5" UNBRANDED £5.95 £25.95

UNBRANDED FORMATED £10.95 £48.95

ATARI ST & SX16 SAMPLES
£3.50 per disk, 10 disks £29.95

PURE TECHNOLOGY

100

£64.95

£99.50

£44.95

£84.50

Dept. MT, 21 Bridgegate Road, Rhyl, Clwyd LL189BL

TEL: (0745) 332535

MIDI SOFTWARE--=-1/1A "HANDS ON"

MIDI SONG FILES NEW! ON STAGE
STANDARD MIDI FILE PLAYER FOR ATARI sr

No monitor required! Reset Proof!

NO WAITING FOR SONGS TO LOAD

32 songs in memory at once.

Load whilst playing / 64 Tracks.

Remote control via MIDI keyboard!

No need to buy extra hardware

A+

E99.95inc VAT

THE MOST ACCURATE DATA AVAILABLE.

ALL PARTS, ALL SOLOS, ALL LYRICS.

ALL TO GENERAL MIDI.

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE AS

AUDIO BACKING TRACKS

COMING SOON

PRINTED SHEET MUSIC
Probably the best Sequencer Data in the world

"HANDS ON" MIDI

3 BELL ROAD, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH,

SOFTWARE
HAMPSHIRE. P06 3NX VISA

TEL 0705 221162 or FAX 0705 382865

VISIT US AT THE MIDI MUSIC SHOW

MIDI MUSIC
CollectionTM
For free catalogue ring

081 691 1087

Latest releases include

41558 Stay  Shakopee s Sister

41559 Legs .12 Top

41540 Westend Girls  Pet Shop Boys

01550 Layla  Eric Clayton

01560 True Blue  Madonna

41547%01 1011(1.0n Around  George Benson

41542 Tunnel of Love  Bruce Springsteen

41561 Under The Bridge  Red Hof Chili Peppers

Classical
Masterpieces

G.F. Handel:

#2126 Fireworks Music
(complete: 28.39 min)

#2131 Water Music
(complete: all 20 parts)

F. Smetana:

#2136 Ma Vlast Vitava(Moldau)

(complete work)

International

Mail Order Service

accepted

NEWTRONIC
SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE LTD.

62b Manor Avenue
London SE4 1TE

TellFax 081 691 1087

MIDI SONG LIBRARY
Hoge Selection, High Quality, Great Prices

MIDI RHYTHM LIBRARY
The Definitive Drum Library 700. Patterns

,4/1/4427/W 04//t24t, 95

IBM PC Compatible Products
Interested in the Best Platt orms for Multimedia or

Hard Disk Recording?
Ask fora Quote on the Latest 286 to 486 PC's

and Hard Disks (Up to 1 6Gb II)

oar 144,sehe Sgs.rayeaCe4
For Details Call Tel: 0256 50259 (Till 8pnG

STAGE ONE TRACKJNGS, mum.y Lane,
Weyhdl, Andover, Hants SPI I BED

KAO
MF2HD
DOUBLE SIDED
2MB CAPACITY

OPENING
HOURS:-
MON.FRH
9.30.7.Wpm
SAT. 9.30-6pm
SUN = 10-3prn

You've heard the tapes  seen the video Now try the DISK

KAO
The World's finest disks from TDK & KAO

TDKSeriousquality for serious users

NEW LOWER PR CES
BULK DISKS x50 x100
1 Mb M F2DD 50p each - £24 £45
2 Mb MF2HD 65 p each - £30 £58

FREE DRIVE CLEANER CR MOUSE MAT ON PURCHASES OF 100. OISNS

STAR PRINTERS
LC20 9 pin mono £139
LC200 COLOUR £199
LC24-200 MONO £239
LC24-200 COLOUR £289
STARJET £250

PROTAR
COLOUR MONITOR
SPEC. AS 8833 MK .2

only £220
HARD DISKS

LOADSCUBASE ISM SECONDS
PROGATE 20Mb £200
PROGATE 40Mb £330
PROGATE 80Mb £430
RING FOR DETAILS

TDK 'DAT' TAPES
DA -R60 £6,00 DA -R90 £7.00 DA -R120 £8.00

FULL RANGE OF TDK AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES.

ZY-F1 AMPLIFIED STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM
IDEAL FOR STE/AMIGA/PC's/WALKMAN/etc. £35.00

N B ALL PRICES INC VAT FREE P&P ON ORDERS OVER £50
£3.00 P&P ON ORDERS BELOW £50 'OVERNIGHT DEL. 03

SEND - PHONE - FAX- CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST

K.C. VIDEO
6+8 DONCASTER RD., SOUTH ELMSALL,Nr PONTEFRACT

TEL:0977649100 W. YORKS WF9 2HZ FAX:0977643312

SAMPLE LIBRARIES

E PS/FE I /5950/51000/5550/5330/W30
I /5770/5750/PEAVEY DPM SP/DPM-3 SE/MIRAGE/

ATARI SD/AVALON/GENWAVE FORMATS

We ore Europe's longest sound library with over 2 hundred thousand
samples. Taken from "State of the art" systems. Ranging from

Foirlight 3 Orchestral sounds to the latest House sounds, we've got
our free

catalogue (Spea/ machine)

SAMPLE TAPES.
We now have 30 volumes of our famous wimple topes on Chrome coRtle, including

"House Anack"/"Analogue No.1 /MI/ Orchestral I .3/World Music. Each rape is

£7.50. Our new tapes ore The dance collecien and 'Digital textures°, eoch series

contains over 4 hag of hi quoin sompla and comes on 3 Hi grode Meld C -9O

opera. Both collections come with lull Mock listings, and are priced at £53.30

each inc. psp. Wile/phone for free Tope Listing.

HOUSE ATTACK II - NOW OUT

SAMPLES ON R-DAT
1500 SOUNDS ONLY £80.00 JD 800 SOUNDS -

NOW IN STOCK
rr

nmr S.c,oe

IDESESItY ESL/WM Lb
TEL: 0463 - 221488

DESERT ISLAND (DEPT. MI
20 EDINGTON RD. INVERNESS, SCOTLAND, IV2 3DB

FZ-1 SAMPLE LIBRARY
* ALL DISKS >90% FULL*

QUANTITY 1 2-10 11-20 20+

HD DISK £400 £3.75 £3.50 £3.25
DD DISK £3.50 £3.35 £3.15 £3.00

FHONEWRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

DEMO DISK AVAILABLE DSHD £1.50 /DSDO £1.00

BIG TIME PRODUCTIONS, P. O. BOX 520

BURSLEM, STOKE ON TRENT, ST6 5UR

TEL: (0782) 810611

CLASSIC ANALOG
MODULAR SYSTEMS BY MOOG, EMU,

ROLAND, SERGE, BUCHLA & OBERHEIM

ALWAYS AVAILABLE FOR SALE.

BEST PRICES 0359 31023

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1992
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'ANG ON A SEC....
DON'T SELL YOUR KEYBOARD, SAMPLER OR STUDIO

GEAR UNTIL YOU'VE PHONED ME, AS I CAN GIVE YOU

THE BEST CASH DEAL AROUND

081 390 7324
ANYTIME 24 Hrs.

B -MAN PRODUCTIONS
SINGERS -SONGWRITERS -BANDS

If you've got good songs but only a small budget -
It you can't afford a 16 - bit Stereo Sampler and all

the other togs to give your songs that little extra
and make them work -

then you should give me a ring

BERN 0844 53904
QUALITY GEAR AND KNOW HOW THAT

MAKES YOUR MATERIAL STAND OUT

FOR HIRE
ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE

Musical Equipment  Studio Equipment

 Home Recording Packages  DeVColl

VISA + ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 0860 310618

CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

iCOMPACT DISC
LPs 95p - Singles HOp

Plus mastering min 1,000

AUDIO, VIDEO & DAT COPYING

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

SELECTA SOUND
5 MARGARET ROAD, ROMFORD
ESSEX RM2 5SH Tel: 040-245-3424

TUITION

MIDI CLINIC
PRIVATE TUITION IN ALL ASPECTS OF MODERN

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

SEQUENCING, SAMPLING, SYNTH
PROGRAMMING, ETC.

CUBASE, NOTATOR SPECIALISTS.
TELEPHONE HELPLINE AVAILABLE

PHONE FOR DETAILS

081 898 1276

SERVICE I REPAIRS

IP RR S
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEACTTASCAM

Tel: 0954 31348 or 0860 782541

SOUNDCHECK
STUDIO MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Repair / Calibration of tape machines,
Synths, Consoles, Drum Machines,

Effects units etc.
Specialists in Revox, Tascam & Fostex

machines

Telephone 0432 276465

WORD f 50-0 SIMS
K U R ZWEIL.

as i.>
THE CLASSIC LEGENDARY SOUNDS OF KURZWEIL

Enjoy Kurzweil's fantastic sounds at new LOW PRICES -K250.443 Acoustic sample set-ups, 42K variable note

sequencer, quantization/mixboard, editing, 50 Khz sampler, 88 note wooden keyboard plus much more only £3995.
RMX rackmount only £2595.

Pro 11- including big band sounds -solo sections- layers and other variations of violins-cellos-flutes-

soprano/alto/tenor/baritone saxaphones-french horn -oboe -bassoon -clarinet -trumpets -trombones -timpani plus great

selection of layered/synth sounds. Pro 111 -full range nylon/steel acoustic guitars -hollow body/solid electricebasses-

baritone/alto/tenor/soprano sax-trumpets-trombones-synth/layered sounds/filter sweeps only £1095

AND NOW THE NEW K2000 -THE ULTIMATE SYNTHESIZER

K1200/Pro 76/Pro I/MK III/MK IV/upgrades also available

YOU'VE HEARD THE REST NOW TRY THE BEST -STUNNING SOUNDS AT STUNNING PRICES

For details telephone or fax WOSS 071 482 4090

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
IF THE HI - TECH MUSICIAN IS
YOUR TARGET GROUP THEN

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE
YOUR No. 1 CHOICE FOR ADVERTISING.
FOR MORE DETAILS ON CLASSIFIED AD'S

CALL ALEX DAY ON

0353 665577

ad index
ABC Music 11, 31 Music Corporation 61
AMG 39, 40, 41, 42 Music Pro Import 47
Andertons 67 Musical Exchanges 45
Axe Music 33 Patchworks 23
BEM 69 Peavey UK 13
Best Service 53 Percy Prior ?3
Dangerous CD Company 35 Pro Music 49
Digital Music 24 Q - Logic 61
Eddie Moors Music 21 Roland Friday 53
Four Minute Warning 67 Roland UK 5
Future Publishing IBC Soho Soundhouse 63
Gigsounds 57 Sound Control 19
Kenton 49 TC's Rock Cellar 65
Korg U.K OBC TSC 1
MCM 1 Time & Space 6, 7
Mike Barden 65 Yamaha IFC
Music Connections 28, 29 Zone Distribution 37
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HOW CAN YOU GET EVEN
MORE OUT OF YO T?

Each month we give away
a complete commercial
package on our second
Cover Disk. This month it's
GFA Draft, worth £100

To guarantee you
don't miss out on
the best software,
we give you a
Cover Disk packed
to the brim with
Public Domain
programs and
utilities, game
demos, complete
programs, full games
and much more!

PLUS: Don't miss this
month's report on the
Frankfurt Messe music show
and our guide to getting the
most out of Sequencer One

Every month we run
comprehensive features
showing you how to get more
from your ST, often tied in with
complete programs on the
Disk

150
items rated in

N
I S ° *la be: lindGuniode

section

So that you can make the right
buying decisions, our Buyer's
Guide lists everything you can
buy, with correct prices and
contact numbers. Make sure
you never buy the wrong music
package again!

Don't miss our massive tips
section. Our team of experts
solve all your problems
from MIDI to programming,

vol.:: 7,,'",

no
games to graphics,

o -D"" sequencing to sampling.
We guarantee to answer
every query we receive

You want to know what
hardware and software is worth
buying, so we review every item
released for your ST

So that you don't break
your bank manager's

heart, we give you a guide to all
the best Public Domain programs
which cost less than £4!

GET ST FORMAT EACH
AND EVERY MONTH

For the next six months we're giving you a complete package
worth at least E50 with every issue of ST FORMAT

A COMPLETE £1.00 PACKAGE WITH THIS

Si FORMAT, OUT THURSDAY 9 APRIL
This month's complete package is GFA Draft Plus 3, a complete 2D drafting

package worth £100. Works on both mono and colour STs



011W The 0 that started it all. 32
voices, 200 programs, 200 com-
binations. And you can access up
to 800 of the best sounds on the
planet using Korg's SRC -512 RAM

card! Wave Shaping (Korg's
exclusive process for modifying
waveforms) yields super -realistic
acoustic instrument sounds and
original sounds nothing else can.
A 7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
adds more versatility.

011WFD The "pumped up" 01/W.
All of the incredible sounds and
power of the 01/W. Plus a built-in

disk drive that lets you store pro-
grams, combinations, sequences
and sysex data. Flex your creativity
with an expanded 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer. Like the
01/W, it includes two Stereo
Dynamic Digital Multi -Effect
Processors with 47 effects and
real-time control.

I
In the beginning there

was the 01/W. Now this
award -winning keyboard
has evolved into a full
line of extraordinary
music workstations.

01/W Pro The Pro starts with all
of the sounds and music -making
power of the 01/WFD. Add an
extended 76 -note keyboard and
an expanded 10 Meg PCM
memory featuring 256 multi -
sounds and 129 drum and per-
cussion sounds. A 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer includes
advanced editing functions.
Import and export sequences in
the Standard MIDI File format.

111111111111111111m1 l I I Ba1I

And, like the 01/WFD, it can even
be used as a MIDI data filet

01/W ProX The most evolved
01/W. Features an 88 -note
weighted action keyboard that
makes the ProX an ideal Master
MIDI Controller. And you get the
full complement of the 01/W
Pro's sounds, sequencing power
and storage capability.

LIZEIMI=k1111111

01R/W A perfect MIDI module.
All the sounds and features that

Otk
have made the 01/W the leader
in music workstations. Plus a
7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
with sophisticated editing con-
trol. Receives on 16 independent
MIDI channels. MIDI overflow.
Four polyphonic outputs. The
ultimate open-ended system in
a compact two rack space.

03R/W The affordable and com-
pact MIDI module for fast, easy
access to many of the great 01/W
sounds. 32 voices, 128 General
MIDI ROM programs, plus 100
user -programmable Programs
and Combinations. Program and
PCM card slots that use 2 Meg
PCM cards. Compatible with
Korg's RE -1 Remote Editor.

Receives on 16 individual MIDI
channels. A comprehensive, open-
ended system in one rack space.

Go to your Korg dealer and
audition the 0 Series. See how
much music workstations have
evolved. And while you're at it,
discover the growing library of
Korg 0 Series sound cards.

KOREO 1/WSERIES
For more information, write to: Korg (UK), 8/9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAl 2YR ©1992 Korg U.S.A.


